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REVIVAL REPORTED IN
THE STEEL INDUSTRY

of Bituminous
Production
Coal Continues to Hold
Close to th,e Ten Million
Tons a week level
New York, Oct. 8. With the
,'rurklsh crisis apparently yielding
finan-

OVER OLD TRAIL

AUTOMOBILE

EASTERN RELIEF

-

12:10 o'clock noon, to 2:20 o'clock
of September 12, hold the story of
how Guy Dornior, Phoenix and Los
Angeles club man, died. To pene
trate the veil, that the story may!
bo told every police officer of
Sheriff
with
Phoenix,
together
John Montgomery of Maricopa
county, and all his deputies have
been working since Dornler's body,
clothed only in a suit ot athletic
underwear, was found floating in
the Arizona canal, north of Phoenix.
Every movement made by Dernier, however unimportant it might
have been, from the time he
at about 10
in Phoenix
o'clock on the morning of Sunday,
September 10, until he called goodbye to his friend, Harry Trytle, at
12:10 the following Tuesday, is
known. Then Dernier drove away
in his automobile to his
death;
drove behind the veil of mystery
which no one has been able to tear
aside.
Arrived in rhoenix.
Guy Dernier arrived in Phoenix
in an automobile from Los Angeles
the morning of Sunday, September
10. lie was accompanied by Harry
Trytle and Trytle's daughter.
3 8
yearsfcold; Rex De
of Chicago
and Herbert
White, known in Phoenix also as
"Whitcy."
The next two days were spent in
ordinary pursuits, of business and
recreation. Then at 12:10 on Tuesday Dernier stood talking to Harry
Trytle in front of the Arizona club.
Dernier climbed into his automobile. As he started the engine he
said to Trytle:
I am not back
in an hour, don't wait lunch for me.
I'm going out to see a little widow."
Then ho drove away.
Corpse; Wus Tonnrt.
Two hours and ten minutes later
his corpse was found In the canal.
Kvery indication pointed to murder, a theory borne out by the verdict of the coroner's Jury which
slated that Dornier's doa'th had
been caused by asphyxiation.
Today the hunt for the slayer of
Ouy Dernier, according to Sheriff
Montgomery, is no nearer a successful end than it was in the beginning.

1G1ANTS ARE THE

CANNON TRAVELS

DRIVE FOR HEAR

ARE CHEGKED

don today from the Paris conference with Premier Poincare on the
Turkish situation, and in reply to
Inquiries said he had every hope
that a reasonable settlement would
be reached. Without being too optimistic, it might be said that the
a situation
allies had overcome
fraught with considerable asrisk.
a reIt is understood that
sult of last night's cabinet council
some Blight amendments have been
made in the form of the agreement
reached at Paris Saturday, and instructions have been sent to General Harington at Constantinople
the
authorizing him to reopen
conference at Mudanla.
to
This, according
governmental
advicos, was resumed at noon.
One of the first matters to be
discussed at the Mudania meeting
will be the new incursion of Turkish troops in the Ismid region.
The government's view, however, is
that because of the new agreement
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Says He Has Every Reason Officers Arc Working to
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to Hope That a SettleSitTurkish
nected with the Slaying
ment of the
Practically All Available
Reached
Will
be
of Man at Phoenix, Ariz.
uation
Signs Point to a Further
Oct. 8 (by the AssociatPhoenix, Ariz., Oct. 8. Wrapped
Improvement in the In- - edLondon,
in a sinister shroud ot mystery, the
Press.) Lord Curzon, secretary
dustrial Situation
of foreign affairs, returned to Lon- two hours and ten minutes from
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WIN FOUR GAMES

"Uncle Joe" Makes Trip j
from Washington to In- Funds to Aid Thousands
rllansnnlie fhor the SamiV
of Refugees is Authorized
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Danville, III., Oct. 8 (by the As- Isociated Press.) "Uncle Joe" Can-- ,
non, who retires next .unrcn oner
forty-si- x
years of service 1n congress, came home to Danville yesterday after traveling nuipt fol-of
the way over tho same road hr.
lowed when he came west with his
parents and brothers In 1840.
On the trip of 82 years ago, ho
rode, a child of four, in liis mother's arms on tho high swaying seat
of a. lumbering prairie schooner.
more than four score
Now,
years later, ho has fulfilled ft long
cherished ambition to mako the
name trip again, following the Old
Frederick.
National road
Md
to Indianapolis by jutoinobilo.
Because of futigua ho was forced
to abandon his car at the Itoosier
capital and complete ths journey
by train.
East night, rejuvenated by a tow
hours rest, with one of his famous
stogies burning freely and a pocket full of Its mates within reach,
ho shared the honors with United
States District Judge Walter C.
Eindloy at a dinner ot tho Vermiland
lion County Bar association,
compared the western trip of 1510
of
with the automobile
lourney

Washlngton, Oct. R. A nation
wide appeal for funds for tho relief of the thousands ot refugees
in the Near East was authorized
The
tnrtnv hv President Harding.
mnnov will be distributed through
the American Ited CrosB and the
Xenr lOnst Relief, working jointly,
and will be raised by a special
committee headed by former Pott
maNtor General Hays.
This statement was issued by the
president:
"A recognized and most appeal
ing emergency exists in the Nearis
East. After full' conference, it
unanimously agreed that the Angl
ican Ked Cross and tho Near Kuwt
reeog
Relief, two governmental
nized organizations, are the logi
cal
instrumentalities
through
which this relief may bo extended
In a campaign of most cordial co
operation they will command the
facilities for most emclent minis

FROM TRE YANKS
Buct joe
in

Bush Crushed
Game and

Sunday's

McGraw's
Men
Long End of a 3
5--

Take
Score

MANAGER HUGGINS AND
MOUNDSMAN DISAGREE

Twirlcr Becomes Angry and
Before He Can Calm Himself the Nationals Score
two Runs and Win

Xevr York, Oct. S (by the Associated Pross.) The New York
;to the process of negotiation,
Giants once more are champions
cial and business sentiment showed
of the world.
They reached that
'a distinct recovery during the past
pinnacle ot success tor tho second consecutive year in a furious
week. A sharp rally In securities
uphill rush this afternoon 5that
prices undoubtedly was a factor In
to
flung tho V'ankees to defeat,
the matter, but a greater disposl
3, and crushed a disgusted pitchfavorat
the
look
tratlon.
tion existed to
er, "Hullct .loo" Bush.
"In order to meet the situation
It was the second consecutive
able aspects of the domestic situa
is created a special fund to
there
time that tha Yankees have bucktion. .
at Paris, this fresh violareached
as
Kast
Emer
tho
be
known
"Near
tho Giants in a world's series
ed
Practically all the available tion of neutrality is not likely to
gency Fund." This special fund is
and failed. This year they wont
to bo raised by a nation wido ap
signs point to a further improve- cause serious difficulty and that
without tht
down ingloriously
ment In the volume of Industrial there probably will be no further
peal, which appeal Is endorsed and 1922.
of having captured even
"In 1840, when my father, moth- solace
Car loadings ,for the infringement of neutrality.
will be engaged in by the Ameriproduction.
ono
that comfive
of
the
games
The question of how far the
can Red Cross, tho Near East Re er, two brothers and t left Guil- prised tho battle for the title. The
week ended September 23. the
lief, the Y. M. C. A., the Y. W. C. ford, N. C, they were campaigning best they could do was to tie tho
latest for which statistics are avail Turks are to be withdrawn in the
for 'Tippecanoe and Tyler too,'" second game of the series.
!uble, total 973,000 cars, a new high neutral zone, as required by the
A., tho Federal Council of Church
The
es, thQ Knights of Columbus, the the patriarch of congress recalled. Giants won the other four.
'record for the year, almost eKactly Paris agreement, will be left to
American Relief Administration, "There were ten families in our
ilVU.OOO greater
than that of the General Harington's discretion. It
In all the annals of tho game,
is presumed In authoritative quartho Jewish Joint Federation com- train when we started westward only two clubs ever triumphed in
coi responding week a year ago.
mittee and other organizations for Indiana. Most, of the journey I a world series in such a docls-iBituminous coal production con ters here that the Greek evacualitiued to hold close to the 10,000, tion of Thrace will begin forthhaving Interests in the Near East. sat in my mother's lap, for I was lashion. In 1907 tho Chicago Naituo tons a week level. It would be with.
"Money may be sent to Eliot only four years a. old then.
tionals won four straight victories
No agreement has yet been
"t remember watering place in over
were more
ixi eater it coal cars
Wateworth, treasurer of the Amertha Detroit Americans after
W.
Mm.
H.
F'.V.m.
or
D. Virginia where we stopped to rest
ican Red Cross, Washington,
regarding the date
a twelve-innin- g
first
;plentiful. Nevertheless, the amount reached
Mrs.' Koltrm's appointment Is C; Cleveland H. Dodge, treasurer our horses. There was a band fightingtie at 3 in runs.
,
place for holding the peace confer(By Central Press.)
Seven
being mined seems to be reasonably ence.
game
on
woman
8.
of
house
A
a
Oct.
the
151
of
of
Near
East
Atlanta,
rate
the
Fifth
porch
Relief.
playing
Ga.,
merely honorary.
later tho Boston Braves
'adequate for the present
now is a member of the highest
For years Mrs. Felton has been avenue. New York, or to the Lit there, and we paused longer than years
industrial activity.
the fans ot the ..ntiie
active in political and suffraKe erary Digest, 354 Fourth avenue, usual. As wo drove away my surprised
lav making body In the country
Prices Are Easier.
Connie Mack's
nation
wrecking
by
in
looked
tho
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with
senate.
was
mother
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United
back,
A
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circles.
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a delegate New York.
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be
will
bye,
made
the
and
Felton,
occasioned
bloat furnaces capacity
appeal
a row.
and the oldest active suffrage Chicago, and shis has sinco held during the roll call ot the Red ilization.'
Cause of Downfall.
Uy the August fuel shortage has
I told Senator
worker in tho nation, appointed by several slnte posts.
'Jim' Watson
Cross in November. Checks in each
ibeen made good. Pig iron prices,
Tho final downfall of tho Yanone
about
Gov.
time."
Joe
Undo
that
in
Thomas
bo
Mrs.
to
shall
DcKalb instance
Folton was born
made payable
Har'.wlck of Georgia
R
well as those of coal, are easier,
kees was that o u house momenadded with a. chuckle. "And when
as tho successor to tho late Senator county in .June, IS35, juid she par- the Near East Emergency Fund.
:the supply of iron evidently is
Miller H'jgGiiir.
tarily divided.
he
retold
it
be
it
all
Tom
around
turned
ried
Watson.
W.
A
Dr.
II.
Felton
bhe
committee
been
in
18",3.
has
demand.
Where
the
the
special
head of tho household, uln-- i'
the
'meeting
But Mrs. Felton will never- sit has boon a widow since 1909.
named to assist in the emergency and said it was my father that was then enjoying a 3 to 2 lead
industry now. feels the pinch is in
in the senate chamber during a
simultaneous with the announce- joint appeal, consisting of the looked back, and that he said, over tho Giants, differed with his
.the supply of freight cars. The
session of the solons, for her ap- ment of Mrs. Folton's appointment heads of the organizations already 'Good bye God, I'm going to Indi pitcher, Joe Bush, in his strategrain trade., too. is meeting with
S
ana.' "
sume difficul'y in moving its prodpointment
expires in November, Hardwick announced that he would mentioned.
gic program lor blocking tlvj .
when a successor to Watson will bo a candidate for tho seat at the
"The relief work already afford
ucts both from the farms and to
slaught of tho champions in
i fall primaries.
be elected at the fall elections.
ed will bo followed at once by tho
j eighth
Bush bijc iino
the seaboard. Prices for grain coninning.
most
which
ministration
betprompt
and before he could 'cilm
tinue, however, to hold at the
OF '. sry
the American Red Cross and Neir
ter level attained during the re- Neither Company Garnered
himself. Long George Kjlly nad
East Relief can bestow In
cent "war scare" although crop
smacked one ot his curves so hard
efforts, proceeding on tha
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not
and so far that one Giant raceu
prospects
materially
OF
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of
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Cotton prices also have
assumption
changed.
Expenses, Despite Record
American people will respond genended the score
fcdvaiiced well.
and another
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l
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dustry at present is going ahead iv.uuit
tally
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CONVENE TODAY 'Iho Yankee imjuye-tl--tlprota-about as rapidly as the country's the Polo
Y0SEMITE WINS AGAIN
after the last
grounds
t.
transportation facilities will
pect of a victory for only fifteen
series
8.
world's
of
the
Oct.
same
After
a
today
Baltimore,
game
IN
RACE
FOR
ANNUAL
came
to
bat
When
minutes.
they
Fortunately, this permission had a vision before them as they uphill fight in which they overYANK S REVEALED
as witness the car loading figures walked
in the seventh the score was deada picture of the two sets came a five run load which St.
ATTENDANCE
- is
GREATEST
locked at two all. They mado .
fairly liberal. Financial cir- of club owners
Solving of Soldier Service, run
snugly In Paul, of the American association
on
hit.
Meusel's
scratch
cles are tiow interested to sec the counting room,sitting
snickering to piled up in the third Inning, the
Welfare
Child
o
Health,
8.
whether the improvement in the themselves and calling
Yosomite, Calif. Oct.
Scbang's sacrifice ,,lutit, a wild
a moving Baltimore club of the Internation In
.Base
About
Is
.'elif,''
to
Batting.
Giants'
tho
amount of freight moved will con- - van to cart away their profits.
Art
$5,00,000,000
won
has
Pitching,
by
pilch
again, according
al league won the third game of
and Other National Prob- southpaw,
tillllB.
and a shurt sacrifice fjy
local authorities, in the annual racn
and Generalship,
and is Part of a Program between
They wore in the counting room me uuio worm series here this
Running
to center field from
the bat of
for
the
National
Money Rates Higher.
Discussed
Parks
to
be
lems
13
no
to
wore
10.
doubt
and
they
sitting
rateB
Kverett
Seott. Tho throw homo o
Honey
remain slightly
for Refunding Short Term the greatest attendance. This
the Giants Had a Clear
The contest was witnessed by a
on big fat cigars and
this
The increase so far down, puffing
almost
mot-Hhigher.
Yosemlte
entertained
fly
caught Meusel m
year
listening to the music of adding capacity crowd, there being 14,033
Washington, Oct. 8. Solving of
amounts to about a quarter of one machines
Mellon States
Cut Advantage
it seemed the
100,000 visitors, whilo Yel- soldier service, health, child wel he slid for home,
Debt,
was
as
admissions.
but
it
about
paid
lowstone Park reported a total of fare and other national problems Yankees barely had squeezed out a
jicr cent and is considered to reflect pleasant to them as a Turkish melJoe Sheehan of the Saints and
well
In
the increase
loans and ody In a Greek restaurant, for it is Jack Bentley ot the Orioles, pitch.'fairly
Xcw York. Oct. 8. Official batwill bo discussed at the annual victory.
Washington, Oct. 8. Tho first D8.000.
in the volume of commercial paper stHted
Groh Singled,
Some day Yosomite hopes to en- gathering of tho representatives of
neither club ing aces on the mound, were both ting and fielding averages for the government bond Issue sinre the
ana uaniccrs- acceptances outstand companyunofficially that
And then In tha eighth, til
000.
tertain
200,000,
sheck- driven to tho
reof the national
sufficient
possibly
Cross
showers.
Ited
the
war
was
garnered
series
announced
world's
chapters
Bentloy
by
tonight
compiled
tonight
lug which has accompanied the cls to
This will be convention,
called by President courageous Giants flung out thoit
people eaoh year.
its expenses out of the was touched up for six hits in the veal the decisive superiority of the treasury.
preparations for fall trade. The series, pay
motor highway larding, to be held here October challenge. I'ipp, tho Yuukees' first
when an
one of the few times that it third, including two homo runs.
reserve ratio of the combined fed- -' has
Giants over the Yankees in nearly
Secretary Mellon offnrcd for into the
baseman, halted them for a mo11.
, 10 and
park is completed.
happened.
erul reserve system Jias now fallen
subscription an Ibkuo of about
ment by stopping Bancroft's harJI
every department of the game.
on
And
this
reservations
the
from
that
fact
Earlv
despite
chapter
and
of
four
in
$500,000,000
excelled
fielding.
Tho Yankees
.3 per cent below its high mark encn or the five
blow buck of first base and leapdelegates indicate that a highly ing to the
days that a game EMPLOYES CHANT AS
FIRST I'OOTBAMj GAME
per cent, 30 year treasury
reached in August but in still some was
with a mark of .995 to .072 for the
bug just in time to beat
I'endle-toi- ., representative gathering from the
for
played the records for daily
S.
bonds as part of a, program
Oct.
8 per cent above the level of a
Pendleton,
THEY
in
Ore.,
battinc,
but
pitching,
runner. But the fighting
the
Giants,
RESUME
WORK
year receipts ot previous
will
was
tho
3.626
of
nation
series
term
p
debt.
"round-uchapters
short
the refunding
the
and generalship
base
city." this year
would not bo denied a vicago. No sharp increase in rates Is broken. Each New Tork club w'H
Tho convention ses GiantsGroh
AT FORD'S PLANTS latter running
Tho now issue will be dated Oc- is to see its first Northwest Con- bo present.
a vital factor that is .not
cut tho diamond
expected
tory.
during the rest of the receive approximately
$41,218
world's tober 16, 192. bearing interest at ference football game, .which will sions will bo held In the Continen ly iu half with a single that squarethe
in
shown
the
figures
5'ear.
ripped
which. Is
believed to be
cut aavan 4 4 per cent annually, payable be played here Saturday, October tal Memorial hall.
a
clear
had
the
7.
Detroit,
into center field.
Oct.
champions
Mich.,
along
The
Banking .circles now stress the less than itgenerally
cost either club to meet
President Harding will address Friseh hit aturf
April 3 5, and October 15, on a 20 between the University of Oreneea ior a stabilization of the its world series
tago.
liner
of
thousands
that
to
bounded
of
chanting
sessuddenly
overhead.
Com
basis. The bonds will gon and Whitman College. A tho convention at the opening
The Giants hit .305 as a team,
in center field, who jugEuropean situation. As long as pared to the $108,027 that each light hearted workmen, the most
sion Monday morning, October 9. McMillan
BO hits and scoring' IS mature October 15, 1952, but may committee
Is
of
It
boosters
the
was
collecting
credited
luBiie maiier remain in tnclr presarranging During the remainder of the day gled and
batter
working force in the runs whilo tho Yankees batted be redoomod at the option of the
operating combination took into its cosmopolitan
ent unsettled and unsatisfactory
for the event.
a
while
Groh
coffers last
tho delegates will consider the in- with
it looks like a world, as thoy swung through the .203.
United States after October 15.
went
to
making 32 hits and 11 runs 1947.
conamon, international
Meusel
third.
Irish
shot
gates ot the various Henry Ford
trade is bankrupt sale. year
terests
of former service men and a roller to
Meusel
Kmil
and
Grob.
Friseh
short. Scott hurling tho
espectea to remain more or less de
plants, made a cheery ending of
Thei Chief Reason.
Addresses will be ball
families.
oftheir
Tho
bond
last
previous
heroes
were
tho
although
so
home
and
batting
pressed
swiftly that Groh
European buying of
The chief reason is that last year that industrial magnate's war on
by General Pershing, Col.
came fered by the treasury was the
also
American farm products is expect- Young and Kelly
TAKEN made
profiteers.
Albert A. Spnigne, chairman of the could not safely reach tho plate,
eight games were played. In which coal
blows. fourth Liberty loan In October.
some
with
5u iu bb restricted.
timely
to
lie
started
return to third but
through
The
as
chant
to
the players took the major portion
national rehabilitation committee
they returned
with nine hits out of 19 times 1918. It carried interest tit 4
ot four. This year only five games their machines and benches attet1 Groh,
of the. American legion, and Col- was run down by Schang. '
20
In
cent
mature
to
years,
Had
per
an
of
for
at
.4i4,
bnt,
average
Bush
In
Trouble.
.onel Forbes ot tho Veterans' bu
day's absence, coined on the tho best record ot any
MINERS AND DENVER U. were played, but only four had a five
on and amounted to nearly
When the ball was thrown back
reau.
money value to any one except dis- moment by a fellow workman has either team. Mousel madeplnyer
Hearer bonds of the new
FOR
five
his
IN
Chief Justice William II. Taft to tiie box. Bush found himself in
LOOM AS OUTSTANDING abled veterans of the world war become the Ford "coal war hymn ". bingleg count and drove in seven issue with interest coupons atFrisch, the fastest runwill preside at tho Monday evening trouble.
and various New York charities. It Is:
be issued in denomiwill
tached
"
runs.
of
tho
winners'
ner on either team, stood perched
,
GRIDIRON CONTENDERS All receipts of the second game,
"Roll on, boys, roll on,' roll.
session which will ba addressed by on
nations of 1100.' $500. $1,000,
Two
Homers.
Wnnl
Got
base
third
and Irish Mousel on
h
"The old joint's opened,
Herbert Hoover, secretary ot
of the total, were
roughly
Bob Meusel and Wally Plpp with $5.000 'and $10,000 while bonds
CO
and Sir Claudo Hill, chair- second. At tho plate swinging his
"For Henry has the coal."
as
NTROLj
to
and
Denver, Colo., Oct. 8. As the re- - given away because the powers that
in
Yankees
principal
registered
led
six
the
hits
bat
apiece,
left handed stood Pep Youri;.
man of tho International League
will bo issued In denominasuit of decisive victories in the two be evidently thought the umpires
who usually drors his hits in right
batting. Aaron Ward had: the tlis- of tho Red Cross societies.
chief gridiron battles of the Kocky had made a mistake in calling the
out two homo tions of $100. $500, $1.0110, $5,000,
of
tinction
field.
knocking
X'r.
f
r.i.nn.riilinn
tl. At this moment
All
Mountain conference yesterday, the game on the supposition that darkruns. They were the only hits ho $10,000, $50,000 and $100,000.
there popped
countries win be into
tiroes Probe of',hpr American
Colorado School of Mines and the ness was falling.
made and came each time with no will carry tho usual tax exemption Untermever
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to
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one on base.
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the difficulty would be to let Younu
people from leaving elevated, and
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for the conference championship.
Pa- while the formers play bonds oriovn
to
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and
Pacific
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first,
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bases, so
subway trains who couldn't show a
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recent
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batting,
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turnstiles. The total attendpresent.
41 to 0. At the same time, the
to be weak. So he orderpitching staff to come through. maturing InDecember 13,- 1922. are for tho control of tho reorganiOther group conferences will be continue
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payment. Applications zation of tho Denver and Rio held
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tho Giants'
ed
School of Mines eleven was de- ance for the ' five games was
to
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walk
Young. Later
on public health nursing
0
showed unexpectedly good, was tho ror new bonds not exceeding
turn today homo hygiene
feating Wyoming University, winand caro of tho sick, both Giant and Yankeo
players
The total reeeints were JB0S 47K
from any one subscriber will Grando took a newSutro
outstanding- feature of tha
commitsaid
it
was
a
Richard
ning an aerial battle 32 to 0.
when
the
splendid
of
Red
Crosa
example of
Junior
which
nutrition,
work, real insido baseball
of be allotted in full but applications tee, organized in the interests
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BUSHNELL'S CARTOON MOVIES OF NEWS EVENTS IN EIGHT REELS

MINING MEETING
:

OPENS

TOU II

1

.

Annual Convention
With
through lower
greater prosperity
announced
as
its
production costs
annual
h
theme, the twenty-firtconvention of the American Wintohero
ing congress will open
morrow and close October 13.
mining states will he
twenty-eigh- t
Ohio, Oct.

8.

nnSSTKHUSETS

DEMOCRATS AOOPT

I

'LIGHT WINES FIND SEE?1 PLUNK

INTERESTS OF
GOVERNMENT- -

IN THE

6000

f
I

OHIO FARMERS SHY THIJ IS THE
BANNER? KRAUT
OF ONE DSTHICT ALONE FIGURE
ON CUTTING A MILLION HEADS
OF CABBAGES'

eJ

come before the meeting.
Speakers Include former Secretary of War Newton D. Baker,
Vice President Calvin Coolldge,
with a series of addresses on the
by Carmi
mining industry
of Cleveland: liruce C.
S.
Paul Armit-agof
D.;
Lead,
Yates,
soHpbert N. Miller, formerrevelicitor general of internal
K.
Holmes, of
nue, and George
Industrial
Washington.
will be explained by Arthur
Young, vice president of the Intern. Monal Harvester company: P.
a. Beckett, of Flsbee, Ariz., and
President Welburn, of the Colorado Fuel and Iron works.
Problems of the coal Industry
will be the basis of addresses by
J. Ci. Bradley, of Dundon, W. Va.,
D. C. Warriner. president of the
Anthracite Coal Operators' association, and Charles E. Maurer,
of the
of Cleveland,
president
Ulens Run Coal company.
on tho oil shale Indus- GIANTS ARE THE BASEe,

1

U.S.

SENATE-MR-

OF

5A.

WH.FUTON-APPOINTED BY GOVERNOR
TO SUCCEED LUTE TOM WATSON- -

two-thir-

Per.n-sylvnn- ia

er

Thomas W. Lawvon.
Thomas W. Lawson, author of
"Friday the Thirteenth," an ex
pose of high finance, is a victim
of the vengeance of Wall street.
Lawson is about to lose his $C,- 000,000
estate, "Dreamwold,"
at
Egypt, Mass., because he incurred
the enmity of the financier, and
they broke him.
The aborigines inhabiting the
Ataiaoar islands speak to each
other at a distance by whistling,
the whistlers being selected for
their ability to whistle loudly. They
make this their livelihood.

PAINS ACROSS
SMALL OF BACK
Husband Helped in Housework.
.Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound Made Her Strong
t
f Foster. Oreeon. "I used Lvdia E.
Pinkbam'a Vegetable Compound for
pains across the
small of my back.

They bothered me
so badly that I
could do my work
only with the help
of my husband.
One day he saw
the 'ad.' in our

telling

Lydia E.

Pinkhams Vegetable Compound
is doine for wo
men, so I began to take it. It has

Meusel'a single,
Young a walk,
Kelly's sacrifice and a single by
The Yankees tied
Cunningham.
the count In the fifth at two all.
Ward walked and was sent around
the circuit by singles hit by Scott
and Bush. Again in the seventh
tho Yankees forged ahead. Meusel
scratched a hit that Groh fumbled.
to second by
He was sacrificed
Schang and given a trip to third
on a wild pitch. Scott's sacrifice
fly sent him home.
ltntti Could Do NotlilllS.
There were occasions for Babe
Ruth to rise from his slump ann
retrain' heroic stature, but he could
do nothing with tho curves that
Nehf hurled so carefully. After his
sacrifice in the first Inning his bat
produced nothing but a strike out
and two bounders to Kelly.
Pipp's play on Bancroft's hopper
in the eighth was but one ot several
final
bright bits of fielding in the retrigame. It seemed a piece of
bution, for Groh had robbed Plpp
of a hit in the sixth. The most val
uable catch of the game was made
bv Ward. He leaped and stopped
a hard line drive that came off
Bancroft's bat In the second in
ning when the Giants had men on
every base, flushed by the rally
that had already sent two of their
Bancomrades over the rubber.
croft also got revenge. When the
Yankees cnm'e to bat for a last
chance rally in the ninth he crush
ed their hopes by running far be
yond the diamond to catch Meusel's
fly. Yount took care
of tho next two batters and another world's series was ready for
embalming in the record books.
First Inning, Yankees.
Witt up. It started to rain as
Witt came to the bat. Strike one.
Witt lined out to Bancroft. Dugan
up. Strike one. Ball one. Ball
two. Ball three. Strike two. Dugan
Ruth up.
singled past Bancroft.
Ruth bunted and was thrown out,
Snyder to Kelly. It was a sacrifice.
Plpp up. ' Dugan scored on Pipp's
into left center.
blazing single
one. Foul,
Meusel up.
Strike
strike two. Ball one. Nehf tried
to catch rlpp off first. Ball two.
Krlsch took Meusel's grounder and
touched second.
One run, two hits, no errors.
Giants.
Bancroft up. Dugan took Bancroft's hot grounder and got him
at first. Groh up. Strike one.
Groh got a single Into right. Frisch
up. Ball one. Foul, strike one.
Frisch hit into a double play. Bush
to Scott to Plpp.
No runs, one hit. no errors.
Second Inning, Yankees.
Schan up. Schang filed out to
Meusel. Ward up. Ball one. Ball
two. Ball three.
Strike
one.
Strike two. Foul. Ward sent out
a long fly to Cunningham. Seott
up. Strike one. Ball one." Ball
two. Bancroft threw out Scott.
No runs, no lilts, no errors.

am
helped me wonderiuuy.
fcig fine, do all my housework and
crashing for seven in the family. I
have been irregular too, and now am
all right I am telling my friends
what it has done for me and am sure
it will do good for others. You can
ttse this letter as a testimonial. I will
atand vp for Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound any time."
Mrs. Wm. JUHNKE, Foster, Oregon.
:
Doing the housework for a family
of seven is some task. If you. as a
housewife, are troubled with backache, irregularities, are easily tired
out and irritable, or have other disagreeable ailments caused by some
weakness, give Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound a trial, Let it
Meusel
Call one.
help you.

Strike one. Ball one. Strike two.
Ball two. Ball three. Kelly got a
single into center. Cunningham up.
Cunningham hit into a double play,
Bush to Scott to Pipp. Snyder up.
Snyder sent up a lofty fly which
Scott took.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
Fifth Inning, Yankees.
Schang up. Strike one. Ball one.
Strike two.
Schang struck out,
Snyder throwing him out at first.
Ward up. Foul, strike one. Ball
one. Strike two. Ball two. Ball
Scott up.
Ward walked.
three.
Strike one. Foul, strike two. Ball
one. Scott singled past Frisch,
Ward stopping at second. BuBh
up. Foul, strike one. Ward scored
on Bush's hot single to right and
when Scott turned third he was
run down, the play being Young
to Groh to Snyder. Bush went to
second on the throw In. McMillan
McMillan up,
batted for Witt.
Strike one. Ball one. Strike two,
Ball
two.
Bull
three. Nehf threw
out McMillan.
One run, two hits, no errors.
Giants.
McMillan went into center field
for the Yankees. Nehf up. Ball
one. Ball two. Strike one. Strike
two. Ball three. Nehf walked.
Bancroft up. Ball one.
Foul,
strike one. Jtsancroit nit Into a
double play, Ward to Scott to Plpp.
Groh up. Strike one. Ball one.
Foul, strike two. Ball two. Pipp
took Groh's roller and beat him
to the bag.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Sixth Inning, Yankees
Dugan up. Foul, strike one.
Foul, strike two. Ball one. Foul.
Bancroft got Dugan's grounder
and threw him out. Ruth up.
Ball one. Strike one. Nehf tossed
out Ruth. Pipp up. Heine Groh
made a leaping catch of Pipp's
e
liner, robbing him of a
hit.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Giants
Frisch up. Ball one. Strike one.
Foul, strike two. Frisch got a hit
Meusel up. Ball
past Dugan.
one. Foul, strike one. Meusel
lined out to Ruth. Young up.
Ball one. Ball two. Young forced
Frisch, Bush to Scott. Kelly up.
Strike one. Ball one. Ball two.
Scott to
Y'oung,
Kelly forced
Ward.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
Seventh Inning, Yankees
Meusel up. Strike one. Ball
one. Strike two. Ball two. Meusel
got a single which Groh could
not field. Schang up. Ball one.
Foul, strike one. Ball two. Snyder tried to pick Meusel off first.
Schang sacrificed, Groh to Frisch.
Ward up. Meusel went to third on
a wild pitch. Ball ono. Ball two.
Ball three. Ward walked. Scott
up. Ball one. Meusel scored on
Scott's sacrifice fly to CunningGin Ills.
up. Foul, strike one. ham. Ward held first. The play
Meusel beat out an In was close at the plate and tho
two-bas-
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Giants kicked vigorously. Bush up.
Frisch threw out Bush at first.
One run, ono hit, no errors.
Giants
Smith batted for Cunningham.
Smith up. Strike one. Foul,
strike two. Smith fanned on three
pitched balls. Snydor up. Ball
one. Strike one. Strike two. Foul.
Bail two. Snyder fanned. .Nohf up.
The official scorer, after conferring with Captain Bancroft, has
given an assist to Frisch in the
fifth inning on the play in which
Scott was retired. Nehf popped
to Ward.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Eighth Inning, Yankees
King played center for the
Giants. McMillan up. Ball one.
Strlko one. Ball two. Strike two.
Groh threw out McMillan. Dugan up. Strike one. Ball one.
Ball two. Dugan was hit by a
pitched ball. Kuth up. Kelly
took Ruth's smash and touched
first, Dugan going to second. Pipp
up. Ball one. Frisch threw out
Plpp.
No runs, no hits, no' errors.
Giunta
Bancroft up. Ball one. Strike
one. Ball two. Ball three. Strike
two. Pipp made a wonderful stop
of Bancroft's
hit and
seeming
beat him to the bag. Groh uu,
Strike one. Bail one. Groh got a
single over second.
Frisch up.
Ball one. Strike one. Frisch got
a long hit into left for two bases,
Groh going to third. Meusel up.
Ball one. Scott took Meusel's
groundor and Groh was run down.
Scott to Schang. Meusel went to
second on the play and Frisch to
third. Young up. Ball one. Ball
two.
Ball three.
Ball four.
walked.
Young was
purposely
Kelly up. Ball one. Frisch and
Meusel scored on Kelly's hot single
to center. Young went to eecond.
King up. Foul, strike one. Ball
one. Young scored when King
got a Texas leaguer to left.
went to second.
SnyKelly
der up. Snyder filed to McMillan.
Three runs, four hits, no errors.
Ninth Inning Yankees
Meusel up. Strike one. Ball one.
Foul, strike two. Meusel popped
to Bancroft.
Schang up. Strike
one. Foul, strike two.
Schang
filed out to Y'oung.
Ward up.
Strike one. Ward filed out to
Young.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
The following is the official box
score:
Giants ,
AB. R. IT. PO. A. E.
4
0
0
2
0
5
Bancroft, ss
a
1
4
0
0
2
3b
Groh,
1
2
4
2
4
0
Frisch, 2b
K. Meusel, If ,...4 2 1 1 0 0
1
2
0
2
2
0
Young, if
3
0 14
0
0
Kelly, lb
1
0
2
0
0
ef
,2
Cunningham,
1
0
1
0
0
0
O
King,
a
0
3
4
1
0
Snyder, o
0
1
0
0
2
0
Nehf, p
Earl Smith, xx..l 0 0 0 0 0
Totals
Witt, cf
McMillan,
Dugan, 3b

x--

Ruth, rf

Pipp, lb
II. Meusel, If
Schang, c
Ward, 2b
Scott, ss
Bush, p

r
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ASKING

HASKIN

Frederic J. Haskin Is the
name of the man who answers
more questions than any other
person in tho world.
He is employed by this paper
to handle the inquiries of our
renders and you are invited to
call upon him as freely and as
often as you please. Ask anything that is a matter of fact
and the authority will be quoted
you.
This
Information
Bureau
which he heads is maintained in
Washington because of the great
wealth of information obtained
there. The average individual
has no conception of the extent
of this tremendous accumulation
of data, nor of the channels
through which it is reached.
There is no charge for this
service. Ask what you want,
sign your full name and address, and enclose two cents in
stamps for return postage. Address:

,

,

FREDERIC J. HASIUX,

Director,
The Albuquerque Journal, Information Bureau, Washington,
D. C.
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SUPREM E

IS TO DELIVER
OPIUIONS TODAY
Those Pending is
That Brought by Oklahoma for the Location of
Its Boundary Line

Washington, Oct. 8. The supreme court will hear argument,
possibly this week, on a case which
eventually may have an important
bearing in the enforcement of prohibition on ships at sea.
While relating to an alleged conspiracy to defraud the United
States in tho matter of oil fuel furnished a shipping, board vessel, the
case squarely presents the scope of
jurisdiction ot the United States
on the high seas and was so stated
by tho government.
Thescaptain and another officer
of the shipping board vessel were
charged with conspiring with a representative of the Standard Oil
company of Brazil, and a merchant
of Kio de Janeiro, to order 1,000
tons of fuel oil, ttsscpt delivery of
600 tons and give a receipt for
tho full quantity, dividing among
themselves the price which the
government paid for the 400 tons
which wore not delivered. Tho conspiracy was alleged to have been
committed on the high seas, but
the United States district court,
New York city held congress had
not specifically legislated on the
subject and dismissed the criminal
proceeding Instituted by the government.
Having disposed of forty cases
fall
during the first week of thedeliv-ed
term the court is expected to
on some
opinions tomorrow
brought over from the last term.
Among opinions pending Is that
In a case brought by Oklahoma for
the location of its boundary line
with Texas.
Cases to be reported for arguthose
ment this week include
brought to test the Ohio law prohibiting the teaching of theGerman
New
in privato schools, and
York act of 117, imposing a m-- i
merand
upon manufacturing
cantile corporations.
The effect of the approval by the
Interstate commerce commission of
rates submitted by the western
trunk line committee in relieving
the latter from liability to proseanti
cution under the Sherman
trust laws, also Is down for
COTTOX GROWS IN KANSAS.
Newton, Kans.. Oct. 8. F. H.
Large, who doesn't claim to be a
plant wizard, has discovered that
cotton grows well in Kansas soil.
He planted some in his backyard
garden last spring. He recently
displayed the bolls of cotton it produced. They are of average size
and appear to be of excellent
survey, is maintaining a steady
all sections,
pace in practically
while the most encouraging sign of
prosperity is the threatened common labor shortago everywhere.
Reports from 1,428 concerns on
September 30 showed they had
28,668 more
employes than on
AugUBt 31.

cities.
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Totals, ......28 3 B 21 10 0;
If you can't attend our DAY
x Batted for Witt in 5th.
xx Batted for Cunningham in 7th. ' SCHOOL, a course in NIGHT
SESSIONS would improve your
By innings:
100 010 100 3
and bring you a posi-;Io- n
Yankees
ability
020 000 03x 5
or promotion.
Giants
e
hit Frisch.
Summary:
Scott,
Sacrifices Ruth,
Kelly,
Each student receives INDIDouble
plays Bush, Scott
Schang.
VIDUAL ATTENTION.
and Pipp (2). Ward, Scott and
Bases on balls off Bush,
Pipp.
4. (Young, 2; Nehf, 2) Struckout
A l
By Bush, 3 (Groh, E. Smith, Snyder); by Nehf, 3 (Ruth, 11. Meusel,1.
Schang). Wild pitch Nehf,
Hit by pitched ball By Nehf,
1.
Ijeft on bases
(Dugan).
Y'ankees, 4; Giants, 6. Umplro
Umpire in
Klem
(National).
Hlldebrand
at
Chlow
plate,
(American) first base McCormick
base; Owens LINGERING COUGH RELIEVED
(National) second base.
Time
(American) third
"Had a bad cough for three
2:01.
years," writes II. E. Campbell,
Adrian, Michigan. "Found no reFor fifteen years Miss Florence lief until I tried Foley's Honey and
has Tar." Lingering coughs, severe
E. Dillon, of Indianapolis,
specialized In shorthand reporting colds, croup; . throat, chest nnd
conventions
has bronchial trouble quickly relieved
and
medical
of
become so proficient at it that with Foley's Honey and Tnr. No
her services are in demand by need to suffer and take chances
in many with neglected coughs and colds.
associations
medical
Free from opiates ingredients
parts of the United States.
Largest
printed on the wrapper.
cough medicine in the
Want Ads Bring Quick Results selling
Adv,
world. Sold everywhere.

CO.

-

0,

0j

helps the stomach.
After a hearty meal,
try its friendly relief
and comfort to the
stomach.
over-burden-

ed

s

It is the beneficial and
satisfying sweet for old and
young.

And the cost is very small.

Try the
New P.K.

Adds a Zest Helps Digest
HOW A $lf500 INVESTMENT WILL
PAY YOUR RENT FOR SEVEN
YEARS
Are you going to locate in Albuquerque?
Are You looking for a real home?
If you are, I have a real proposition for you

Service.

e.

INVESTIGATE

THE MERITS

OF

Dr. WhittingtonV
TREATMENT

FOR

Tuberculosis
Writ
for tree booklet and
information about our money-bac- k

guarantee.
3. D. VAN DEVENTER.
Special Representative.
Phone 2028-524 W. Coal.

OLLEGE

LUMBER
GLASS
CEMENT

It for

.

Investigate; it Costs Nothing.
Write Box J. L., care Journal

VCIGARETTE,

0
0

6
3

IK.

Which represents the amount it will then be worth less the
$1,500 down payment you have made. Did you ever hear of
such an amazing opportunity to let $1,500 pay your rent for
seven years and earn $5,000 bonus.

!.UCUY
STRIKE

0
0
0
0
1

5T

A Bonus of $5,000 for Living in

6

How Do You Spend
Your Evenings?

Jm

M

Seven Years

Washington, Oct. 8. Industrial
employment in all parts of the
country has been accelerated by
adjustment of coal and rail strikes
although inadequate car and fuel
supply has retarded a further Improvement the department of labor
announced today in a survey of reports from the principal industrlaf

v

r"""""8

i

Sounds too good to bo true. Here is how I can do it.
I have a beautiful new 3 apartment building that I will
sacrifice for $1,000 less than it cost to build, and sell
it for $1,600 down and let the incomo from the other 2
apartments make the payments. This makes your rent
only $21 a month for seven years, the property is then
yours and you have

IT'S TOASTED
one extra process
which. gives a

REPORTS
Reports from 65 Leading
Cities Show Fewer Were
Unemployed in September
than in August

1

A Beautiful Apartment for $21 a Month.

1

0
0
0

it

! ..

After Every Meal

Among

delicious flavor

Reports from 65 leading cities
showed an increase in employment
with
in Seotember as compared
August, while 17 cities reported deIndustries showing increases.
creased employment were railroad
repair shops, tobacco and textile
manufacturers; iron and steel and
their products: food, leather, lumber, paper, printing and chemical
and allied products.
Decrease employment was disclosed in liquor and beverages, ve30 5 10 27 18 0 hicles for land
transportation,
Yankees
metal and products other than Iron
AB, K. II. PO. A. E. and steel, and stone, clay and glass
2
0
0
0
0
0
products.
.2 0 0 1 0 0
Building construction, said the
3

- .
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T1IPDLE EUROPEAN TARQNESOF
TO DAY ARE SNORT
LIVED

P

field hit. Young up. Strike ono
Foul, strike two. Ball one. Ball
defor
try and its opportunities
BALL KINGS; WIN FOUR two. Ball three. Young; walked
blue
of
nnd
effect
the
velopment
Bush
sky legislation on financing of GAMES FROM THE YANKS Kelly up. Kelly sacrificed.
also will be
mining properties,
taking his bunt and touching him
A number
of prominent
held.
Continued from f.ige One.
on the base line. Cunningham up.
mining engineers will extol the
one. Foul, strike one. Strike
of standardization to grow better and better, but with Ball
development
Meusel and Young scored on
two.
mamethods in equipment and
Bush pitching as well as ho did for
single over second.
Cunningham's
chinery.
of the distance to the Snyder up. Foul, strike one. Foul,
The closing session will he adinto
dressed by Secretary
of Com- end, a little slowness now and then strike two. Snyder singledat secleft; Cunningham stopped
merce Herbert Hoover, Klisha did not matter much at the time.
Ball
one.
Ball
Nehf up.
Lee, vice president of the
The Yankees simply could not ond. Strike
one. Ball three Nehf
and D. W run the bases well. Tneir exper- two.
railroad,
Bancroft up. Ball one.
walked.
of the
director
Cook,
managing
sad-l' nard
iences on Saturday left them
Strike one. Bail two. Foul, strike
Steamship company.
lined out to wara
but apparently no wiser In two. Bancroftrunners
got back to
iat branch of their business. This, but the Giant
a double
WALL STREET'S IRE
at least, was the impression they their bags, preventing one.
cave In the fifth Inning, whep, af- play. Groh. up. Strike struckFoul,
FALLS ON AUTHOR ter
out.
two. Foul. Groh
making one run, they tossed strike
Two runs, three hits, no errors.
awny the hope ot another when
Third Inning, Y'ankees.
Scott was boxed on the third base
Bush ud. Ball one. Bancroft
line after Bush had slnpled.
threw out Bush. vWltt up. Strike
Keott Overruns 15ng.
Strike two. Bancroft threw
The sinsjlo by BuHh was dropped one.
Witt. Dugan up. Ball one.
in center field and Ward scored on out two.
Strike one. Bancron aiso
it. Hcott, who had singled just be- Ball
at first,
fore Hush, went to third safely. gotNoDugan
runs, no nits, no errors.
Huggins was ooachintf there. Some
Giants.
thought the Yankees had learned
Tfviach nn.
Foul, strike one.
a lesson yesterday when McOraw's
Frisch's
took
grounder and
Pipp
so'
hits
returned
twice
outfielders
touched first. Meusel up. Strike
were
runners
tagged
that
speedily
Foul, strike two. Bait one.
between bases. Today was another one.
Ball two. Foul. Meusel filed out
' i
day with Scott, however. lie overStrike one.
ran tho bag and was caught. Fac- to Ruth.sentYounga up.
high one which
up
Young
curves
of
the
fast
breaking
ing
caught.
Nehf, the Y'ankees, as had been Pipp
No runs, no hits, no errors.
their custom through all the series,
Fourth
Inning, Yankees.
a
one
at
run
nliiEged along for
Strike one. Strike two.
Ruth
up.
to
stuck
Giants
.while
the
time,
Ball one. Ruth struck out. Pipp
their worth while habit of letting up.
Ball one. Frisch took Pipp's
the hits fall where they might in
it to Kelly.
grass cutter and threwone.
the hope- - of rushing several run- Meusel
Strlko
Foul,
up.
ners over the plate. The Yankees strike two.
Foul. Ball one. Meuwere held to five hits by Nehf.
sel fanned.
A single by Dugan, a sacrifice by
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Ruth and l'iop's slnglo gave Bush
Giiuits.
one run to start .with in the first
Kelly up. Umpire Idem went
Inning. The Giants took the lead over
to the Yankee's bench and
in the second, getting two runs on cautioned
them for noisy coaching.

i

IV LNTHAY AND
FOR OnUfsT it
THE INDIES' At CIDENFAL L YUtiCOVERtO
THE HncRHHN WNNENT- -

1

represented.
inProtest against the alleged nacrease cost of both local and contional government and of thogoverntinued encroachment
an
ment In supervising industries
eff rt to inauc .irate n national
lhovement in the interest of Into eliminate
dustrial
labor,
strife between capitnl and cost
ot
lower
to
nnd an attempt
of
industry
In
all
types
production
by greater utilization of improved
mine equipment and machinery,
are among the chief issues tft

paper
what

FIRST TIME NAM 1 1 UN 'S NIS70RY--

lPr

llflfelm WSBB

Greater Prosperity Through
Lower Production Costs
'
Will be the Theme of the
Cleveland.

6
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EDUCATION'

01

GLEVEL AND.

ANNUAL FL H 6 RUSH B TWEE IV
FROSH AND SOPHS OPEN THE
STRENUOUS
COlLEGE SEASON-'J- R
LIFE THS SEEKING A HIGHER,

'
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PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.
423 North First Street

J

Great Colleges and Universities
Endorseand use Goldsmith Football and Basketball Equipment
Athletic equipment of the proper kind Is of
Goldsmith athletic
paramount importance.
equipment and clothing embody all the latest
improvements In design and are the result of
years of effort and thought, and working out
of the most practical suggestions as made to
us by the best known and experienced coaches
and athletic directors in Colleges, Universities
and High Schools. Used and indorsed by the
following Colleges and Universities:
University of Michigan.
University of Oregon.
Michigan Agricultural College.
Drake University.
Carleton College.
Oregon Agricultural College.
State University of Iowa.
Whitman College.
University of Hawaii.
University of Nebraska.
University of Washington.
University of South Dakota.
,

Detroit University.
Baylor University.
Rice Institute.
Washington State College.
University of Idaho.

,

Colorado School of Mines.
A. & M. College of ' Mississippi.
Get the Big Goldsmith Catalogue Free

at

Raabe & Mauger

Phone 305
First and Copper.
"If it's HardwareWe have it."

I
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MOTHER LOVE CAUSES THESE MOTHERS HEARTACHES

CAN HELP,

GREECE

TEACHING WOMEN
- PROPER USE OF GIANTS RAO
MONEYHER JOB

SEEK

the series. They didn't throw 3
chance away.
"In today's game, when Busli

TRE

!

Til EXTENSION

HASN'T BEEN IN
IN RUSSIA
Administration's
Work for the First Year
is Reviewed; Some of
sults Are Outlined

5)2-

first

Li

Re-

Moscow, Russia, Oct. S. Now
that tho American relict adminisits first
tration has coihplcted
ou a scale
year's work in Russia
vastly greater than was originally
planned tlioso who mipportcd the
work may well ask whether America's gift actually produced tho results anticipated, whether mortality tables reflect tho Bid that has
been extended in a falling death
cu rve.
That America's giving has not
been in vain is shown in the following report from Mr. Edward
Fox, a district supervisor for the
relicC
American
administration,
which, while it covers only one district along tho Volga, is typical of
the entire A. R. A. operation:
.March
"In the spring o J
and April," Mr. Fox writes, "the
famine had attained its culminating point. Everything eatable had
even
been eaten, cattle,
chaff,
weeds, had become a rarity. The
more wealthy peasants were taking desperato steps to keep their
starving horses alivo for tho coming spring field work. Tho only
food refnaining was the bark of
lime, oak and yew trees, or rotten
straw milled into flour.
lK'iith l'Vom Starvation.
"Death from starvation among
the adult population rose to terrible heights; persons between the
age of 30 and 40 mostly fell victims; while those who escaped
were swollen and hardly able to
move about from weakness. There
were villages, formerly flourish
ing, where only a few persons were
ablo to walk about, and they were
usually chosen to go on all errands
lo tho A. R. A. local headauarters
to beg for helpa last hope, Even
those on arriving in town at the
A. R. A. offices with urgent appeals
for help could hardly stand, so
completely were they exhausted.
And these persons represented the
strongest people of the village!
"The April and May corn issue
certainly saved whole villages from
starvation and death. The peasants themselves stated that the
corn not only saved their lives, but
gave them strength to carry out
the spring field work.
Dcnth Rato Decreased.
"Tho death rato in April was as
as
that of March, cases were
high
noted of death caused by overfeeding of corn. In May the death
rate fell very notably.
"Taking into account the famine situation, tho local powers had
quite prepared themselves for an
increase of tho refugee movement
with tho advent of spring, and fearing un overflow into tho towns had
taken steps to copo with this. With
tho issue of corn tho flight from
tho villages diminished, and by the
end of April had completely ceased.
May even saw tho return of many
of tho villagers to their native village. Farmers returned to their
former occupation singly and in
batches colonies,
in the latter
case a, representative had usually
been to tho A. It. A. to beg for help
and had received a definite number of rations.
"Jf their words nro to be relied
upon, only tho corn made their return possible. As a vivid example
of the above, tho village newly
formed in tho Simbirsk Ouyezd,
called Pestchany uzero may be
pointed out, where 130 adult farm-

f

ink

assured

thousands of starving in the

them-

Kim-birs-

k

district alone, preventing
panic and flight from the
stricken
villages, putting on their feet people exhausted by the long winter
struggle, and returning to the villages many who already fled, had
two other extremely
important results, namely; tho saving of a portion of the cattle and
the saving of
the spring seed grain. Had
been no corn there is not there,
tho
slightest doubt that neither the
cattle, or tho seed would have been
"
wouiu nav been eaten
by tho peasants, this
themselves acknowledge, nsthey
the
last resource for gainingbeing
stiength to enable them toenough
carry
out the spring planting
Sale of Canto Censed
"Once the corn was issued we

had no more news of seed
grain
being used for food. Tho salo of
cattle also ceased and the low
prices prevailing through the' win-trapidly increased; as the peasant, onco he had corn to fall back
on, instinctively
strove to keen
tho cattle.
"As soon as the news of America's gift reached the villages,
there were continual demands
from all sides as to how far it
was to bo relied upon. Those coming in from the villages said that
the peasants were weakening under the pressure of hunger, that
fathers of families could no longer
see the sufferings of those dear
to
them', and had decided on killing the remaining horses for food;
that they had been promised help
so many times they had ceased
to believe; that tho villagers had
sent mem to una out the real
truth would there be any corn,
and when would it arrive.
: "When
they were told that the
- Americans
had really made the
generous gift to the Russian pethe corn was already on
oplethat
Us way crossing
the sea and
would do their best to suffer a
little longer In patience and not
eat the horses. Only this hope
kept many of the peasants' horses
from being killed in the spring,
and when the corn really came
and was Issued to the peasant it
was often shared with the horse.
"We must both work hard Boon."
said tho peasant, "and must gather
a little strength by that time."
"In a word, without the corn
the spring seeding of the fields
was more than doubtful, and had
It taken place would have been
er
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Athens, Oct. 8 (by the Associat
ed Press.) The Greek government
has Instructed its delegates at tho
Mudania conference to accept decisions which may be unanimously
agreed upon by the allied representatives.
This action was taken following
the reception of advices from former Premier Venlzclos that eastern Thrano must be considered ns
lost to Greece.
Greeco will endeavor to secure
two months time to permit the
evacuation of her nrmy and the
which
Greek civilian population,
Is estimated to aggregate 2.10.000.
0
Tt is probable that another
will
Greeks and Armenians
leave Constantinople
for Greece,
which will make more crushing
the problem of the country, which
Is already
refuburdened with
gees.

"NihtadMomln."

Clear tni Heallfej-Write for Free EyeCsre Book.
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Above at left, Airs. Minnie Voth ; center, Mrs. Doris Wilcox and her babies, At right, Mrs. Ida M. Locke,
Mother love, that Treatcs of
she came out the babe was gone.
ish him, but to forgive im. She
Now she believes a woman who
emotions, has caused che world
walked, carrying her two bajes
admired the babe a few minutes
to take an interest in what ihese
in her arms much of tho way, to
before it was left blono stole the
women are doing. Mrs. Doris
Chelsea, Mass. She found him.
infant to rheer her home. Mrs.
Mrs. Minnie Voth of New York
Wilcox, deserted in her North
Ida M. Locke of Brighton, L. I.,
Carolina home by, her husband,
left her three months' old babe
is now on bail charged with kiddid not ask police to find him.
in front of a store "for just a
napping her own daughter,
She set out herself to find the
minute" while she entered ths
Anna Claire Titus, separated
store to make a purchase. When
father of her babes not to pun- from her.

'

In

negligible

amount.

most

The

hungry ouyezds would havo been
entirely without crops."
Up to this point Mr. Fox's report concerns itself only with the
This operation,
adult feeding.
however, began later than the
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WAR'S GREATEST nERO INVADES CITTCAGO.
BUT ON A VERY PEACEFUL COMMISSION

H

ARMISTICE MEET
Next 24 Hours Will Spell
Either Peace or War, Diplomat in Close Touch
with Situation Says
Constantinople, Oct. 8. (by the
Associated press) Again there has
been a halt in the armistice negotiations at Mudania. Two of tho
three members of each of the allied doicgatrun-- returned to Constantinople this evening. General
llarington, Colonel Vitelli, and Colonel Chatt'l remained at Mudania.
In explanation of their return one
of tho delegates informed the Associated Press:
"We have returned to consult
with the high commissioners be- -'
cause the final Paris instructions
havo not yet reached Mudania. Wii
shall return to Mudania tonight."
At today's conference, the Turks
recused to specify the number of
gendarmes they desired to send to
The British delegation
Thrace.
had instructions to insist on liminumber permitted.
ot
tho
tation
in the course of tho afternoon
session. General
llarington de
manded of Ismct Pasha that the
forco from
their
Turks withdraw
tho neutral zone near Ismld. Unless this was done, he declared, de-he
might bo obliged to mako a
monstration on both flanks of the
Turkish forces.
A diplomat in close touch with.
tho Mudania conference expresseu
I ho belief
tonight that the next it
hours would spell either peace or
war.
"If Ismct continues his arrogant
fittltiirln and insists perpetually
on seeking to upset the negotiations
the conference must ceaso ns ei
forts for peace" he declared.

GREAT CLAIMS ARE
MADE FOR AIRPLANES
FOR USE IN WARFARE
T.nndnn. Oct.

Great

8.

claims

are made on behalf of several
new airplanes about to be tested
i
im
liiiilsh air ministry.
Amnnl- - them

is

R

tNPO

11CW

Of

machine which, it is predicted,
will pluco an entirely new aspect
on tho aircraft versus baltle-shlp

It is known as tho
controversy.
Fitted with a very
"Curaboo."
- a
powerful engine, it will havo
thourange. It is said, of over a loaded
when fully
sand miles
with bombs or torpedoes.
three-seatmachine,
a
This is
and it will be a most effective
weapon, when operating in brgo
r.ujnbors, in repelling rut only
invading air craft, but sea craft
as well.
When engaged against the latter
the new machine, it is claimed, will
bo ablo to dart down, discharge its
torpedoes at the enemy vessel and
climb out of rango of
guns in no time. Its ability to climb
rapidly will enable It todestroy
quickly any Zeppelin that It sights.
It is credited with a speed ot three
miles a minute.
Great secrecy Is being observed
about another machine, a fourseater known as the "Bisson,"
which It is also predicted will do
wonders.
It has been specially
designed for landing on and taking
off from tho deck ot a battleship
or aircraft carrier.
er

ft

SUNFLOWER STATE IS
7TH IN CORN ACREAGE
Topeka,

Kans., Oct.

8.

Kansas

ranks seventh among the states in
corn acreage.
Tho acreage this
These facts
year is 5,090,000.
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Sergt. Samuel Woodfill and Mrs. WoodfiU, photographed In Chicago.
three German machine guns
and
?k? man w'10
killed eighteen Germans operating- - said three guns, has just taken
He Is Sergt. Samuel Woodfill, picked by General Pershing as the
greatest hero among the U. S. fighters in the World war. He was asked
to go to Chicago to "tell what little he knew" of the World war. Mm.
WoodfiU accompaniedhim.
v
single-hande-

Chi-cag- o.

;

DELEGATES ARE
EXPECTED TO ATTEND
MINING CONVENTION

3,000

have been complied by Secretary
J. C. Mohlr-rof the state board
of agriculture. The average value
of Kansas corn for tho the last
twenty years has been $67.67901(i.
Tho state's record corn yield was
mi average of 4S.4 bushels per
acre. This is higher than was ever
recorded in 41 of the 48 states.
Corn und wheat give Kansas
fourth place among the states in
the production of cereal crops.

mXTOX ARRIVES.
San Juan, P. R., Oct. 8 (by the
Associated Press). Lieut. Walter
e
Hinton, piloting the
Correia II on a flight
Sampalo
from Florida to Rio Janeiro, arrived here at 2 o'clock this after,
noon from San Domingo,
hydro-airplan-

i:

Mrs. Key

Camm.-.ik-

.

Mrs. Key Cammack, who will be
one of the few women, attending
the American Bankers' Association
convention in New York city next
month, is assistant secretary of
tho New York
Company.
She is one of the first women to
office in
receive and to fill such
a large banking Louse. Educating
women, who do not ktow, in 1
meaning and proper use of uoue;
is Mrs. Cammack's job. Sho W I
pioneer in this movement and L
said to have a genius for economy.
st

Cleveland. Ohio, Oct. 8 (by the
The American
Associated Press.)
Mining congress, which opens a
y
session here tomorrow
convenIn, its quarter centennial
tion, will consider not' only labor
of
matters but technique
opera
tions, angles of finance and the
super
question ot governmental
vision and taxation, as they nf- and
fect the coal industry
pro
duction of metals.
Three thousand delegates a.-expected to attend the congress.
The congress, one of the most
influential of American trade associations, was founded in Colorado twentv-flv- e
years ago. For
ten years it embraced mainly the
metal mine operators of the west,
tut with the opening of head
quarters in Washington fifteen
years ago, It took in the coal in
dustry.

six-da-

t-

child feeding program which was
inaugurated late last fall before
congress had made tho $20,000,000
IE
appropriation for corn purchases
that made the adult feeding pos-- 1 I
sible. '
"The first and principal aim of
Cabinet Member
the organization, tho saving of Former
children's lives, was quite attained
Will
Speak at Gallup and
in this district, thanks to tho A.
R. A.'s supplementary feeding. In
Albuquerque on Oct. 14
point of fact this food was not
En Route to Colorado
supplementary, but the only food
tho children had; its excellent
Santa Fe, Oct. 8. Another na
quality and high nutritive value
gavo tho starving children of the tional figure is coming to New
Russian villages a much better Mexico to aid in tho democratic
and lighter food than they ate campaign.
lie is William O. McAdo. formeven in normal times, with the
secretnry of tho treasury and
result that thero were almost no er
of railroads ur-dchild deaths from starvation, while director general control.
Mr.
government
in some places tho death rate was
who now is In California,
even lower than is usual in Rus- will
In New Mexico on his
sian villages even in normal times. way stop
to Colorado.
Children's Health Watched
Tho former secretary will speak
"Such were the observations in Gallup the morninsr it Octomade by the A. R. A. inspectors ber 14. It is planned to have Mr.
in all the ouyezds ot the district. MeAdoo in Gallup for a. fall meetof a brief nddrss
These brilliant results made it ing, instead
from a train platform. He will
possible to exact that a strict arrive in the Carbon
City at 9:30
watch be kept on the children's o'clock in tho morning
and ad
health by the local A. R. A. com- - dress a meeting at 10:"" o clock
mittecs and their inspectors, and' lie will lenvo Gallup after this
that under no condition were chil- meeting and arrive in Albuquerdren to bo allowed to die o wont. que at1 i o'clock.
".Nevertheless
cases occurred,
are being made
Arrangements
through lack ot administrative ef- In tho Duke City for the recepHo will
ficiency, and the whole responsi- tion of Mr. MeAdoo.
bility fo rt Uia lies exclusively at speak at 8 o'clock, it was announced
today.
the door ot lhi ocal committee,
Mr. MeAdoo will stay in Albuas for instance, in tho Karsoon
querque
night and leave
Saturday
dischief
the
Ouyezd,
inspector
Sunday morning on No. 11.
missed the village committee for there
is due in Denver Monday, so
He
having overlooked including in its no other
speaking engagements
feeding list a starving child, who, could be arranged
in New Mexalthough fed Immediately on at- ico. However,
it is expected that
tention Tjeing drawn to this omis- Mr. MeAdoo will greet
his many
sion, nevertheless died.
friends in the eilies in which No.
"This at once proves that the 10 stops Las Vegas and ha ton.
Tho former cabinet
inspectors had the means of exmember
acting from the committees the will make his address in behalf
full compliance with the require- of the senatorial and congressionments, and, as a fact, the child al candidates on tho democratic
death rate did not exceed a nor- ticket in New Mexico.
mal average.
"This is very noticeable if the TURKS WILL ACCEPT
child death rate of October, 192J,
DEMANDS OF ALLIES
to March, 1!)22, is compared with
the adult death rato for the same
DELEGATES BELIEVE
period. The latter invariably increased, and at tho beginning of
Mmlnnia, Opt. .8 tliv the Arso
spring, that, is to say March, at- elated
Press). Tho allies prcsent- tained
threatening proportions. eu a united
front on their return
30
between
Working people
and to Mudania nt 10 o'rlock
tonight
40 showed the highest percent- and" tho
feeling of all three dele
age ot deaths."
gations was that Ismct Pasha
would be forced to yield.
The delegations expressed optlm
INJURIES ritOVK FATAL
East Grand Forks, N. IX, Oct. 8. ism regarding tho outcome, con
Kicked in the head while play- tending there was little drtubt that
ing football
lieie today, louis the Turks would accept, the allied
Schwan of Grand Forks, N. 1). demands,' leaving the question of
was taken to a, hospital where he the limitation of the Turkish gen
darmlencs only as a possibilty of
died Bhortly afterwards.
iricuon.

''
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Government Instructs Delegates to Accept Decisions
Which Are Unanimously
'
Agreed Upon by Allies

-',

ershaving
selves
of a corn ration settled on
land given them in April, hurriedly dug themselves earth huts and
seeded their land with all they
could obtain, thus forming an entirely new village.
K. A. t orn JlaKon.
The A. R. A. corn ration, be
sides saving the lives of tens of

S AND WON

EVAGUAT

Relief

VhIh

10

Tage Three."' ,

POLICEWOMAN WILL
ATTEND CONVENTION

Kvunston, HI., Oct. 8. Tho first
and only policewoman In Panama
City will represent the Canal Zone
W. C. T. U. at the World's W. C.
T. U. convention in Philadelphia,
November
according to national headquarters here. Khe is
Miss F.Isle J. Keyser, a teacher In
tho Sea Wall Methodist Missionary
school. Hhe is said to have been
commissioned in order to prevent
Miss Keyser
cruelty to children.
TRACY. AUSTRALIAN
lias organized nearly 400 children of
the
Canal
Zone
into
chapters of
FIGHTER, IS KNOCKED
tho Loyal Ternperanco
legion,
OUT IN FOURTH ROUND headquarters officers assert.

Huenos Aires. Oct. 8 (by the Associated
Luis Angelo
Press).
of
Firpo, champion heavyweight
South America,
this afternoon
knocked out Jim Tracy, tho Australian fighter, In the fourth round.
It was practically even, give and
take, in the first two rounds.
and
Firpo'n superior strength
punching ability showed in the
third round in which lie had considerable advantage.
In the fourth he landed a tinrrt
right and left to tho head and
Tracy went tn the floor where he
remained until the count of nine.
Ho was badly dazed when ho got
to his feet agian, and a terrific
right to the jaw knocked him out.
Twenty thousand persons saw
the fight.

11-1-

New York, Oct. 8. (by the Associated Press) 111 luck for the Yankees, following ono of tho smartest
pieces ot baseball strategy employed during the present world's series,
leflt tho fifth and deciding game ot
tho 11)22 world baseball championship for tho New Y'ork Americans,
in tho opinion oC John McUraw.
manager of tho Giants.
The strategy move referred to
occurrod in the eighth
inning,
when, with men on second and
third and two out, Hugging ordered liusu to pass "Pep" Young, the
Giant right fielder, a left hand
batter. The Yankees at that time
were ono run ahead of the Nationals, who needed a hit to tie
or take the lead.
"Young," said AteGraw, "is rated
as a sure hitter to right field, liy
pitching to Young the Yankee
would bo forced to play
back, making It difficult to cut
off a run at tho plate should
On the
hit one in tho infield.
other hand, should lie have driven
to right field, It would kave been
hard for Ituth's throw to beat
tho runner on third to the plate.
"Kelly has been a weak hitter.
He had not batted effectively
against any-o- f the Yankee burlers.
Hugglns figured alt these things
and ordered Young passed. That,
in my opinion, was tho best piece
of strategy in the scries.
"But Kelly broke tho law of
baseball averages and hit. That
was bad luck for the Yankees and
a great bit of work by our first
baseman.
"Tho Giants have fought their
best throughout tho scries, and
fighting has won for them. We
have had good pitching; so have
the Yankees, but wo had the
breaks and we took advantage ot

CHANGES CACSE
.SICKNESS

TV BATHER

Extreme changes of weather dur
m
ing Fall cause many colds
For quick relief from
coughs.
bronchial
trouble,
throat, chest and
coughs, colds and croup use Foley's

Honey and Tar. Contains no opiatr
ingredients printed on tho wrap
per, largest selling courfh medicine In the World. "Foley's Honey
and Tar Is tho most pleasant and
efficient remedy for coughs unit
colds that I ever saw." writes Wm,
Illinois.
Sold
Jones, El Darn,
Adv.
everywhere.
P.ulbs, Dutch, Jnpnnesc, Tulips
Daffodils.
For full
Hyacinths,
planting. Ives, phono 73- -. Adv,

Cuticura Talcum

h--

Fuclutlady Frtgraat

i

Healthful
Always
Oilttm
ftampkfVveaf
Mui, fc? erjrwbcrs

:c. lbmtariM,!)flpt.X.I(ftl4ti,

Purposed

them."
"There is not any use quibbling
about it" a!d Miller
Muggins.

"We were whipped soundly and
well and mostly through our own
faults. John McGrawj has a great
ball team. His men,, had lots of
good luck but they did not miss
ono opportunity
to scoro during

SARAZEN IS OPERATED
ON FOR APPENDICITIS
Yonkers, X. Y., Oct. S. Within
hours after he had defeated Walter llagen. British open
Geno
Ssarazcn,
golf champion,
American national open champion,
was on tho operating table at St.
John's hospital, whero he was
from the
brought' this morning
Westchestpr-lliltmor- o
Country club
suffering from appendicitis.
The appendix was removed this
afternoon and the champion is re
ported us resting comfortably.
Radeliffe college will opn lis
first school of politics for women
on October 18.

Luck for the Yankees,
Followed by a Smart
Piece of Stratgy. Lost
the Fifth Contest Sunday

was in trouble In the eighth, I or
dercd him to pass Young bncaus'i
Young is a dangerous hitter. Kel';.'
had been the weakest batter ot tint
Nationals: ho Is a riRht handfii
batter and it was sound Judgment,
I think, to pass Young and worli
on the first baseman.
The tylnr)
and winning runs were cm th'i
bases anyway, so tho passing el
Young couldn't hurt much.
"Hush Wckrd on my order t1
pass Young, but that was natural
dictates ot my
I followed ibo
Judgment and lost,"
The Yankee pliycrs praised Hug.
pins for his leadership thrnughovl
the series. They declared the mistakes that bad been made wer
their own.

Y
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COUNTS
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twenty-fou- r
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Upon your strength of
purpose rests your future. Do you want to
avail yourself of the
knowledge that will allow you to forge ahead
in life? If you do this
school of modern busi-

ness is your friend and
counsellor.
once.

Begin a

Day and Night School.

HichlandPharmacy
PHONE

30

Bathe and Dress the
Baby in Comfort
with a Westinghouse
Cozy Glow Heater
The Westingrliousc Cozy
Glow is one of the most

During midwinter with"
the thermometer at zero,

convenient electrical appliances; you can have
around the home.
In the cool, chilly mornings and evenings of autumn you will find it giving just the amount of
heat that is iteeded to. be
comfortable.
When baby is taking his
bath the warm rays of
the Cozy Glow will protect
him from the slightest

the Cozy Glow will prove
a welcome addition to otft-e- r
forms of heat, so often
insufficient.
.tv4- -'-

';

Light in weight easily
adjustable in
portable
that you can focus the heat
to any wanted spot, you
will find the Cozy Glow a
source of ready comfort
the year around; giving
you at all times warmth

without waiting.

Westinghouse are the best
Albuquerque Gas
"At Your Service"

&

t

Electric Company
Phone 98

i'
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RUSSIAN WARSHIPS BEING REDUCED TO JUNK

CHILDREN

GOLF

FULL1

HNW

Mttl

Defeats Dr. George McLand-resin Finals; Joe

iHHS

s

Mc-Can- na

'

October 9, 1922.
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Fane Four.

Played

t

y

DEAD PACKAGES

IN POST OFFICE
AUCTIONED OFF

FIELD

MJUMEUT

Place

Hall

in Chicago's

of Fame Today When a
Memorial Is Unveiled

Second

Dr. Ooorse
By defeating
Horiian
5 up, Edward
won the finals In the annual fall
tournaCountry club handicap golf
ment yesterday afternoon and will
be presented with the Club Director trophy, a silver tea set.
round yesterday
In the semi-finAttn demorning Dr. J. R. Van
faulted to Dr. George Mctndress
and Edward Horgan defeated A. It.
Keener 3 up.
The handicap this fall has been
one of the most popular tournaments held this season at the
been
Country club course and has every
participated in by practically
The
handicaps
golfer in the city.
were well placed, practically all of
bcinK
played
rlosely
matches
the
and hut few players showing; wares
ratine.
greatly over or under their match
Plnyinsr in &
off
yesterday, Joe McCanna drove
from the fecond tee and holed his
165
yards.
drive, a distance of

10 BUILD

Famous Poet Will Take His

Shot

Hole in One

FUNDS

who brought Eugene Field to Chicago from Denver in 1883, when
Mr. Stone was associated with Mr.
Victor Jwaon In the publication
of the Chicago Dnily News. The
poet remained with the News until the time of his death, la 1 S96,
called
a
column
conducting
"Sharps and Flats."
Two grandchildren of the poet,
Jean Field Foster and Robert Field,
will pull the cords to unveil the
monument, while Slason Thompson, a friend of Mr. Field's newspaper days, will preside. The
Dutch Lullaby will bo sung by Mrs.
Louise Harrison Slade and tho Kev.
William 13. Barton also will spenk.
The statue was designed by Edward McCartan, of New York City.
The children of Chicago raised
nearly $10,000 of the funds for Its
erection, the remaining $11,000 being donated from tho Ferguson
Foundation, which, by Its donor's
will, Is used exclusively to erect
Btatuea In Chicago's publlo places.
Field Born in 1850.
Eugene Field was born in St, Louis
in 1850, eithjr on Beptember 3 or
September 3. The latter date Is
given In the Field family genealogy as the correct one, though for
the greater part of his life the poet
observed the former as his birthday.
His mother died when he was six
years old, and his youth was spent
in the home of his cousin, Miss
Mary F. French, of Amherst, Mass,
years whose happiness he commemorated In his verses dedicating
Book
his "Little
of Western
Verse," the first volume, published
from his pen.
He began his newspaper career
as a paragrapher in St. Louis, spent
ii Bhort time in St. Joseph, went
from there to Kansas City, and
then to Denver, where he remained
until persuaded by Mr. Stone to
transfer to Chicago.
His poem, "Little Boy Blue," beginning;
The littlo toj dos Is covered with

one
Wynken, BIynken, and Nod
night
Balled off in a wooden shoe,
Sailed on a river of misty light
Into a sea of dew.
fChicago, Oct. 8 (by the Associat-e- d
Piess.) Eugene Field, "the
children's poet," best known for
the poignant lines of his "Little
A
Boy Blue" and his series of lullabies, will take his place Monday
In Chicago's .jnarble hall of fame
with the unveiling, in Lincoln
Park, of a monument dedicated to
him.
Children of Chicago, through
funds,
subscription
newspaper
have raised nearly half the cost
donated
was
the remainder
by the
Ferguson Memorial Fund and the
memorial fittingly commemorates
to
the famous lullabies to which millions of children have been sung
to sleep.
A brooding angel, is
depicted
Ihe "Admiral Mu'.iunnv" in the ;j.rt
ainrinu:itt sn re scrapping.
hovering over two Bleeping childI
craw to bedn
sund
of
dreams
tho
:::nb.mkinr
it..
ren, sprinkling
into their eyes. Beneath, on nno
t 'Swinemarde. ' Russian cruisers ready for the ' operations.
Ing scrapped
side of the memorial, is carved the
first four lines of the Dutch Lullaas "Wynken,
by, better known
'election
as
new
follows:
of
officers,
ticles accumulated in tho Division
Blypken and Nod " On the other
Mrs. A. Pederson,
of Dead Letters", and nost of these
presidont; side
of the sleeping figures are the
dust
SCHOOL NOTES
Mrs. .Too Miller, vice president;
are parcel post matter.
opening lines of "The Sugar Plum But sturdy and staunch he stands;
Miss Lorona Wells, secretary and Tree:"
And
little toy soldier is red
Why Mail lines Wrong
tho
treasurer, Meetings will be Held on Have you ever heard ot the Sugar
Mali finds its way, into tlie dead
with rust,
ot
second
s
the
carolew-uofevery
Thursday
letter office largely Uy the
Plum Tree?
And his musket moulds In hl3
South Broadway.
month. Plans to buy kindergarten
of the public. Wrong or Inhands.-a marvel of great renown.
Is
Pupils having the highest avef-ag- tables and chairs, nioro dishes for It 'TIs
The
are
on
addresses
of
the
blooms
the
.shore
tho best known of nil
complete
given.
probably
of
month
for
the
September:
machine
a
and
hot
lunch,
sewing
addressee has moved without leavIlls published verses, and, with his
sea
lollipop
Eighth grade, Irene Gutierrez, were made, and committors apIn the garden of Shut Eye Town. lullabies, has made his name a
ing information a to his now
Marin Doty, pointed to have charge ot various
Sanchez,
A fountain, marble seats and thp household word In America while
Or again the address on a Trinidad
Louis Krajacich; sixth grade. Anita social affairs during the year.
is
or
torn
"To
off,
brief
off,
Rugene tho fact that he devoted most of
package
ru'jbea
.lennie
Kra
fifth
Steiner
Mrs.
E.
the Field," Inscription
grade,
surprised
his life to newspaper work, and
or other wise obliterated in transit. Montoya;
complete the memorial.
NeHtor
San
time
lunch
on
at
teachers
Monday,
fourthgrade,
that most of his published verso
Addresses written in pencil are jacich;second
Principal Speaker.
trez
an
shower
abundant
fruit
nouriguez,
chez;
by
grade,
giving
unThe principal speaker at the
originally appeared In his newspaparticularly apt ot smudge beyond Celia Krlmmeck; first grade, Jose- of grapes, apples and pears.
be
will
E.
Melville
Btone,
In
veiling
recognition
per column In Chicago, Denver and
ordinary handling. phine Grlego, Bernard Barton,
Fire drills were in vogue this counsellor
and former general other cities has been forgotten by
While an address written in ink ut TeleBfor
In
was
The
Esqulpula
weok.
cleared
Jaiamlllo,
building
or the Associated Prets, many,
a post office desk and dropped into Baca; primary, Russell Nicholas, fifty-fiv- e
Fire prevention manager
the box unblotted may not ''only T.uella Nicholas. Alberta Barton, talks wereseconds.
In all the differ,
given
itself
be smeared into nothingness
Manuel Grlego, Requcl Candelarla, ent rooms.
but mail it touches may be so de- Luis Padllla,
Antonio Bnrela,
Story telling period on Friday
faced as to be undeliverable. HunThe victrola presented to us by morniiig
was in charge of Miss
dred of people send off mail di- Miss Irene Burke
to be used dur- Wells, who told an Interesting
rected to Impossible addresses. ing physical culture exercises, is
tale.
These periods are lookfairy
Sometimes thoy write the correct certainly appreciated.
ed forward to by all the pupils.
name and street number and then
association
A sewing class was organized on
The
absently add "I.Oraf or the name mot at the school on Friday afterafternoon.
Forty girls
of their own town instead ot giv- noon. The following program was Wednesday
are beginning to learn
how to
ing the city in which the addressee given:
an
Miss
iutd
darn.
Watson,
patch
lives.
Solo Kulh Hutchinson.
efficient teacher, is in charge of
All of these accidents and any
secthis class.
"Mulberry Bush" First and
number of others may happen to ond grade pupils.
games this week
Playground
a package or letter. That they do
"Ey-l- o
Primary were "Captain Ball," "Jolly Is the
Baby Bunting"
happen Is proved by the 19,683,259of tots.
Miller," "Oats Peas, Beans and
"Out Whore the West Begins"
letters and 737,65!) packages
Barley," and "Squirrel In Trees."
Miss fiterret is coaching the girls'
parcel post matter that were open- Grammar grada girls.
ed in the dead letter service in
Physical Culture Exercise, "The basket ball. Rules and manner of
Weave" Intermediate grades.
the last fiscal year,
playing were taught this week.
Time and again the post office
Monthly school paper, read by
the
Gutierrez.
publlo
Irene
has
urged
department
still in force
The
officers were In I'nder an old Taw arr-ssto address its mall carefully, plainfollowing
or imt
Pennsylvania, the
Mrs. nussell Nicholas,
ly, and in ink, and to write the elected:
prisonment of any woman- for
nume and address of the sender in president; Minn Luis Trujillo, vice failure
Is
taxes
to pay
prohibited.
the upper left hand corner so that president; Miss Ruth Payton, secmall not deliverable can be re- retary and treasurer.
A number of the most beautiturned, yet packages and lettersa
ful homes In the south were deOld Towii.
continue to go wrong because of
Old
Town
The
signed by MIrs Henrietta C. Dobad start.
n
met last Wednesday ttier,
architect cf
People who attend the dead let- association
Fla.
ter sales are sometimes surprised evening for a business meeting and Jacksonville,
to find a relatively small proportion of valuable and attractive articles. The fact is, any one who
mails an important package is apt
WHILE DISASTER HOVERED OVER SMYRNA
to be fairly sure that the person to
adwhom It is sent will be at the
dress to receive It. And, too, conmore
sciously or unconsciously,
care Is expended in fixing a valPackuable package for the mails.
ages ot value are apt to be further
protected against loss by Insurance
"
or registry.
Sales are held In 13 cities, usually
twice a year. Generally speaking
the Christthe sale which follows more
goods
mas season has in it
of interest to the casual buyer than
a fall auction.
Around Christmas time packages
are sent out hurriedly tied up for
a trip across the continent. aMany
slim
on
a Christmas gift is sent
chance that a frien I or relative
and
may be at the last address;
caremany more gifts are sent so falls
lessly wrapped that the paper that
off, or so recklessly addressed
even post office experts never succeed In decoding the senders direc
There were
tlons for delivery.
valuable articles found
276,829
loose in the mails due to Insecure
wrapping last year. statement oi
This is a general
that
fact regarding Christmas mail
winds up at a government auction.
warnas
a
It might also be Istaken
coming and tne
ing: Christmas
dead letter office will getif your
you
hastily mailed packages
don't watch out.
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gressman McVonGoogioy, he may
rise and declare there is no such
NO
dignity.
Digging through tho musty records William Tyler Page, clerk of
the house ot representatives, hus
found end printed in a little hand
AS
book that there Is no official
Banction for the title. The oonstl-tutiosay Mr. Page, sanctions the
use of the words "representative"
as designating
and "members"
those persons composing the house.
But like other words which have
crept Into use since Noah WebNo Official Sanction for This ster's day, congressman takes Its
and the average representaTerm, According to an place,
tive, over the telephone or to your
face
it
you don't know him will
Official of the House of
say Is Congressman So and So.
officers at house
Some cabinet
Representatives
committee
helarings, who don't
happen to know the representa, Washington,
Oct. 8. Any high tives
by name, meet the occasion by
school student, standing on his conThe easier
stitutional rights, Is reminded that method r.round the house these
the hext time Representative
days, if a man wants to keep wlth
of the 763rd district of In the constitution. Is to address a
Delaware, for example, Is intro- member as "judge."
It hits the
duced by the teacher at the Friday right spot, and he smiles affably-l- ike
the fablod colonel of
night speaking service which precedes the refreshments as Con

SUCH T

ILE

CONGRESSMAN

CLERKDEGLARES

NOW!. "

rA

A Kelly for the Ford at $11.90.
Kelly Cord for the Essex, $29.10.
All Sizes.
Down in Price

Up in Quality.

o
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"Washington, Oct. 8. Attending
dead letter sales is popular spott
in this city, A local auction houee
was crowded to the doors a few
days ago when the government put
up at auction an accumulation oil
several months' unclaimed

parcel post matter.

Some people have an idea that
a dead letter sale is conducted
along lottery lines. A glimpse Into
the auction room would bear out
this impression. No goods are In
sight. The auctioneer, high nbovo
the crowd Is rattling off as fast as
he can:
'Lot number twelve at five dollars, at five dollars, six dollars,dol-at
seven dollars, yours for seven
lars. Mr. Brown."
without a pause for
Then
breath, the auctioneer is reeling
next
number and calling
iiff the
for bids. The bidders In the crowd
are closely following the sale by
their catalogues, but these give
only the most general description
of each lot of goods. Apparently
they are buying in the dark.
This is not the case, however.
The day before the salo the articles
to be sold were on display.
Long
rows of packing boxes with aisles
between them ranged the length of
the auction room. Each box con
tained one 101 or goous. ocarcuijr
any articles are disposed of singly
these sales when a large amount
of goods is to be auctioned.
One great box labeled "Cigars,
and snuff"
tobacco,
cigarettes,
was filled to the brim with cigar
of
cigarettes,
boxes, packages
toloose, silver wrapped cigars,
bacco bags, and cans. In each of
were
10
to 12
three boxes there
cases
had
suitcases.
The
prODaoiy oeen mauea pacitea wun
articles and had missed delivery
by wrong or insufficient address.
Now they were being sold empty.
Most of them were old and travel
worn.
"Ten men's suits damaged,"
filled another box. Others contained such collections as "Two
automobile
robes,
damaged,"
"Golf outfit, clubs, case, balls, etc;"
"Fifty pairs eyeglasses, damaged;"
and "400 miscellaneous handkerchiefs."
few
persons
Comparatively
would care to buy 400 handkerchiefs for personal use, even at a
bargain price of say ten dollars.
Such foresightedness would be extreme. Housewives were poking
around among the boxes, however,
Hcentlng out desirable collections of
kltchenware,
blankets, and ribbons.
Merchants Inspect Goods.
Many visitors wandered around
the show room merely through
curiosity. The majority of persons

inspecting the stock with businesslike thoroughness were dealers.
Here and there a man could be
seen diving into a box and holding
up a pair of trousers or a ratty
looking fur piece to inspect it with
an experienced eye. The entire
contents of the box would be subjected to close scrutiny, after
which the shrewd dealer would
mark on his catalogue the limit
that he would bid on that particular lot.
Hundreds of people
passed
through the auction room selecting
be
to
bid
next
for
bargains
day.
When the sale opened in the morning, therefore it proceeded with a
snap. Tho 235 boxed lots of more
or less bulky merchandise, 22 lots
of tires, and 06 lots of Jewelry and
small articles sold in three hours.
The bidder who did signal his
raise the inBtant the last price was
named found himself out of the
competition.
This is a description of a more
or less typical dead letter sale. It
is given In some detail because few
persons outside of the cities where
the sales are held have an oppor
tunity to attend these interesting
government functions.
There is no little misunderstanddead
ing regarding the
letter sales. This name has
popularly attached to them
because all undeliverable mail is
handled by a division of dead letters, and this division conducts tho
ituiuff.
lci in uf.'uu jciier sale
is misleading though, because
it
letters
suggests that undelivered
are put up for the public to buy,
and this is far from the truth.
Every year the postoffices of the
country handle millions of letters
that cannot be delivered but the
Bovernment does not sell any of
them.
Every effort is made to deliver
each letter entrusted to the postal
tiervice. If a letter cannot reach
the person addressed, and the
render's name and address ore not
in the upper left hand corner, the
letter la finally opened.
If money or enclosures of value
are found and nny address is given
in the letter the post office department forward!! the letter and
Its contents.
Money that cannot
ba delivered goes to swell the Government's revenues. Letters containing no valuables or money are
burned without further attempt at
locatingi the persons concerned. So
never a dead letter sale
there
literally speaking, The government
pfficlally putt on the market "ar
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HERE is an old Latin adage which says, "Caveat
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fiv, nrt s. LieutenU. S. N.. won
W.
Gorton,
A.
a.nl
v.-- .i
flvlne troohy

race here today with an average
laP.
speed for the eight
the
of
planes piloted by aviator,
navy and marine corps, started.
Lieutenant H. A. Elliott, navy,
won second place and Lieutenant
le

marine
rf
best
corps, won tho prize for the
average Bpeeu in v" so mucn a
The. race -was- not, oaf HfmaTl(lin2
"
spcea event ui
difficult
good piloting. One of the
maneuvering
v'V.'Aw
that at the end of the fifth, sixth
and seventh laps each pilot should
water
bring his machine downfootto stretch
and taxi over a 1.200
before making a hairpin turn and
again taking the air.of the
trophy,
Gorton, winner
and who was the only one to finish the race except Lieutenant Ellion, pnuLcu
powered with a 200 horse power
Lawrence rumui an wv
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Gone Out of
Business

woll-know-
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FLYING TROPHY RACE
WON BY LIEUT. GORTON

ILo

Emptor." Translated, it means, "Let the buyer
beware."
It put the burden of seeing that one got his money's
worth on the purchaser. It warned him to enter a shop
with his eyes wide open, to have faith in no one, to keep
his lingers crossed and then trust to Providence that he
didn't lose his eye teeth in the bargain.
Advertising has put "Caveat Emptor" out of business.
Today, merchants and manufacturers can't afford to risk
the disappointment and disapproval of a dissatisfied customer. It is too easy for the customer to pick up a paper
and find plenty of other places where real dollar value is
given and where they practice the modern slogan, "We
strive to please."
The good will of the buying public is the goal of the
modern seller. Without it, his business cannot succeed.
Every time he advertises he puts his good name in your
hands. His products, must make good. They must: be as
advertised.
That's why it pays to read the advertisements and to buy
advertised goods.

j
1

IT'S A GOOD BUSINESS BOLICY
Read the Advs. of Our Local Merchants in this Paper
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COAST LEAGUE.
Sacramento,
Seattle,
Los Angeles,
San Francisco,
8;

Oakland.
Salt I.ake,

Vernon,

Portland.

4.

cut this out
it is worth
muxes:

Cut out this slip, enclose with 5c
and mail it to Foley & Co., 2835
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writing your name and address elealy.
You will receive In return a trial
packaite containing Foley's Honey
for coughs,
and Tar Compound
colds and croup;
Foley's Kidney
Pills for pains in sides and back;
rheumatism, backache, kidney and
blndt'cr ailments; and Foley
Tablets, a wholesome and
thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
headbiliousness.
constipation,
aches, and sluggish bowels. Sold
Ady,
everywhere.
lo

Crowd, bearing banner, cheering Lloyd George's views on Asia Minor.
When thli photo was tuken the hundreds of thousands of resident
of Smyrna were approaching dyith and disaster. A speech of Premier
David Lloyd George, promising allied support of Greek interests in the
then approaching crisis had been spread in Smyrna and the residents
were expressing their joy. A few days later Smyrna was plundered and
urned by the Tijrks.

BRINGING UP FATHER.

Copyright,

1921,
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By George McManus

the International News Service.
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COAT DRESS USES
STANDING COLLAR
OF ODD PATTERN

BEAUTY CHATS
By

Edna Kent For be.

PEIUVMTvS AND TOILET
WATERS.

ounce
Cloves,
Rectified Spirit, 1 pint
Let this stand in a warm,
dark
cupboard for a week, shaking It up
frequently, decant into a fresh bottle.
These are the two simplest formulas I know. A fragrant
ar of
dried flower petals can be made by
any woman who has a garden.
Such a jar gives a delicate perfume
to a room all the winter long. A
layer of salt and cinnamon should
be sprinkled over every layer of
petals.
A. P. A:iy stimulating
treatment such as dashing cold water
over the chest followed up by brisk
rubbing will build up the muscular
tissue and make the skin firm;
therefore, this would either reduce
or enlarge as the case required. If
there was flabbincss of the muscles
or fatty accumulation, tho
fal
would be absorbed nnd the muscles
made firm, while the" skin would
also be benefited. So you see that
both of your theories are correct.
M. F. A complete list for dieting would consume too much space
for publication but will be mailed
to you on receipt of a stamped
In the meantime, substitute
whole wheut bread for that made
from all white flour and eat less
starchy food and more green vegetables and fruit.

The love of perfume Is born in
every woman, handed down to her
from innumerable generations of
'
female ancestors who had discovered the curious effect that certain
odors have upon the nerves and the
emotions. I wonder who was the
first woman to find out that certain perfumes made her more attractive in the eyes of men? Certainly in ancient times the wealthier and more beautiful the woman
the heavier the odor she carried
about with her. 8ho literally walked in a perfumed cloud.
Really good perfumes cost enormous amounts today, and cheap
perfumes, of course, are never
worth the buyinir. Perfumes unfortunately are hard to make at
home since the proper blending of
the various oils, spices and tinctures is a complicated process. However there are one or two simple
formulas which you might try.
I'ure Extract of Pink.
Oil of Pink, 1 ounca
Rectified Spirit, 1 pint.
Mix and agitate these until they
are thoroughly blended.
Here is a good imitation of
Extract of Violets.
ounces
Bruised Cinnamon, 1

i
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Answers to Questions.

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEFffiG
TRIED RTEXCILIXO in color as oil paint. The paint
will not fade after constant wish-ings- .
YOt'It VALANCES?

tj

MS COMFORT
FOR HOUSEWIFE
Electrified Kitchen with Its
Advantages Greatest Offering Made by Science
to Home Economics
ihe best offerings science has this
jar mrmo to tne nome. Jjiectric
washers and ironers and sweepers
have become pretty well known,
ana are almost universally rccog- n!?P,l nu l!nuaiticru nrlthrillf artv ,lt- gulhc, in the saving of timo and

But afstrcnatli t;ioy accomplish.
ter all, washing and ironing does
not occur every day; heavy cleaning days usually ate confined to
one day a week. Tho kitchen is
tho" place where help
has been
most needed since wvo first gave
Adam indigestion by feeding him
uncooked frul
Cooking by electricity has many
advantngos overt that by any other
licuf Tootn
t, mvflil Hint niflltq
cookeil In nn eloctrlo oven show a
In acIn
distinct saving
weight.
curate gures, roast beef cooked
in fuel ovens ?ees 35 per cent in
weight. Tlio samo roust,
electrically shrinks slightly lesscosutnan 2U per cent, wun ueei TlOtind
l,fi-f-

imw

D.

advan-tagd
ed off. This has a
first, in the comfort saved to
tho temperature of the room In
BY ELOISE.
of an
Itself
tho introduction
and second, in the
Inspiration for new styles comes I adverb,by as "to heartily laugh." summer time;
now from Europe, now from tho
possibilities of slow cooking by
Is
to
be
avoided.
form
The
stored heat, permitting an entire
orient and now from the American
Q. Are such children's diseases dinner to bo cooked with a miniIndian, but from wherever it comes
as mm'o throat, sea l ie t fever, ct mum amount of fuel through the
It always lends interesting variaever
cooker process. With
contracted from
tions to tho new costumes of each cetera,
a little forethought in selecltng
season. Things Russian have been dr.'nklng? S. L. K.
A. Within recent years several combinations, this type of cooking
popular for several seasons and
this foil is to be no exception. Sev- epidemics of septic sore throat may bo made a real economy in
eral ideas in both frocks and coats have been traced to milk. In both fuel and time.
show the Russian tendency.
Another attraction, ono which
some of these epidemics it was
This coat dress for street wear found possible by pasteurization means much to (scrupulous houseis built on Russian Cossack lines to
which keepers, is that there are no fumes,
streptococci
with its sido fastening
and low were destroy
in no smoke, no soot accompanying
of
from
isolated
throats
utenwaistline. The waistline is not eviand which were be electric heat. Bright cookingwithout
dent at all in the front, but there fected people
retain
their
sils
brightness
be
the Infective agents, continual scouring and polishing,
is a narrow cloth belt reaching lieved to
from the bottom of the sido fast- Pasteurization, properly performed nnd this fact goes far toward keepseems
to
protect againBt epidemics
ening around tho neck. Oriental
- ing the shine on bright disposition?.
embroidery in rich colorings trimp of this kind, but until the orpanwalls and curtains, which
the. wide. nUuhed sleeves and the hm which causes the disease is Dainty
e
kitchen conditions
under
odd little standing collar with its definitely known It Is impossible became so quickly and so dlscour- chin ruffle. Threo largo metal but- to say that It affords absolute nIYlr,1,r Kiatsil
with tt film Of
tons are the only other trimming protection.
of scarlet
Epidemic
grime, In electrified kitchens
used on the dress.
The sleeves, fever have been traced to milk greasy
sucn
show no
however, are faced with crepe to supplies, nnd tic such cases pas Therefore, in noting aisiigureniem.
the saving of
match the outstanding color of the teurisation has been resorted to time and drudgery science
has
the
and
front
embroidery
panel of with apparently
satisfactory re made possible to housewives must
the frock is likewise faced.
sults, as a means of safeguarding be counted the hours of scrubbing
the public health. This bureau point and windows wnicn are nechas for distribution a free book essary with other fuels.
EXTRAVAGANT HABITS
A kitchen motor will
shorpen
let containing valuablo lnforma.
ARE BEING DISCARDED ,tlon on the subject of milk. Any knives, polish silver and do tiumer-ou- sau- other odd Jobs; run a foodBY JAPANESE WOMEN reader may secure a copy oy
bread, vegegrinding
chopper,
or any-- i
Frederic J. Haskin, tables, meat, nuts, coffee, will
jtlon
Bureau,
mix
Toklo, Oct. 8. Japnnepo wom- Director, Washington, D. C. En- thing desired ground. It
en who.
like their husbands, close two cents in stamps for re j bread and cake, whip cream bis--or
I
Southern beaten
learned extravagant h.iblts .iunng turn .postage.
mayonnaise.
run several times through the
the war and were among the nest
cults,
S.
Is
basic
a
Wliut
J.
putent?
by the strength of
supporter of the siik merchants, ' Q.
A. A' basic patent is the foun-- .
oe ai im"i
are returning to cotton clothing, datlon
sub- - this versatile slave, win
or
all
which
base
upon
nnd flaky as though a dusVy southaccording to Toklo
based
are
sequent
improvements
Last year it was not I'lconunon
ern cook had beaten tho dough for
for a woman to pay t,'')it yen for or made.
hours.
Q. What was (he cost to tho
on obi, tho broad
worn
Another electrical servant which
around the waist, whllo sales of Fnlled States of war aviation? A. helps banish monotony is a dishlO.flOO
Y.
W.
dresses at
yen. were ouite
In homes where thH is
washer.
A. Despite the general impres-'sio- n known in its true efficiency, it u
ordinary.
"But. this year," said rno store
that a billion dollars was customary to do actual dishwashsuperintendent, "the public de- spent for aircraft during the war, ing only once a day; usually after
cotmand is shifting from
mi
official and authenticated reports breakfast. It is quite ethical to
ton; leather to paper, und from show that the actual amount store soiled dishes away in this
and it
fancy to practical ,;oodi,"
spent for aircraft was $598,090,- - satitary covered machine; those
of
781.
is roomy enough to wash
Q. Is the Jerusalem artichoke a two or three meals in the average
MONT BLANC UNSEATS
sunflower? G. R. S.
family.
HIS JOCKEY; LEADS
Even the refrigerator has taken
a
A. The Jerusalem artichoke,
new airs and graces unto itseli.
a
common
as
used
tuber
fairly
THE FIELDAND WINS
tho
vegetable, is a species of sun- since entering
This means
flower. The name Is a corruption home; it is electrified.
with muddy shoe
Paris, Oct. 8. Madame
of glrasole, the Italian name of that no
Blanc's Ksar with Bullock sunflower.
and dripping burden enters the
white confines of the kitchen. Inup, won tho 300,000 francs Arch
was
and
the
What
Q.
"Willy"
of Triumph race at Lon'tchamps
stead, an automatic device, install11.
B.
O.
"Nicky"
correspondence?
ed in the cellar, keeps the tempertoday.
A.
name
This
was
tho
applied
The big race had only French
ature of the refrigerator at the
teleto
series
of
a
letters
and
entries.
by its
amusement
was
Mu,eh
point decided desirable
Wil-iaafforded by Baron de Rothchlld'a grams exchanged between
owner.
II of Germany and Nicholas
Mont Blanc, which threw
his Jockey, at tho starting post, II of Russia In the years
TO START BOXING CLASS.
led
These were made public by
and
the field throughout trie
Kans., Oct. 8. The
Topeka,
of
race, coming home ahead of the the provisional
government
physical training department of
winner.
Russia.
tho Central Y. M. C. A. at Topekag
Q. How long was the term of a is starting a special class in
this week. It will run six
is now an open Roman Senator? T,
Accountancy
A. A Roman Senator wa
profession to women in England,
weeks, two lessons a week. Inapand there are about fifty women pointed for lifo unless he should struction is to feature "blows,
members vof the London Associa- be expelled from office for some guarding, blocking, feinting and
tion of Accountants today.
tho "r" announcefootwork,"
dishonorable cause.
ment says.
two-fol-

A. Ono in which the preposition
"to" Is separated from the verb

semi-firele-

old-lim-

I

food-chopp-

shop-keepe- r.

BIPPLIRG RHYMES

,

By WALT MASON.

COALS OP FIRE.
My neighbor earned my deepest
hate, he slew my Maltese cats; he
slugged them with some chunks of
slate, an stove in all their slats. I
traced the frightful crime to him,
as Sherlock might have done, and
vowed I'd rend him limb from limb
before my race was run. But in
dread don't
my heart emotions
flourish much or thrive: "To punch
my neighbor's dome," I said,
"won't make my cats alive. Some
day, no doubt, he'll realize how
sinful was his deed; with briny
streaming from his eyes, for pardon he will plead." That night my

(neighbor's cow lay ill, upon her
couch of hay, and by her side, with
dope and pill, I sat till break of
day. I bent above that ailing cow.
a proud though childlike form, and
gently fanned her fevered brow,
and gave her mashes warm. "You've
saved her life," my neighbor
cried, "you've played a noble game;
ah, humble is my wicked pride,
and I am sunk in shame. If I but
had a pair of gats, I'd aim them
at my dome; 'twas I who slew tho
pale blue cats that frolicked round
your home." "Mow let the stricken cats sleep on," I said, "let dead
things be; come forth and sit upon
my lawn, and eat a pie with me."

i

ultra-mode-

ice-m-

m
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MODERN NURSES
USE EVEN HEAT

OF ELECTRICITY
Bathing the new baby Is a delightful Job that requires a lot of
convenience at hand. The enameled tub, not too large; the water of
the right temperature, tested by
tho thermometer; the
correct
soap and toweling and powder;
the little rack to have the fresh
garments and flannels warming upon, and, most important of
upon which the safety of theall,
whole
affair depends, a room in which
the warm air radiates gently and
makes an even temperature.
We can sing of the romantic
nursery fire, beside which the little shoes and garments are toasted
on screen racks to be donned the
next morning and on whoso hearth
nurse or mother oftentimes heated
mugs of milk and with a bit of
sugar added, made believe it was
afternoon tea, like the lady visitors
tako with squares of browned bread
and butter. Such an open fire
makes any room attractive. But
the heat of a coal fire is not even.
It will warm the. area only surrounding the magic confines of the
hearth itself, where little feet are
liable to stray too near the Jolly
looking flames.
There is nothing so gently pervading as the warmth of an electric
heater. Just why tho small auxiliary heaters are called heatchs Is
a mystery,1 because it seems as
though the name warmers could be
hest applied to them.
Fat little
backs and tender little spines are
warmed with even gentle heat, as
well as little noses and plnk'i toes,
and an electric warming pad attached tqa light socket or convenient outlet, and loft In each little
bed for half an hour before the
children are tucked In. insures
warmth and restful slumber.
In grandmother's time, before
tho advent of the electrio heating
pad. she used to wrap up the feet
of her little ones In bed at night
with flannel warmed before the
ernto lire. Those days are over and

IMMACULATE IRON OF
TODAY NO RELATIVE
OF OLD "SAD IRON"

dox-in-

p,

old-tim-

'

ar

e,

OPSIN'
MEN

ofte

ed.

Wcllsburg, V. Va., Oct. 8. A
small army of prisoners will be
led into Brooke county circuit court
tomorrow to stand trial for the
consequences of the fighting at the
Clifton coal mine, pear Cliftonville
a hamlet in the mountains before daybreak on the seventeenth
of July.
This encounter, the most serious
outbreak during the coal strike,
claimed seven
nnd a number
of the prisoners will be tried for
murder.
It is expected, however,
that the state will elect to try some
of the men for treason, as ll did in
its prosecution of union leaders
charged with fomenting the armed
march on Logan county more than
a year ago,
It is possible that the prisoners
will be tried in groups, as it is
believed some of them will ask for
a change of venuo when the case is
culled. The prosecution has declined to make public its plans.
Practically all of the defendants
are union miners from Pennsylvania Just across the state line, and
more than 5U of tho 100 odd surrendered voluntarily.
Klglit Started Suddenly
Tile fight started with tho suddenness of a crack of thunder.
There had been preliminary rumfor
Cliftonville
blings around
several days prior to the fatal
n
men working In
night.
the mine claimed thoy had received threats that striking union
miners on the Pennsylvania side
were coming to "get them."
Sheriff II. II. Duvall was at his
o
home here when he received a
call a few minutes after
midnight on- July 17.
"They're
was
raising hell at Cliftonville",
tho terso message.
Hurried investigation
disclosed
that a series of dynamite explosions
was terrorizing the
men.
Signal rochets were flashing from
the mountains.
Mino guards told
th sheriff they believed the mob in
tho mountains was trying to draw
them from tlio property preliminary to an attack in force.
Duvall quickly
a
mustered
force of special deputies and start-e- l
for Cliftonville In automobiles.
The road was rough and the speed
was terrific.
But they got there
Just in time.
As the automobile detachment
approached the mine, a blue flare
Illuminated the mountainside.
It
was the signal for an attack.
Rifles spqke from the dark background and there were answering
flashes from the defenders on the
other sido of the creek. The invaders advanced nnd were driven
back.
Again they charged and
were repulsed.
Then Duvall and his force got
Into action,
"Save tho tipple",
the sheriff shouted, as ho lefl his
for.ee up a hill.
At the summit a number of the
attacking miners was concealed.
Duvall and his deputies plunged into the ambush.
Bloody Fight Vol lows
One of tho bloodiest mine fights
In state history
followed. Five
bullets pierced the sheriff. When
his body was found Inter, tho riddled corpse of three union miners
were lying a short distance away.
The temporary victory
stirred
the attackers to more desperate
efforts.
They swept on. One of
them, waving an American flag,
climbed to tha top of the tipple.

The i:ay after the fight Tom
Duvall, son of the dead sheriff, was
appointed to succeed his father.
Tom, liko his father, is a noted
character of tho dare devil type, a
dead shot and a superb horseman.

Roasted!
Coffee

RAIL COMMISSIONS
WILL MEET TO FIGHT
FREIGHT RATE BOOST
Des

Iowa,

Moines,

Representatives

Qf

Oct.

railroad

cost more
ihaji good
coiiee
does
ti

8.
com-

missions of six middle western
states will meet here tomorrow
before representatives of tho interstate commerce commission
oppose an application of railroads
operating in these states to increase freight rates on corn, 0'tts
and other coarse grains ten per
tent, or equal to the freight rate
on wheat.
Interstate Commerce Examiner
Keem, of Washington, D. C, will
hear evidence on tho application
and tho arguments of tho railroad
commissioners.
States to bo represented at tomorrow's hearing are Nebraska,
South Dakota, Minnesota. Oklahoma, Missouri and lov.n.

Non-unio-

Perhaps vou remember
the days when coffee
was purchased green and
roasted at home. A few

handfuls placed in a hot
oven and stirred around
for a short time until
brown, perhaps burnt a
.little for good measure,

1

AT THE
GR0CE-T0T- E

tele-phon-

was the usual thing.
Although in all probability, it was a low grade
of Bio sold at a fancy
price, one can look back
with pleasure on the
mornings when coffee,
on account ofits scarcity
and high price, was a
big addition to the meal.

Goose liver sausage

non-unio- n

Truffle liver

sau-sag-

e

Fresh liver sausage
Kosher

ring

sau-

sage
Geneoa Salami

Coffee roasting and pack
ing today is not the simr

Ceverelat

pie thing of forty or'
fifty years ago, for the in
sistent demand for qualn
ity has made coffee
prep-aratio-

SOCCE-TOY- E

an exceedingly
difficult and important

The half century en
deavor of Hills Bros,
toward one

Rosenwald's

2-P-

developed processes of blend-

ing, roasting, grinding
and packing that are distinctly individual. These
methods, a little more
skill and knowledge here
and there, make a difference in taste and flavor
which accounts for the

ant

Boy's Suits
at $7.50 and

aim-high- est

coffee quality-h- as

The Best Buy z
For Tour Boy
in Town

Mrs. Charlotte Despard, sister
of ImtA French, the famous Brither
ish soldier, has announced
candidacy for parliament.

fact that Hills Bros.
Coffee leads all other
brands in volume ofsales.

$JQ
Savings in Needed

.

Beautify & Complexion

"

operation.

Where "S and H"
Green Stamps Add
to Your Savings.

7.

t.

Do you remember (In tho "good
old days" when irons were heated
in front of smoky logs or over the
lids of a coal range) how much
scouring and buffing It required MOTHER RECOVERS
THREE CHILDREN
to keep them smooth and clean?
It was almost as much trouble
AFTER FOUR YEARS OF SEARCHING
to bring a smile to the face of those
old irons as it was to similarly Illuminate the countenance of a dyspeptic, wasn't it? Perhaps that is
the reason why they were dubbed
"sad irons."
Today's iron, heated electrically and consequently never troubled by smoke or soot, has another
difference in its super-sati- n
finish
which stays smooth without sandsand-soapaper, emery board,
salt, lard, kerosene, or any of the
e
remedies
for sadness
housewives were in the habit of
using. Tills is because of its
working surface.
Tho process of electro-platin- g
metal parts requires skilled workmanship
by men with expert
knowledge of this class of work.
The surface of parts to bo plated
must be very smooth and various
types of grinding and Dolishinir
wheels are required to prepare the
work which is to be plated.
Aiier me surface Is properly
ground, metal pieces are cleaned
by immersion In an electrio cleaning solution, aa the surfaca in hn
plated must be free from dust or
dirt. After the article is thoroughly cleansed, it Is placed in large
plating tanks, electrically operated.
Castings of solid metals, such as
nickel and copper, are hung In
these tanks and metal from
castings is removed hv electricttv
and electrically deposited on the
suriace or an part to be plated.
Mrs. Callie Hurt Reed and her three son. James, U; John, 9, and
After the plating work la thor
i
Walter, 6.
oughly dried, it is put over buffing
When Mr. Callie Hart Reed obtained a divorce at Dayton in
wHuuia io pruuuee tne Bright fin1918 from James Proctor Clarke, thefr threo children James, 11
ish.
years;
Walter, 6, and John, 9 were placed in an orphan asylum at Dayton.
Japan has Ita first wnmnn Shortly afterward, Mrs. Reed charges, Mr. Clarice kidnapped them.
aviator Selke Hyodo, who makes She immediately began a four-yesearch which, after being made
nation-widdaily flights over Tokyo,
was successful this last week when she found her eldest
son in Natches. La., and the two younger boys living with their father
and his present wife at Monroe, la. Police of Monroe were requested
wn rnri never return ir llin,
the electric pad has taken its yluce by Judge James Bacgott of the court of common pleas at Dwton to hold
the Clarke family, but they already had fled.
and performs tho service.

Th
Quickly it was in flames.
man on tho top seemed to be directing a portion of the forces.
The flaming tipple collapsed almost without warning and the man
on top was thrown to his death in
OF
IS the roaring debris.
Jteanwhlle, West Virginia state
troopers reached the scene Pennsylvania constabulary were at the
line. The attackers fled, and
TODAY stato
tho fighting ceased as suddenly as
it had started.
were seven.
Known casualties
Six of the dead were union minerH,
Prisoners Must Stand Trial identified as marchers from Pennfor the Consequences of sylvania.
and deputies scoured
the Fighting at a Mine in theTroopers
mountains and made numerous
arrests. Other miners surrendered
West Virginia
in Pennsylvania and wore extradit.

TRIAL

'TO BEGIN

rAnlfl a
i rr tiitiirnvmrult,
this saving in a four or five pound
never leave cards for cut is an appreciaoio uein in mo
of a day's budget.
the masculine
members
Electric ovens are heavily insuhousehold upon which she calls.
lated, so thut heat is retained for
Q. What Is a spi:t Infinitive? a
long period after current is turnM. M.

VOVT

I have known women to go outj
Yet, in spite of this fact, dyes
to a store and buy expensive cre- - are most popular for stencilling.
tonne material for window val-- ; Follow the directions which come
To set the
iincos when thoy could not a- -, on the packago of dy
ford to muko such a purchase. color, add flvo or six drops of dia:
luted
carbonic acid (this is a
And when I encounter such
mso, I always say to inyskif:' deadly poison, bo ttso it carefully.
"Why didn't aha buy unbleaohvd Some women- use this method of
muslin, instead, and Istoncil lt? making the dye permanent: mix
It would have been Just as effect-- j the white of one gg with two
ive as overdrapes."
teaspoons of water and add a litBut the average housekeeper1 tle of this to the dye. KlPi andoes not take ns great an Inter- - other way of obtaining a fast
est in the arts and crafts as she color is to buy five cents' worth
I don't believe that one: of dextrine or gum from the drun
should.
woman 'a ten (perhaps even a! store and use. one teasnonn of
smaller percentage) knows how to this to one cupful of the dre. No
stencil!
rigid rules can be given In conThe first step in stencilling Is nection with using dyes Vor stento make your Btenell from stifi' cilling, as the strength of color
or "Bristol
cardboard
board." you wish to obtain, the matpi!nls
Tr.ica a' gooo border from wall! upon which you do the ste.icHiitiit,
take! etn.. make, it impossible. T!,a hest
or
from
cretonne,
then
paper
carbon paper such as stenograph-- 1 way. is to experiment with a pr.iall
ers use on the typewriter,
portion, or piece, of 'he 'roils,
make copies of letters, and loy even going so far as to stencil it.
this black carbon paper face down iron it. and wash it sei'.r'i! tlir.fs,
on the bristol board; lay on top before going ahead on the 'urge
of the carbon paper the pieco of piece of goods.
tissue paper on which you traced
The most important Heps of all,
tho design, and go over the whole In stencilling. Is this: When the
design with a very sharp pencil material is stencilled and dry, it
(hard lead) pressing down firmly must be ironed on the back with
as you draw.-- ' This leaves the da. a very hot iron with a wet cloth
sign nn tho bristol board, and you between Iron and M.encltied goods
can then tako a pair of shears and The hot steam sets the color. Do
tut out sections of the cardboard mt use merely a warm iron, use
(whore the design indicates.) This a hot one.
To wash a stencilled curtain:
finishes, the stencil.
Tho next Btep is to decide Roak it in clear, salt water thorwhether you wish to use dyes or oughly (use a handful of salt to
artists' tube oil paint. While a bucket of water), then wash In
dyes are nicer to work with than mild soap suds, ri.'ise, dry, sprinpaints, they are not as permanent kle and iron.

STOVE

'

G. W.
A. She

Br LA IRA A. CURKMAN,
HAVE

J ELECTRIC

(Any reader can get the answer
to any question by writing The
Albuquerque Journal Information
Bureau, Frederic J. Ilaskin, Director, Washington, D, C. This
offer applies strictly to information. The Bureau cannot give advice on legal, medlcul, and financial matters. It does not attempt
to settle domestic troubtca, nor
to undertake exhaustive research
on any subject. Write your question plainly and briefly. Give full
name and address and enclose two
cents In stamps for return postago.
All replies are sent direct to the
inquirer.)
Q. Is there a fee cliargcd for
entering the Yellowstone Park?
P. F. II.
A. There is no fee except a
road charge of $7 for automobiles.
Q. Why is cotton so often a
coiitruhiiud of war? Ci. R.
A. This is because cotton is the
principal ingredient of smokeless
powder, and can best be combined
with nitric acid to produce a high
explosive,
Q. How many
employees are
thcro In tlio White House'. A.
M. P.
A. There are 47 employees in
the White House.
. What
would be the cost of
machinery to sink a initio shaft
1,000 feet? II. J. In
A. The Bureau of Mines says
that the cost would bo between
415,000 and $10,000.
Q. Docs a woman, culling upon
a married woman, leavo a visiting
husband?
card for the hostess

i3

PM

Pasre Five

Sold only By retail grocers

NOTIONS

IN TEN DAYS
Nadinola CREAM
The UMfluled Bttatificf
ifamd mnd Endoramd

By Thousmndt
Guaranteed to remove
tan, freckles, pimples,
Ex- stllowness, etc.
treme cases. Rids
pores and tissues of
impurities. Leaves the skin clear, soft.
At leading toilet counters.
hwlthy.
Pre-WAt
Tw

ar

Price,

Children's hickory garters
25c
La Boheme human hair nets, double and single
mesh, each
...8c
Hickory shirred silk ribbon elastic, per piece.. 65c
10c
Lady Dainty camisole tape, yard
5c
Rockaby Baby safety pins, all sizes
5c
Pins, full count, per paper
Belt puis, assorted sizes, per book
5c
15c
Myman's collar bands
Pound Writing Paper
39c

60c. mill f 1.00
NATIONAL TOILET CO.. fart. Tina.

Sim,

Special

To

Women

The most jconomleal, cleunsinr und
gcrinitldnl of nil untiaeptlcs la

Aoluble

Antiseptic Powder

to be dissolved in
Water aa Needed.

a medicinal antiseptic fot
douches hi treating catarrh. Inflammation or ulceration of nose,
throat, : i nd il.at caused by femlnin-IIIr oa no equal. For ten yearn
tha Lydla IS. Pinkham Medicln. Co
hn recommended Paxtine tn their
private correspondence with women, which prove Its superiority
Women who hve been cured say It
I
"worth It weight In gold." At
A

I

druggists, tOo. large box, or by mail,
mo l asion ioiiti io., uoston. mum
i

Adv.

I.
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,ls Only the First Step To-- j Drought in Roosevelt County
ward Establishing an InMakes It Necessary for
Cattlemen to Get Rid of
dustry that Will Produce!
Much Meat Annually
Their Livestock
-j

i

Seattle, Wash., Oct. 8. Stories of
cattle drives in the old ''roundup"
days of the west hav found a rival
recent conclusion ot the
in the
great drive of 1,200 reindeer from
Uoodncws bay to the Kroad Pass
country along the new government
railroad about half way between
Anchorage and Fairbanks, Alaska,
a distance of 1,200 miles.
W. T. Lopp, chief of the Alaska
u
division of the United States
of education, who has spent
time the last three
considerable
years exploring the ranges of the
northern territory where reindeer
moss is found, predicts that this
drive is only the first step toward
establishing the reindeer industry
on a basis where It will produce
annually 6,000 tons of meat.
According to Mr. Lopp, this was
tiio largest and probably tho most
difficult reindeer drive ever made.
It was started in September, 1321,
when with two Eskimo herders he
portaged from Yukon to the
river and arranged with
Superintendent Forrest to start the
herd of reindeer on the drive to
tho Broad Fuss range.
A warm
fall and winter kept the herd from
d
crossing the Kuskokwim, and
was not reached until January. From that point the drive
continued toward tho railway tin-t'held up by deep snow at the
base of Mt. McKinley. In July it
wus again started, the destination
being reached August 7.
Mr. J.OPP reports that the ranges
tributary to the Broad 1'mss are
capable of supporting COO, 000 reindeer and that exploration of the
trails will make it possible to drive
herds from distant points which
will gradually stock this new

William G. McAdoo announces that
the report Hat l,e is a candidate or tile
la IVIliaLUlL
It v 'II be recall
y . vmu v... J J.7
e(j that Mr. McAdoo was that once before.
i

C

N

MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS to
entitled
The Associated Press is exclusively
of all news credited to
the use, for
and also iv
this
in
credited
paper
it or not otherwise
the local nesvs published herein.
The kind of oral- surgery some people should
.October 9, 1922 be treated with is the variety handed out by Doctor
MONDAY,
Dcinpsey?
-

IN

The man who learns to hold his tongue
seldom dies too dogone young.

qulto

$

As the campaign progresses, one cannot but be impressed with the contrast re-in
methods of the candidates of their
From the beginning,
spective parties.
the campaign has been conducted along
lines creditable to all the candidates. It
has been entirely free from personal reof
crimination, due to the high character on
without
exception,
tfcj candidates,

He Came Right Back.
Judgo JlcClcllan guarantees a square deal to the
client without a lawyer who comes to probate
court. Perhaps he thinks it too much to ask him
to make a similar guarantee to tho man who has a
lawyer, as he remains silent on the subject.
Dug
Outs.
In answer to your remarks quoted above, I will
say: "What the lawyer does not claim, the balance
will bo due the heirs." W. W. McClellan.

both tickets.
The man who neglects to have his hair cut
If the election were to be held tomor-'rothere can be no doubt that It would often, perhaps is cutting down overhead expense.
result in an overwhelming republican
An another version of it:
The republic ns have defined their
Her father thinks her beauty shop allowance is
position clearly, while the democrats have immense,
but the girl who has her tresses dressed,
to
or
issue
an
to
establish
either
failed
its
overhead
expense.
says
which
voters
upon
present a case to the
favorable
a
rendc
could
judgment.
tl.ey
Poor Girls.
The democrats began their campaign by
Cold winter comes apace,
d
a
promising
extravagance
charging
When girls must face the breeze,
It is one thing to promise
economy.
With little on their backs
economy while out of office, but it is quite
And nothing on their knees.
Sam Hill
another thing to practice economy while
Cold weather comes
in office. The democrats are pledged in
Mere man hunts f
their platform and by the utterances of
Chilly drafts make him sneeze
their candidate for Governor to a reducAnd nothing on the hip.
tion of taxes, but they have failed thus
George A. Dean.
far to show where they would make that
4
reduction effective or practicable.
After one
has picked its candidates, the
Mr., Hinkle has made the charge thatj other begins party them.
plucking
the alleged waste in administration has)
annua.
uccu in .uflu i.uiionu..iUi..
Tne Literary Digest is trying to find out if the
allowance in other states for the
want ignt wincs nnd becra a)SpcnSed, or
. nance ot roads ranges lrom two Hun- merely want them dispensed with.
dred to four hundred dollars per mile,
while in New Mexico this allowance is less1
'
dollars per mile on state a mi
than seventy-fiv- e
sw
i .
U (SUITS
JiWffi-lfMIBlSIiaffih
Noton
less
8jl!(5
roads.
and
g
iy
county
highways
i .
i:
.i.
i
'i t
ii.:.
ui
iuw
tins
rusi
J
wjuisianuuig
v ,1 ll.n 4n it
4Unf a,' r tnau l , upeinuun
"win '
LUC Jaib tliat jcoa
'.lit,
tviu vi
aliu
Following oro names of tho bolters from tho
thouof our total mileage of forty-iou- r
republican county convention at Santa Fo
sand miles is of standard construction, regular
who will seek seats in the territorial convention in
reto
a
Mr. Hinkle undertakes
promise
Itaton: Thomas 11. Calron, Ilamon L. Eaca, Marcos
duction in expenditures. In addition to Castillo, Xicolas Quintana, Augustin Maestas, Kob-eC. Gortner, X. J. Strumqulst,
this, Mr. Hinkle condemns the federal
Thomas Jones,
aid program without which New Mexico Lee M. linglish, and J. M. Gonzales.
would find it difficult if not impossible
Last night at the homo of the charming bride,
to build standard roads and bridges.
The position of Senator Jones ihrough-ou- t Engineer ". G. Moarn and Miss Kachael Scottl
the campaign has been equally unten- were united in marriage, Mr. and Mrs. Mcarns will
able. His chief claim to support lies in reside in Albuquerque.
having voted for the soldiers' compen
Hon. E. A. Mlera, who is here from Xacicmento
sation Din ana navinjr protested iNew to preside at the'
meeting of the county commisnot
of
Mexico,
against the competition
sioners, says the farmers and sheep men have had
Australia and bouth America in
a prosperous, season, and the prospects for good
but against what he terms an winter ranges are better than usual.
exorbitant protective tariff for the East
Division Superintendent F. C. Fox has returned
ern manufacturing states. And he seeks
to justify his position by explaining that to his headquarters in Las Vegas after attending
he voted against the tariff bill on the the time card meeting in Topeka.
wool
ground that the New Mexican
Miss Clara Olson of Santa Fe, although she had
grower will be obliged to pay more for a fine start in the voting, feeling
the hardship of
tne manufactured articles of Connecticut having to compete with the
young ladles on the
and Massachusetts. But Senator Jone3 ground, has withdrawn her name from the confails to remind the people that under the test for queen of the territorial fair. Miss Anita
present tariff law, if the people of New Armijo yesterday received 200 votes, going up to
Mexico will be called upon to pay more 220. Miss Mabel Hunt holds the lead with 225
for the manufactured articles of the east, votes.
which may or may not be true, the proCharles Chadwlck, the well known commission
tected manufacturer can afford to pay
more for the wool which he uses. The man, is in the Magdalena district on a business
tariff is an economic, not a political issue, trip.
its purpose is to protect American indusB. Romero, a member of the Romero
comtry and the American wage earner again&t pany, which has stores In El Paso and LasDrug
is
Vegas,
cheap foreign competition and is there- here from the latter city.
fore for the good of the whole country.
Mrs. Salazar and her nephew, E. M. Baird, have
It keeps the American at work and enables him to buy what he needs. The gone to Denver on a visit.
tariff issue is clearly defined. The republiJ. W. Records, superintendent of machinery for
can party stands for protection, while the
democratic party is opposed to it. StepL.n the New Mexico Central railway, left last night for
B. Davis is in favor of protection for New his headquarters in Torrance.
Mexico's leading industry, while Senator
r
.tones voted against it. The quction
the voters to decide is whether they want
TODAY'S IBM rtOUGlT
the democratic party or the interests of
all the people of New Mexico to be represented in the United States Senate.
THE GCAIIDS OF THE REPUBLIC.
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We prized men for what they were worth to the
common country of us all, and recked not of
Was the man true, wag he brave,
empty words.
.
The agricultural department at Wash- was he earnest, was all we thought of them not,
ington has issued a pamphlet describing did he vote or think with us, or label himself with
methods for fuel economy. This little our party name? This lesson let us try to rememto party all that we once
pamphlet says that the average user of ber. Weto cannot give our
country, but
duty is not yet done. We
of it; that offered
coal wastes about one-fourno longer what we have been, the younger
are
one-fourto
fails
heat
from
he
get
is,
of (the republic; we have earned an exempof the coal he burns. Then it goes on to guard
tion from the dangers of the field and camp, and
tell why he so fails and tells him how the
old musket or the crossed sabers, hang harmto avoid the waste.
less over our winter fires never more to be grasped
Thera is no question whatever that in these hands henceforth devoted to more peacethere i3 waste in the consumption of coal, ful labors, but the duties of the citizen, and of the
but there, is question as to whether or not citizen who has received his baptism in fire, are still
Duri g incumbent uon us. Though young In years,
tcut watite amounts to
when the people were Urged t0!snoul1 remember that henceforth, and as long as
the
tave in order that there might be coal wo ,lve in the Iand' we are the ancients the
for our railroads and our ships, rans of the "public, as such, it is for us to
attention to the tect ln peace vhat we have Preserved ln war:
cave

WASTE OF COAL.
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t overslepp myself this morning
on account of pop ony calling me 3

1

--

Permeated with that mystic enchantment of the South Sea; beautiful in its craftsmanship; compelling in ltt interest, Atoils Of
The Sun, tho literary result of Fred-cric- k
O'Brien's third trip into the
fascinating and littlo know n islands
of tho Tuaniotu archipelago, stands
as a fitting monument both to the
author and to that section of the
world, which he, inoro than uny

times and ma ony shaking me
twice, and I hurry jp and got
dressed and only washed myself us
far us my cers and the beginning of other writer,- lias broadcasted to
my neck and ran down to eat my
brekfist saying, Hay inn, I can't get the mental and spiritual gratifica
to skool en time, I think I better tion of civilization. No mind can
to expand under its influence.
stay homo this morning, its no use fail
No soul ran bo so dead that it will
being late.
not
pulso with life through contact
Better late than never, didrnt
you ever heer that ixpression .' ma with tho beauties of the primitive
lives
of tho characters who flout
sed.
Not about skool, T sed.
through tho O'Brien pages.
Although tiio book is written
Well if youll only get a hutsle on
maybe youll still be on time, youre about the author's trip into the
tho worst slow poke ever saw, ma South sea islands, it is not simply
It Is that
sed. Which I am about going to a record of adventure.
skool but not about everything, a .d raro combination of the true and
I quick' finished my brekfist und the untrue which only an artist
started to run to skool all my mite would conceive and only ait artist
on account of not wonting to be could produce. As expressed in tho
kepp In for being late, ony I was "foreword", it is a book of, "ex
late enyways. Miss Kitty saying. periences, impressions and dreams", SOVIET RUSSIA IS A
Benny Votts, I trust you have n;and therein lies us lascinating
"SEETHING HELL," IS
good and sufficient Ixcuse so as not charm.
to spoil the attendants record of
It is a long book almost too
VIEW OF KANSAS MAN
the class.
long in places. But at tho five
Tes mam, I sed.
hundred and eighth page, the
Topeka, Kans., Oct. 8. After
0, you have, well wat Is it. were render looks for the five hundred
looking over Russia's buck yard
you sick? Miss Kilty sed.
nlncth and not finding it, turns fence
and
for the past nine months as
I was unconchiss, I sctl. Which forward a few pages at random and
I was, wile I was oversleeping my- then forget tho hib'h price of coal United Slates minister to Finland,
self, only I dident ixplnno how, and and loses himself again in those Charles L. Kagey of Belolt, Kans.,
Miss Kitty sed. Wats that, you beckoning islands whero coal is un- has formed a very decided opinion
ln that country.
were wat?
known and unnecessary, or the a3 to conditions
"Russia is a seething hell if one
Unconchiss, I sed, und she sed, book falls unnoticed to tho floor
Wy I never herd of suteh a tiling, while the reader boards his own can Imagino what that in; an economic and political chaos." he said
it must of bin something very seri- dream-shi- p
and sails and sails
ous, how is it you got beer at all? and sails.
today. Ktigey is back in Kansas
1.
on a
lcavo of absence. His
over
1
I
sed.
got
Wich
did
it,
A keen student of human na- wife and son, who were in Finland
wen X woak up. nnd .Miss Kilty sed.
Atolls with
has
O'Brien
populated
ture,
Wat happened to you, how long
him, are accennpauying him.
Of The Sun with living people.
"Finland no longer fears trouble
were you unconchiss?
and I sej, Their loves, cares, tragedies and
from the soviet
all nltc, and she sed. My goodiness
government,"
into the
wat happened to you. did von have comedies are breathed
Kagey said, "having decisively defundamentals
The
pages.
printed
feated every attempt to invade the
a ooeter .'
Archipelnorthern neighbor. Tho boundary
I did wen I had tho meezlen t of life on the Dangerous
eamo as on Fifth ave- between the
two countries is hersed, and she sed, Benny Potts, were ago are thorealizes
readwhen
this
nue.
metically scaled. There is no comjou sick tms morning or were you ing ofOne
tatooed
who
the
or
foreigner
munication
trade between the
not?
love of a
two countries.
There are a numSo mam, just unconchiss, 1 fed, himself to gain the
beauty tho tragedy of the ber of Americans in Russia who
and she sfU, I wont llsscn to anof
tho
festival
story
would like to get out particularly
other werd, you will remain an Meke Meke
nour atter skool for your latenis: Patasy and Mauri! and dilemma au-of several misguided persons who
Tho
tarbonne.
were 'for' the Reds. From some
Mademoiselle
andan extra half hour for your un
thor has lived long enough in the of these passports have been stolen
conehissnlss.
his
to
know
and used with forged photographs
land of which ho writes
Which I did.
to send soviet propagandists Into
subject and he possesses theto. art
his
his
the
States.
United
knowledge
The last 1
of transfusing
heard of Emma Goldman she was
reader.
A LITTLE LAUGHTER
j Written in simple, almost lyrical in Stockholm. Threatened with
language, Atolls Of The Sun is a deportation back to Russia, she is
OXE WAY TO C.ET YOVK PIC pleasant combination of travel both reported to have said she would
It Is comnSit suicide rather than ever
of the body and the mind.
TLltE PlBl,ISHi:i
A young school-teachhad just not a book to be completed in a return."
thrown
arrived at the home of a country few short hours and then
where she wus to aside and forgotten it is rather to
board.
The director desire to he .lived with for a week; dreamed t(
After-DinnTricks
over for a month and pleasantly
make his importance known.
"You probably seed my pieher in remembered through life.
(Atoll, of the Sun. by Frederick
this here county's
paper, ain't O'Brlon
Ths Century Co.)
you?" he began.
"I believe I have," replied the
If the problem of using atomic
young woman. "I think you were
were solved, instead of using
among the political candidates, aenergy
thousand tons of coal to drive a
weren't you?"
from Liverpool to iMew
"Naw; I been takin' Dr. Pain's steamship
York, the same result could be ob.
Cure-all- "
Everybody's
.Magazine taincd from a bit as big as a
for October.
1
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FOLLOWING MEDICAL ADVICE
"That looks like a dog biscuit yez
do be atfn', Mike."
"It iB. Shure, didn't the doctor
say I nailed more animul food'.'"
Boston Transcript.
DEPRESSING THOlGII'lS
"Ah the leaves will soon be falling. It saddens one. does it not?"
"It does.jbut kindly step ou the
We're passing a coal yard
g3s.
whero the ptuff will bo rold at $10
a ton this winter. There's no use
crowding too much melancholy into one day." Birmingham

looked like you were just one lap
ahead of the poorhouse. Did you
give up your Job as a book agent.'"

I,
The Magnetized Diet
, No.
THE ONLY TROl RLE
A pair ot dice are taken nd the ft
Griggn "Did that little real of sidr of
one placed against the fire aid
yours turn out a paying invest- of
the other. This causes the dice fa
ment?"
become
so that they adber
Briggs "Oh, yes,, but I wasnt to earn msgnetired,
other. It will not work who
the payee." Boston Iranserlpt.
aides
used and the spec
are
other
any
tatnrs are unable to do it at all.
An Exixisure.
The trick is accomplished by aecretl;
'How was the amateur magician
moistening the five aide of ona die
last night?"
When
the dice are placed together tie;
"Great! He tooK a raDDit out ot will adhere.
When they are draw
Deacon Rasber's silk hat in full
apart the thumb quickly wlpea off th'
view of the audience."
Of course, it will work witl
moisture.
"Anything else?"
aides of the dice, but by laylni
'Yes. A receipt for two quarts any
ttie "magnetic power" to "peculia
of liquor which the deacon had
of the five side, suspicion i
tucked Inside his hatband 'or safe- properties"
drawn from the real secret.
,
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Vessel
Sails 5,300 Miles; Has
Narrow Escape from Collision with Jap Liner

Victoria, T3. C. Oct. S.X liny
Chinese Junk scarcely larger than
tho fishing boats that sail the North
Pacific waters recently nosed her
way through tho fog hanging over
tho Straits of Juan l)e Fueii and
made her way to anchonigo in the
harbor of Victoria, peacefully ending what is said to have been one
of the most during voyages across
the Pacific Ocean.
Captain
George Waard grew
tired of life on the China Coast
and decided to return to Victoria.
So ho gathered a few tools and
the necessary timbers and fashton
ioned himself a twenty-thre- e
ship on tho lines of tho Chinese
fishing junks in. which lie proposed to sail the 5,300 miles of
ocean between him and tho port
of his desire.
Ho signed ou a
foremost crew of three Chinese,
two ot whom had never been outside tho waters of Hongkong, harbor, and with his Chinese wife as
mate and his nine year old son as
cook and cabin boy, he cast oft
June 21 and proceeded down the
river "towards Victoria," as his
log expressess it.
Such was the start of the 91
day's voyage which, according to
the skipper of the frail craft, was
the roughest trip ho ever mude.
He tells of being driven into tho
Bering Sea by typhoons that all
but swamped the little vessel; of
their rudder being carried away
and of rigging a jmv rudder that
cut their speed clown to practically
nothing; of calms thut followed
the gales when tho great rollers
pounded his ship mercilessly. Some
days said the Captain they would
make fair headway only to bo drlv-- i
back again the nest.
Then to crown all, when they
were Just outsido the Straits of
Juan Do Fuca, the great hulk of
a Japanese steamer bore down
on them through the fog. For u
moment Captain Waard thought a
He throw the
collision inevitable.
tiller hard over and tho Junk
swung around in her own length
as the towering steel hull slid by
not four feet away.
Only once did they doubt that
they would reach Victoria, said the
Captain. And as for making the
trip on a steamer, well this Is
Captain Waard's opinion of them in1
his own words: "Steamers., bah!
hate 'em!" Sot so the Chinese
crew, however. One way passage
aboard the Junk was enough for
them and after a short visit in
Victoria they took passage home on
a liner.
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TO LOAN

MONEY

to

MONEY

LOAN
On wati:he,
guns atKl everything valuablt.
Mr. H. M;ilcu, 213 iSnulll Klrst,
MO.VKY "TO LOAN,
un I int-clu- 6
real
Mo- estate:
K'.utiti.
Jl.tiou. .'l.iuo.
Mlllk.n and Wuod 20ft Welt Uuld.
JIO.VEY TO LOAN un diamonds, watclie
and ifood Jewelry; liberal, reliable,
U' ttlleli Jewelry O.. lui V. 1t.

LEGAL NOTICE
"aTmin isritAnuTsMmcTir"

In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the matter of tho Estate of
Mary A. Dolan, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given thwt the
undersigned was, on the fourteenth
day of September. 1922, duly apAdministratrix of the
pointed
estate of Mary A. Dolan, deceased,
the
Probate
court of Bernalillo
by
county, a d having qualified as
such Administratrix,
all persons
having claims against tho estate of
said decedent are hereby notified
and required to present the same to
the undersigned In the manner and
within the time prescribed by law.
CATIIKHINK CONWAY.
Administratrix.
Dated September 13, 1922.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS"

At'l'UKNKVH.
WILSON

ftounit

AND WILSON,
Attorney-- ,

ond ID Cmmwell BuIIdJng.
Phone 1153-PHVKII MN8 Ai
HiiKOKOMi
UK. 8.
lit KTOST
'
IHaeuaea of I lie Stomiicli
Suite 8. Earnett
t:lldln
Kit. M.Uil.AKEl' CAKTWIIKiHTi
n.ii fcati central
Phone 671.
UB. S. MAHLK Hr.EKTs.
15,

17

"'"

OHteomilhle

rhv-lfln- n.

Cltlwns Hank Bldg. Ph.
l"K.

.

O.

lr,

ie
Barntlt Building.
Eye.

881

W or

5052-.-

I'LAHKIS.

aod lhrout.

Office Hnuri
. ni..
nd

PboDv

lit.

DINNER" TO
int. iik.ii m.Jin
BE ONE OF FEATURES AT Osteopathic Physician and Surgeon
317 W. Cold
Phone 69
LEGION CONVENTION
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
8.
Oct.
The
Now Orleans,'
Practice IJmited to
"State's Dinner",- will be one of GKNITO - UUINAR"? DISEASE?
AND
DISEASES
OF THE 6KJN
on
the big features
the entertain
men tprogram of the second annual WnNeertUHii tatmnitory In Coqpectlnn.
Citizens Ifnnk Bins. Phone HBO.
to U

'STATE'S

6

p.

m.

national convention of the American Legion auxiliary, to he held
F. C. BAKES, M. 0.
in conjunchere October
tion with the annual meeting of Diseases of tbe Eye. Ulasae Fit Mid
Office removed to 114 N. Secthe American Legion. Each state
will have its own table, arranged ond' st. Ground floor. Phone 842.
geographically, and will be presidCHIROPRACTORS
ed over by a stato hostess.
It
will be held at a private club nnd 15. I'. t'AltMKN.
I lilroprnclle.
covers will he laid for !00 guests
Ill ami 30 ArmUo DulldltlK.
and delegates.
Albuiiuerqiie-Suotire J
I'AILV til All 15
To Ino (Ba4 lloirn)
SIHUOIS BL.UDEU TROlBtiE
Loave
, 1:10 il m.
"Could not stand nor sit and was
Arrive
1:Ju in.
forced to cry out from intense
13:8(1
l.eata
in.
Tur-kipain," writes Henry Williams,
Leave
II:1 a ni.
Montana. "The doctors said I
Arriv. .......... :ii p. m.
To AJianaenme (Read Up)
had inflammation of the bladder
Albuquerque ...Arrive... Initi p m.
and an operation was necessary.
Santa r
.eave... 4:00 p in.
Triod Foley Kidney Pills and ImSanta Pe ,
Arilve... 13:411 p. m.
proved at once. Tell all my friends
Raramla
Arrive.. , litis a m.
about Foley Kidoy Pills aa it will Teoa ...........Leave... t:.i . m. ....
FABE TO SANTA HE, t4.S0
save many from suffering and perTO TAOS. (I I. AO.
haps, as in my case, a dangerous
Altiuauerque Headquartere
Rlngllaa
Bladder and kidney Brother
operation."
Oitaj
ire, 210 Weat CtutraJ
trouble demand prompt treatment. Ave) v I'lioue (100.
re-,
l'"oley Kidney Pills give quick
rianta Fe t'eudquarltu Bank Cnfo
iief. Sold everywhere,
Adv.
1'uuiia tti.
tioncr;.
16-2- 0,

"Oh, no.- But in tnose days J
was trying to sell cook books to
women, and now I AM selling them
books on how to be beautiful."
k
Cincinnati Enquirer.

keeping."
ald.

QissIM M
FOR ftE NT

Ton

.

.

I'UU

ENDED By CRAFT
Twenty-thre- e

I'ortules. N. M.. Oct, S. During
the pabt thirty days there have
been Homelhiug over 330, carioaus
or more than 10,000 head of catUe
shipped out of Roosevelt eounty to
the markets in California, and
Kansas City, ainl more than 200
cars havo been ordered sent to the
different shipping points itr this
county that have not yet arrived
and there are still hundreds of cat-tl- o
jet lo bo shipped to the markets. On account of tho terrible
drought of the past several months
pastures are all bare, and It Is impossible for the men who have
herds ot cattle to take them
through the winter.
W. ,1. CHI of Porterville, Calif-ha- s
been in l'ortnles for the past
several weeks nnd has purchased
several thousand head of cattle for
hi large ranch in California,
Mr.
Gill is accompanied by his wife,
who is his secretary, and is very
active in the business. Mr. Gill is
paying from $10 to $50 per head.
Jones & Warn pie of Garden City.
Kaus., are also in the field nnd
have also purchased several hundred feeding cuttle. The price paid
by these men ranged from $51 to
$10 per head. Mr. Jones is a large
feeder 'of cattle of the
above
named city.
of
the
cattle
this and
Although
are in fine
adjoining counties
shipping condition, there is no winter pasture and the cattle had to
go. it is predicted that this is the
passing away of the "white faces"
from southeastern New Mexico, and
cotton will take their place.

I'ilJiiili
r
lull Him l'rult
trees; irrlKiiind,
Address W. T. W
li'M North niovpntli.

HG

ACROSS P

Micrlut to The Journal

Doming, N. M.. Oct. 8. Judge
Ryan came down from Silver City
and imposed a sentence of from
forty to seventy years upon John
Worthen who bail pleaded guilty
to murder.
of
on the morning
Worthen
Wednesday, August 9, shot and inJames
Tipkilled
Sergeant
stantly
ton at the barracks of the Twenty-fourt- h
Infantry band of which
both men were members at Camp
Tho men had quarreled
Furlong.
in the wash room of tho barracks
and Tipton hail started across the
company street when Worthen
with a revolver which he
emptied into Tipton, almost any
shot of w hich would have been fatal. Ho was hurried to jail in
Doming to prevent summary punishment being inflicted by the indignant soldiers. Since that time
the sheriff's officials havo been
working on his case and have finally secured his confession. This
confession came at an opportune
time in that had it not been made
several members of the band which
left ramp Furlong,' Wednesday for
Camp Denning, Ga., would have
had to have been held as

by
FREDERICK O'BRIEX.

j

KJVt; ui:l'

i

NOT EQQCAL TO FATHER
particular
18
of Siam whom; father
a ylew
" hasThe SOUKingwives
of coal in their homes. Be- - commonU8 t0 't00k and anot th,nf
consumption
has just marparty ried his first.
cause Jf the high price of coal a great nolltlC8. it u for ug t0 eVer bear exigencies
It looks as though
In
th(4 hlrh9ri he
never be the husband
many of them felt compelled to do so. allegiance we have sworn, and to remember that he his would
was. Bt. Paul Pioneer
The result was that in 1917 the Americrn who has once been a soldier ,of the motherland Press.father
less
in
coal
did
than they
people burned
degrades himself forever when he becomes the slave
ROAD TO HEALTH
in 1918 they burned but littlo.jof faction,
1914.
"Gosh: You look prosperous, old
con-CHARLES
FRA.NX'IS
JR.
in
did
ADAMS,
Coal
1917.
more than they
chap. The last time I saw you you
r

WORTH ERN GETS 40
"TO 70 YEARS FOR
MURDER AT DEMING

Atolls
Iii&j&nigv f
Of The Sun
IT
WX

le

f0--

1

.

;

,9

I

i

TO THEMARKETS

1.290 MILES!

,

j

A CONTRAST
CAMPAIGN
METHODS.

HEM OF

j

x.

k.

to reject any
the rig
The Journal
matter inai u ii uy utciu
rn iiu fnr society meetings, C.U US KJl fcJlUimo, no-- ,
oiutions, society nnd church socials. lectures,
meetings (except feunday
tices, calls for church
church programs) are considered as uuveiuau.B
will be charged for at regular advertising rates.

11

REINDEER

DRIVEN DISTANCE! CATTLE SHIPPED

BY THE WAY

,

advertisements.
rtit
reserves

THE

UOO

110thMfc

terrible. men candidates are, to! K
What
.,
f
nnti,.
r
It' it were not so serious, the season's
sr.cjbest comedy would be the spectacle of
$2.5
Turks beating Greeks and both rulers
""'la'uu abdicating.

of Albuquerque, N. M., und entry in fcani.i i n.
M.. pending, under act or congress or .uaicu
1879.

dollars tOf

t

matter at the postofriee

s

T

!

.310 West Gold Ave.
60 and 17

Office
Telephones

one-ioui-

m

jis Masted, it means that the American
people are spending a j?rcat many millions

V

Managing Editor

JOSEPH TAUSEK.

Entered as

October 9, 1922.
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KOLUMN

HOME AND INCOME
Good brick house, two complete. apartments, two baths,
modern except heat,
full sizo lot, east front, located
This
close In . tne jtiiKniunua,
will make a good house.

Health Seekers Paradise
$500 cash

Wo still have a rew lots left
for sale In the Lincoln addition on North Fourth street;
large lots, alfalfa and shade;
$20 down and $10 per month.

' D, T, KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans and

surance.
Pboue
210 W. Gold.

In-

907--

and

$35 monthly will

buy a new
house, bath,
sleeping porch, fireplace,
hardwood floors; pnice is right; only
two of these left. See

Ackerson

nnri-hes-

.and Griffith

Kealtors.

120 S.

Fourth.

Phono 411.

FOE SALE
$3,500
mod

white stucco bungalow,
hardwood floors, Rood basement, furnace, gavaiee. sidewalk, lawn;
near Luna Boulevard.
14,000
brick cottage, modern.
North Fourth St.
$5.G00
pebble dash dwell-inbath, etc., corner lot 100x142, one
block from Central, Highlands, close In.
$4.000
frame, modern, fine shade,
good location. B. Walter St.. close In.
Some Rood bays In business property.
Lots and houses In all parts nf the city.

A. FLEHSCEIIEK, Realtor

SPECIALS
THIS WEEK.

MARTIN'S

THREE WINNERS
In University Heights,
rooms and two porches,

five
hard-

wood floors, built-i- n
features,
fireplace, for $3,500; $500 cash,
balance like rent.
stucco
A dandy four-roobungalow in a good location
in the Fourth ward for $3,000
with good terms.
Wo have a double house on
paved street in the Highlands,
live on one sltlo and rent the
other' for $40 a, month; the
price furnished is only $5,000.
Jas. M, Johnson
Insurance Ileal Estate Loans
210 W. Gold.
Phono 210.

4-

',

I

L, Martin

HOME

Automobile Insurance,
Artlilrnt,
Surety Honda, I.uqn.
No. Ill s. Fourth street,
l'lione 674..

PAT, THE

PLUMBER,

216 North Third,
Plumbing and Heating.
Repair Work a Specialty.

PHONE

201.

m

ROBERTS-TURNE-

CO,

R

Phono 407.
818 V. Cold.
New Mexico State
Members:
Realty Association.

HELP WANTED
Male.
WANTED Milker, Phone 24U-KWANTED tiood For mechanic. Apply
Qulckel Auto and Supply
FIREMEN, brakemen,
beginners $150,
later $200; no strike. Address Hallway,
care Journal.
LABORERS J 3.00 to $3.25 per day.
Good woman cook, $50 per month. Employment Agency, 110 South Third.
TWENTY-FIV- E
HEALTIISEEKKERS to
drink LOUDEN'S pure Jersey milk.
13o per quart; none better at my price.
Crump's Cash Grocery, 325 South Second.
WANTED A competent stenographer who
'
can write English and Spanish, for
mercantile concern, out of town; must
be efficient and have good references;
a. montR
$100
to start with. Address
O. M. B., care Journal.

Female.
WANTED Second maid
in
private
family, 800 Park.
WANTED Experienced waitress,
AP- ply at Liberty Cafe.
WANTED Girl for general housework.
Apply 1224 South Walter.
WANTED
Girl to flo housework by the
hour. Call at 41 West Orantt. .
WANTED Woman for general house
work.
Mrs. W. H. Held. Phone 1220-J- .
AVANTED Competent woman fur gen-or3122 West Tljerus,
housework.
phone 253.
or general
WANTED Reliable girl
housework. Mrs. Albert' Stern, 1123
West Tljeras.
WANTED
Woman to do cooking and
general house work temporarily. Apply
112 fcouth Princeton.
WANTED
Middle
woniuil to care
Tor children; a good home; wages $45
Box r,2. city.
n.nih
... tiiuiiny school girl for companion and to do light housework
In
hours In exchange for
room and board. 21S South High, phone
2046-WANTED Will pay good wages to a
good cook, for a small family of three.
Apply Mrs. D. Weinman, 708 West Copper.
and Femulc.
WANTED
Bookkeeper, young man or
woman; state age, experience and sal
ary. K. F, care Journal, f.lty.
WANTED
for
teachers
Immediately;
rural schools. In New Mexico nd Ar.
Ex.
zona. Southwestern
Educational
change, 117 West Copper, city.
.Male

WANTED
WANTED
1646.

EXPERIENCED
1744--

Position

Housework by t.is day. Phone
stenographer.

Phono

TAND LAUNDRI Silks
specialty.
Phona 1927-WANTED Washing and ironing by tue
dosen. call 1703 J.
CLEANING PAPER Kalsomlnlng. John
Goodson, phone 634-WANTED Work by the hour. Call after
f.ia p. m Phone 1343-WANTED Laundry work.
Wilt take
home or by the day. Phone 2101-- J.
WANTED Clerical position, by young
Address H. J care Journal.
lady.
WIDOW, 35r desires position as housekeeper. Call Gleason Kooma. 204 South
Second, room 7.
WANTED
Young man wanta position
as clerk: or bookkeeper. Experienced.
Address Box .T. II. N., care Journal.
HANDY man desires work of uny kind
by the month. Would prefer position
In hardware store. Addresa K. M., euro
Journal,
WANTED Position by neat appearing
Young man, not afraid of work; experienced In general irrice, lallroad and
traffic work. Phone 1944-CALL HUTCHINSON for house cleaning
and wall cleaning, floor waxing, painting, kalsomlnlng, and chimney sweeping;
Odd Job Man. phone 2082-MIDDLE-AGEhealthy lady, would
Ilka position aa housekeeper, for old
more
than wages; prefer
home
people;
leaving1 city. Addresa M. J., cirte Jour
nal.
BOOKKEEPER
man,
Young married
well trained by experience, familiar
with Income tax matters, in perfect
health.
Address Box 200, care Journal,
WANTED position wMlr local firm, by
experienced office man. Qualified as
correspondent, credit manager, auditor
and general accountant.
My health is
excellent and I Intend to remain here
write
For
Interview
permanently.
E. H. B., care Journal.

WANTED

to keep.
ing eystem
come tax
amount of
Interview,
nal. '

JOR

RENT

Apartments

; ZAPF
Home Phone 1444-K- ,
1021 W.
New York.
Office Phone' 610, Second and
Gold.

FOR ItliXT Furnished four-rooapartment. 1424 East Silver.
FOK
KENT New modern furnished
nmriment. 114 NTnrtll Maple,
FOR RENT Half nouse. three rooms,
sleeping and hath.
625 South Arno
FOR RENT Houses.
FOR KENT Housekeeping
apartment,
furnished complete. 215 North
Seventh
FUR RENT
Ionise, Xunilsll-c'
FoV-rooFOR ItE.vr
Call 1,1011 South Waller.
furnished lumt-cr- n
house; no sick. Inquire 208 South FDR KENT Two-roofurnished house,
11.01 tn.
with porch. 1022 South Walter.
Fult KENT Three loom, and bath,
FOR SALE OH KENT House, vacant
" CheaP- - Awi' 724
the l&thr. 814 South Walter.
RENT Three-rooframe house
FOR kknt Two furnished rooms, fur FX)R
with sleeping porch-- . Phone 6S1W.
'
housekeeping; adults; no ilck. FOR RENT Four-roohuu.e
at
South becond.
furnished.
Reasonable.
RENT
A nice apartment with Phone 1424-R-partly
large sleeping porch and one sleeping
FOR RENT Two-rooroom.
furnished house,
624 North Second.
newly painted and remodeled. Inquire
LINCOLN
Apartments
fur712 West Marble.
Completely
nished apartments,
steam hunt, ho: FOR KENT
Several new furnished cot
water. Ch.se In. 312 South Third
tages, very reasonable. Room 7, First
1
UK "en
Newly-decoratfour-rooNational Bank building.
apartment, very desirable location. Ap- FOR RENT Houses, ull Hinds, tarnished
in west ataruie, phone 1462-and unfurnished.
McMilllon & Wood,
. v., Acu-in- nn
rooms, bath Realtors. 20 West Gold.
pleasant
and front
completely furnished; FOR
four-rooRENT
no sick; no porch,
Unfurnished
112 South Ninth.
children.
house, modern, no sick, no children.
"KNT-ih- rc,
rooms, furbished", 100 4 South Broadway.
highlands, cl ee in.
entrances
KENT An exceptionally altract-1- and bath, $25. Phona private
IKSS-after 7:J0 FORa and
well furnished modem four-rooP. m.
Phone 1 7 "0-bungalow.
I OR RENT Furnished apartment, four
FOR RENT Clean and well furnished,
rooms, modern; also twwoom apartfour lurge rooms and sunny enclosed
ment with aleeplng porch. 1104 North
sleeping porch. 212 South High.
,
hecono.
FOR RENT New five room modern
FOR KENT Two-rooapartment with
house,
no
bath and sleeping porch.
furnished,
completely
Furnished
nicely for housekeeping. No sick. In- children, call 618 North Thirteenth.
FOR RENT Four-rooquire 915 North Sixth.
modern bungalow, nicely furnished; fireplace, water
I' OR
RENT Modern furnished apartment, two rooms and sleeping porch, pain, garage; no d'gs. 525 South Arno.
close in, ground floor and
FOR
KENT
new brick
private
G14 West Iron.
modern, choice location, fur- mouct
,.r
FOR Kent Two and three-roomuui
U
l'lione
iijaiicu.
furnished apartments;
hot and cold water, LIST sour vacant houses with the City
lights end phone paid; rent reasonable.
421'fc South Broadway.
service.. 207' West Oold, phone 607.
SKPT1SMBER
SO. nicely furnished.' new ! OR KENT
Furnished und unfurnished
three-looHomes In all parts of the city. Rouorls-Turnwith bath,
apartment,
screened porches, 1602 East Control; no
Co.. 218 West (ioli), phono 407.
children. Apply at 724 East Central.
FOH KENT Dandy little new three
FOR KENT Furnisned apartments, conroom house, close to shops; water and
venient to aanatoriums;
electric Hunts; no bath. Phone 1032-four
rooms,
glassed-i- n
on
sleeping porches, gas;
East FOH KENT Two five-roofurnished
Central car line. Call 1321 East Central,
bungalows, 214 and 220 North Maple.
or see Mc.MlllIn ft Wood,
phone 148.
Apply 7114 East Central.
KENT Furnlshod
cottauo tbroe
FOR RENT Furnished front apartment, 1 OH
rooms and
porch, Electric
two rooms and kitchenette,
bath ad-. - IlKhls. South sieepinp;
l'lione
(18.
Highlands,
lollitnir. InrirM frnn, n,i,hi ........
eaiagg u un- - 2or.8-j thoroughly cleanu.,,,
slred;
and sanitary; two
Five-rooFOH
KENT
furnished
house
"y a"a nu sick, izi south Arno,
in Fourth ward; sleeping porch, garage,
phono 632-J'.O per month.
McMilllon & Wood, 206
Weft Gold.
WANTED Miscellaneous FOR RENT Newly decorated, well furnished flno modern home, with glassed
WANTED
To buy a range. 312 Colum- and screened
sleeping porches; fire place
bia.
and furnace heat; best location in highWANTED
MONEY
On
first lands. 1420 East Pllver.
good
mortgages. McM'lllon
Wood.
FOR RENT Two comfortable furnished
TRANSFER und scavenger work done.
cottages, lb beautiful Tejano canyon;
AdE. A. Griffith. 752 cILnate Ideal; telephone service.
reasonable rates.
East Iron, phone 1970-dress H. B. Hammond, phone 207. Dost- WANTJSD To buv rai lv
io.,' '0"ce pox 6;,S, ft IbuquorQile. N. M.
TO SUBLET The balance of October,
Must be from healthy sto'-ktun
furnished
amiably .priced.
Just cleaned
bungoluw.
Apply Ull s.v.Kh Kdl'.h.
- Four
rooms, sleeping porch,
MAX BAKUA1N STORE, at ilia South throughout319
nnd
furnaces.
electricity,
fireplace
First, will pay the highest prlcea for South
Sycamore. Any reasonable offer
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and accepted.
Central.
710East
Inquire
furniture. Phone 858.
ern
WANTED To buy one small Jersey FOR KENT Furnished cottages,-modand gaB; three rooms and bath,
heifer cow; must be of good blood and
glassed-t- n
sleeping porch. Phone
geulle disposition. J, M. Courlngton, 212 and
or call mornings week days, or SunYale avenue, city.
afternoon.
Phono 3S1-day
Keys
KUU CLEANERS
at 1 r, 2 4 East Central.
0x12 Ruga Cleaned, tl.25.
MATTRESSES
renovated, J3.S0 and up;
FOR SALE Furniture
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin
or 896-Full foALE furniture of a
Hedilmg Co., Phonea 613-housf!.
821
Mouth Third.
WANTED
Your planu to apply on purchase of new
used pluyer piano. FOU SALK Piano and four roonn of
furniture. 407
Phone 100 and we will call and quote
Silver.
values that will make conservative buy- FU11MTUKE UKPAIKINO. Culled tot
er sit up and take notice. George P.
und dellevered. Ftionel972-li- .
Leanard.
FUHNITUKH REPAIRING and uphol
KODAK FJ.NlbHINQ t T1MK3 A DAY
Eror 8S6-Phone 613-tUlaf action
uaianted. vinstering.
llememuer,
Bedding Company.
Bcr.d your xlnu ng t, a reliable estab
FOH
One
SALE
Kurtzmann
piano In
ilehed fiera.
.Return postage pal 01
first-clas- s
condition. I.llto new. Price
mall orders,
llanna & Hanria, Inc., reasonable.
7U7
Terms
cash.
North
Fox New
Commercial Fnotograpnera.
First.
FOK SALE Dressers, chiffoniers, SimBUSINESS CHANCES
mons beds, new mattresses, child's
FOK BALE Hotel, Fourth and Central, crJb, leather trunk ,complete stock of
325 South First.
used furniture.
phone 029-FOU HALL Business oportunltles of all FOK SALE Furniture.
Dining table
kinds. Itoberts-Turue- r
West
and chairs, Davenport and rockers,
Co., ,2111
Qold.
base burner nnd other articles. Almost
902 North
chickens.
Foil BALK Hotel, twenty rooms, pool new. Also some
hall and bar; guod lease, aiJ South Second, phone 1S12--

first.

SALE
Complete shoe shop, cheap,
and good terms. Address Bvx 8, care

FOH

Journal.

Foil

SALE

Two-stor-

ili bouth First
kind of business.

y

i

brick, building,
location gocl lor any

trade a house and lot In
the Luna district for a car aud a amall

WANTED

To

fr

LOST AND FOUND
LOST

WANTKD

To

rent f'ur

furnished house.
phone 640.

Thone

r

my agent,

Van,

FOR SALE

Poultry-Egg- s

Hens and rabbits, cheap.
Auply 11122 South Williams.
FOK SALE Fresh eggs, (10a dozen, 14110
North Heoonrt, phone 1996-FOK SALE R. I. tleds, Barred Kocks;
pulMs and cutKcrels, .41) Atlantic.
KALE
FOK
'

mono

A REAL
A

real nice

!.

Bf Y

four-roo- m

$1,500.

addition
Brightwood
very easy terms.
HOUSES FOR KENT MONET
TO LOAN.
home-site-

s,

Real Estate and Insurance.
Phone 108.
321 W. Gold.

Rooms

FOH KENT
Second.

Furnished room,

612 North

FOH PENT

Furnished room.

710 South

llroadway.
FOR RENT Cool front room. 6i Wast
Fruit. Phone S043-FOM KENT Several rooms, unrurnlshed,
1:4 South Edith.
FOR KENT '.ovety room; six windows.
120 South Walter.
FOK KENT .Furnished roijm and garage.
Apply 414 West Roma.
FOH KENT Furnished rooms. 218 Soutn
Walter. Phone 1G67-FOK KENT Purnlshce room, ill South
Beventh, phone 729-Vost Gold,
GRAysTONE rooms!
SIS1,,
Mrs. E. Uuldl.
phona 210-FOK 11 KNT Furnished
room; private
entrance. 602 South Broadway.
LAIltiE, cool room, beautifully furnished,
private hath. 1211 West Roma.
FOU KENT Two
light housekeeping
t'mi, 815 South Kdlth, 1570-FURNISHED rooms, hot wuter heat; no
sick; no children. 414 West Silver.
FOK KENT Nicely furnished bedroom
and sleeping porch. 222 North Ulah.
FOU KENT Nicely furnished sleeping
rooms. 420 South Edith, phone 1B41-FOK RENT Nice, clean
6leeplngand
housekeeplng rooms. 12LUj North Third.
FOR RENT Furnished room, bathT"fur-nac- e
heat; private entrance. 719 West
Lead.

FOR RENT Well furnished front
steam' heat, reasonable.
216
Ninth.
FUKN13HED front bedroom for
with privilege of cooking. 710

owner

Down town, close In, well
hot and cold water,
steam heat, 18 rooms, good
lease, doing a good business.
A. bargain
it taken at onco.

RESIDENCE
South Walter,
frame stucco, new, good location, furnished complete, $500
cash, balance $30 per month
and interest. Cheaper to own
this tluin .pay rent.
On

RESIDENCE .
ward,
adobe, lot 210 feet,
house on rear of lot,
new, $1,000 cash, balance
to suit. This is a good
ment.

Fourth

room;
North
rent
West

clean uuannient.
Imperial Hotel, illVj Weel

ac- -'

Oestreich,

SALE

FOR SALK llara
Vh.vne 314.
1'iANO
S.mtil

Rent-Room- s

Kill8-J-

size.

A bargain If taken at once.
Third.

TU ' UODDY'S

Phono

MILK; BEST IN TOWN,

24I3-H-

Foil

fcAI.K ritecl runie, perfect condition. Cheap.
Plume 2311-Foil SALE JIikIi oven Juwey gas range.

framo
nearly

terms

invest-

Rhone

Djn North Sixth,
r, , n 1.' v r '
EXPERT miamntoe'l
nrlr. Phone 1S.14-- J.
Foil SAl.C Adobo brick, 1x14. Inquire
i'adro Tartnitlla,
South Williams

HELPS digestion and a nerve tonic.
FOIt BALE r.are heater; 9xTruKS.
south Killth, phone 1340-FOK SALE Wheeler and Wilson
head sewing machine, JS.O0. 715 dr..p
East

uraiii

ODD

Coal.

with Board

ROOlIAKTLwiOAUD,
a weckPTli
South llroadway.
lit CMS AND GLASS sleeping porch with
board; no pick. 1027 Forrester.
CONGENIAL girl to share sleeping purely
nice nome; oonro:. rnone i4;iti-OHIO .STATE boarding house; room and
bonrd. r,l:l South llroadway, Ph. 1971-FOU KENT
Nicely furnlsned rooms with
fh'st-tiat- a
table beard. Phone 1327-110 South Arno.
FOK KENT
Board, room and glassed-i- n
sleeping porch. In new house. 1818
E:iFl Central.
board for two in
Pollen, room and 205
South Walter,
private family.
'
12r,7-phono
FOK KENT
room
and sleepfront
Large
ing porch and beard; suitable for two.
110 North Maple.
FOU KENT
One room ani sleepm
porch, with board In private home.
1301 South Walter
BOARD
Good home coolilng,
rates by
the meal or week. Mrs. Knight, corner
.
Broadway nnd Gold.
FOR RENT Have loveiy vacancy for two
convulcsccnts. Mrs. W. 11. Heed, phone
122H-J- .
40
South Walter.
COMB TO TUCSON'S new and modern
st
Sanatorium.
Reasonable rates.
Sanatorium, 'Tucson. Arizona.
AND
ROOM
In
HOARD,
private
home; nurse care, tray service, : )od
meals. 507 North IllBh. phone 1748-Full KENT Nicely furnished front room,
suitable for ono or two, with board, on
61 S WeBt
main floor. Phone 1472-Fruit.
FOR KENT Beautiful room for two
with bourd. Best of eats. Two men
Also board for two others.
preferred.
Sl'J East Centrnl, phone 1811-TABLE BOARD
Can accommodate two
or three persons for meals by the
week; only a short ride from town. Mrs
Fleming, 105 South Cedar, phone ux-MRS. MARSHALL'S
private home for
convalescents, excellent meals, table
nnd tray service; reasonable rates. 1107
North Twelth. phone 1K1-FOK KENT Desirable room and sleeping porch with board for two with
Airs. Clark,
Oarage'.
private family.
52.1 South High, phone 1471-SPECIAL summer rules, $65 per month,
excellent board, private room with
sleeping porch and trny service. St.
John's Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 41U.
HEALT11SEEKERS1
ATTENTION!
Are you coming to Tucson? We can
give you home comforts at the Hazel-woo- d
Sanatorium, K. K. 2. Box 74,
Tuscon, Arizona.
glassed-iWANTED
Convalescents,
porch, southern exposure, with room
and board; quiet, exclusive and desirable. , Prlvato entrance. Available at
once.
223 South Kdlth.
JAMESON'S RANCH The place to get
from
wll turn mil... fmm Inwu. frcA
fillet nn
m.lro traa Ira ninnrl fi Hon to!
and from town; good home cooklri,
meals served family style. Phone 2238-Furnished
FOR HEALTH SEEKERS
rooms with sleeping porches, hot and
cold water In each room; steam heat; ex
cellent board; tray aerrtc; graduate
nurso In attendance; prices reasonable
Cusa de Oro, 603 and 613 West Gold.
PriMRS. Boigluml. 1416 South Edith.
vate Tubercular Sanatorium, for winrooms; plenty new
ter; steam-heate- d
blankets; good meals; milk and eegs;
home-canne- d
fruits and our own chickens
served: special diet; general miffing;
rntos. $50.00 and up. Phone 13i,j-W- .
l)

N'orth

P'lrst.

Five
Apply

dry goods
Store, 109

lei-ro-

Kahu'e

REAL Silk Fashioned Hosiery;
noW
t,alr 'or

'ur

FOR

SALE

Inquire

C.

Good
of

A.

FOR

SALE
l.'.O.
Sell

2376--

very

1Jnon

trunk, size

Frank

Hoys'

guaran-""s-

22x24xln.
Uustnfson, Y. M.

new topcoat, cos!
reasonable.
Phuno

FOK

SALE One hard coal heater, one
neater, a Ivo. I condition. 211
South Tenth.
I
FOR SALE Wilson heater, stove Mpo
and zinc board all In good condition.
518 Wert Slate.
I' OR
SALE
One
rali.'.lt
hutch; a bargain. If taken at onco.
710 West Lead.
FOR SALE Ladies' Wooltex coat, larwe
size. Never worn by sick. Call mornings, 1116 North Second.
TYPEWRITERS, all makes, J15 and up;
$3 per month. Albuquerque
Typewriter
Exchange, 122 Bouth Fourth.
FOR SALE Stark Delicious apples and
other varieties.
Wiley's Farm, Post-offic- e
box 135; phone 2411-RFOR SALE Apples of different varieties,
also cl.'.er, at former DeWItt Ranch,
North Fourth Htreet, phone 2110-JFOK SALE .Man's
muKkral
overcoat,
sine 38, $100 if taken at once; never
used by sick. 208 South Arno.
FOR SALE Player plane, used, excellent
cash
condition; first
Investigating
buyer sure to take it. Phone 106.
HICKS' DAIliy
CLEAN MILK, with a heavy cream line;
pints, 8c: quarts. lDc. Phone 739.
FOU SALE Used
and
tractors,
with gang plows.
Hardware
Department, J. Korber A Company.
SAXOPHONES
and all band Instruments,
new or used; private or class Instruc-tlon- s
on above. Fred K. Ellis. Ph. 302-.SALE Acclmated J. uro- - Kanred
winter seed wheat, yl .Id 70 bushels to
the acre. Phone 2414-RJohn A. Ja- cnbsen. Box 412, city.
FOU SALE Apples, ten boxes or
II per box, f. o. b. Embudo. Benmole,
Davis, Crimes' Golden, Northern Spy, Ram-bA. H. OonBott, Embudo, N. M.
SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions
prevent fallen Instens: cures all fool
troubles. $1. Planter Arch Supports. Thos.
F. Keleher Leather Co.. 408 West Central.
FOR SALE Victrola used few months.
In first-clacondition, as good as new.
Owner leaving town and will sacrifice
for quick cash sale. Can be seen any
time. Write postofflce box 695, Albuquerque.
FOK SALE Pianos, player pianos, elec-trl- o
orcbestlan pianos, with slot attachments, ponographs; pre-wvalues;
for quick arllon,
phone 108 or write
George P. Learnard Piano Co., 114 South
Walter.
USM EFFECTO AUTO TOP and SEAT
dressier, Effect o Auto Enamel, Vals-pa- r.
Valspar Enamel 011 automobiles.
Homestead
Plymouth
Cottuge Paint.
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. Satisfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leather Co.. 408 West Central. Phono 1C57-. ASBESTOS
AIN'T
ROOF
THIS high-grad- e
paint contains no tar,
and will
pitch or asphalt. Is
stand the hot, dry climate of the wesL
We also have a red, maroon nnd green
pulnt. All kinds. $1 per gallon. Our
new, built-u- p
roofs with pebble finish
will last twenty-fiv- e
years. Phone 1334-The Manzano Co.. 110 Eolith Vnlnut.
FIRE! FIRE!! WOOlVWe are pot trying to arouse the fire department, but
wo are warning you to buy your winter
supply of firewood early, An old adage
says dry summer sevei'o winter. Let
us make It hot for you. Cedar and Pinion
wood, sawed and split, any desired sizo,
Cedro
fireplace logs, furnace "chunks,
Cnnyon Firewood Co.,
plume 2I01U1.
full
weitrht
Prompt delivery:
011

AUTOMOBILES.
Foil

SALE-Edlt-

Auto

trailer.

Too

Khado
.

Bull.

'H, Chas, Roehl
l'liono

610.

Corner ot Second anil Gold.

ILimmmlbir
As Long As It Lasts

$10.00 Per Load
A

Better

Grade

?15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon

Josew Collier
207

West Gold Avenue.

Terms Cash

FOR

-

Full
jiiMi

SA

1,14

nou;.

SALE-

OH HKNT

rnone

i'Oll HALE Two-rttocheap If taken
i.oiiievaru.

-

Houses

McKinley Land

two lots
Cheap,
.

l,i3-K-

at

no;' .e. lurnlaht-rionco. 1:15 Virginia

New Mexico.

Albuquerque,

FOH

SALE
.Modern ruinlshed five-roobrlclt and sleeping
dos lu;
Fourth ward. Phono K01--porch,
SALE
Full
Small modern, furnished
cottage, on Bouth Walter; easy terms.
Apply 701 East Hanta Fe.
FOH SALE lly owr.er,
seven-roondobe, stucco house, Karaite, coal shed.
Priced to soil, inni; North Fourth.
FOU SALE Three-roostucco bouse.
100x142, on corner; bargain for quick
sale. Apply 1000 South Walter.
FOH SALE New modern home, $500
down and monthly payments like rent.
J. A. Hammond, 824 East Silver.
FOR SALE New threu-root- n
cottage, on
south High; very
small
Phone 6M. First National bank payment.
building.
Full SALE By ownei, suburban home!
four rooms and sleeping porch, city
water, fruit trees, grape arbor. Poatof-flc- e
box 213, city.
FOU cash only will sacrifice four new
furnished cottages, paying better than
20 per cent.
Room, 7, First National
bank building.
Three-rooFOK SALE
house with
chlcaen house for two hundred chickens
garage, lights and water.
1206 West
Iron, phone 4H0-FOU SALE By owner, new
house in Fourth ward, modern In
every respect; built-i- n features; lurge lot;
terms. Call l.'189-FOU SALE Three-roohouse, front
and back porches;
dandy orchard
started: on a large corner lot; terms.
1224 Virginia boulevard.
FOH SALE Furnished
house, three
rooms, bath, electrlo lights, city water,
garage; 60 foot lot, $500 down and $30
per month. 1306 South Arno.
FOR SALE Four-rootwo
frame,
porches, garage, shade lot 50x142, good
location, nine blocks from town. Price
C.
$2000.00.
B. Bynum, owner, S26
North Third.
FOR SALE New homes by owner; one
824 West Gold; one
110 North Maple, one four-roo210
North Maple; terms. Call 821 West Silver, phone 1U49-FOR SALE Homes.
It will be to your
i.ucica, lu nee ui uoiuii yuiumains
home, as we have a large
list
10 seieut irom.
tu.jeris-- i urner V.O., zjb
v em
4'il
pnone
"ojn,
FOU
SALE Beautiful
pressed brick
bungalow, five rooms, sleeping porch
nnd duuble pressed brlclc garage; Ideal
home near shops.
For particular! In
quire 706 South Third.
FOU SALE By owner, two furnished
houses close In, lot 50x142, out buildNone better for renting an I Inings.
vestment. Price $1600.00 for both pUcta.
C. B. Bynum, 326 North Third.
FOR SALE 57x1
lot, fenced; two
for healthsoekers; poultry
cottagea
houses; city water, garage; or will sell
twenty-five-folot; terms, or will make
special offer for cash. 1921 South High.
by- FOR SALE Well-bui- lt
practical
builder, $675 cash, or best offer, buys
and glassed-i- n
sleeping porch.
Ele. trio and city water. The best in
Palmer. 1122
town for bealthseekers.
South High, phone 1758-FOK SALE Modern
bungalow, Fourth
ward; partly furnished; good garage;
and laundry
farnsce
good basement,
room; Urge porch, Price $6,760; terraa,
Phone 124S-brick, by owner;
FOU SALE
423 South Seventh, corner lot, side
walks, garage, chicken house, basement,
hot water heat, bath room, large closets,
large front back and sleeping porches.
Phone 618, or any real estate dealer in
town.
FOK SALE Modern home, five rooms
featand sleeping porch, nice built-i- n
ures, garage and nice lot. Will sell furadobe
Also
two
nished or unfurnished.
Phone
Inrge rooms and large lot.

&

Lumber Co.

.

BERNARD A. SLEYSTER
All KInda of Insurance.
REAL
Soutli

113

nSTATE.

Third

Phone

National

Street.

875--

FOR SALE Very clost,
bargain. $5,600. Modern
house. Property In fine shape, with
separate cellar and separate yard for
each apartment. Front ami bnck parches
screcned-ln- .
Brand now garago and
some outhouses. Must be sold nt once.
Leaving city. Call 801 Bouth Edith.

Investment Co,

Kealtors

Insurance All Kinds.
Keal Estate
List Tour Property With Vs.
200
rhono 635
j W. Gold.

Home and Investment
Double
porches, splondid

modern and
location
close.
renting for $80 per
month, will sell, it sold quicklv,
for $ l.oou.
In,

furnii-iicd- ,

J.

P. Gill

riiono

Real Estate

323 w. Central

770.

FOUR-ROO-

BRICK

M

It's

modern and well furnished
fiaragc, and out bulldintt, splendid
corner lot. Reasonable terms

J. E, Gonce Real Estate

116

Silver.

l'liono 477.

FOR SALE
A dandy little
srocery store
and a good business
In a sood

location.
J. L, Phillips
110 S. mini.

Real Estate
riimie

FOR SALE
Tivo story. S rooms,
partially
furnished, house, close in,
Lowlands, on corner lot,
cash and $100 per month; $500
will

rent for

$81).

Real Estate Exchange
40

West

SPECIAL

.

For

Copper

,x

flUlelc

Rale T.rnnn,
home, steam heat, garage,
in
west end, terms, .buy quick and
save money.
Shelley-Brau-

Co,, Realtors

n

Phono 223.

228

W, Gold.

FOR RENT

12--

RANCH

FOR

SALE

acre orchard, 9
acres
balance
pasture,
WANTED Salesmen
good
house; owner leav2417-K- 1
make
offer.
Thone
ing;
Unlimited
KALEHMEN
SALT
oportuiiityj or 348. P. O. Box
192, Old Albulor Clean cm, nam inil""'s
nf ability. A large producer ot sev- querque, N. JI.
salt ilcslres the services of
eral eneritctlo salesmen for New Meslw
1214

acres,
alfalfa,

1

o

Arlzons. tov.ltory, calling on the rctull
Hlh class men
nnd wholesale trade.
only will be considered. Olv telephone
Salt &
American
number una address.
Coal Company, Waldhelm Itulldlug, Kan.
sns city, Missouri.

NortTi

WU1.LH UHILLEO. drlvsn nnd repaired,!
SALE OB TRAD1J
pumps, tsnKs, towers, a. r.
or 1'244-touring car. Phone 896-423 West Marble, ptanos 1451-O.
EXPERT RADIATOR REPAIRING.
K. Bheet Metal Works, 217 N. Third. I
5
FOR SALE
$000;
Bulck,
Light
Ford touring. Ford coupe, $400. 116

uiis

DO YOU WANT
Prompt Adjustment and

Serv-

ice? Let Van Monty Company
have your insurance,
Over State National Bank,
Telephone 593.

Gold.

FOR SALE Brand new Ford sedan, $".0
off list price; also Cadillac, very cheup.
Address 1024 Forrester.
FOli SALK Ford touring car with
starter, demountable rim and shuck
absorber. l'J'JO Marble, phone lG3!t-f- l,
VOR SALK Ford to truck, ml, ID Al
mechanical condition. I2C0; cash, lull
Ford roadster, cheap. 407 WeBt Copper.
SAVH 50 to 75 per cent on used partB,
difetc.; full stock for over twenty-fiv- e
ferent cars, ilclntosb Co., 811 West Cop-

per

A GREAT OPPORTUNITY
The best
proposition ever offered Albu
querque investors. There will never be another like it.
Will sell whole tract or undivided interest in same;
$30,000 will handle it. If you have the cash and care
to mak 100 per cent profit, come in and take it over.

McMil'iion
206 West Oold.

& Wood,

Realtors
Loans

Insurance,

SALK Dudffo Brother
sedan, t'l
most new, touring; Cadlllao "v" tour- Ing; two Ford llht trucks. J. Ilorber
Co., Dodge Brothers dualcis, j hotie

FOU

7SS.

FOR A GOOD used car coma ana see
what we have and those we have listed
for sale. Oden Bulck Company, Filth and
dold, phone 1200.
CAItS
HOBBS QUALITY
A LARGE STOCK to choose from ot all
A
demonstration will satisfy
times.
HOBBS MOTOR CO., phona 434.
you.
513-1- 5

West Central.

FOR REM

Office Koomi

Fult KENT Ulrica space, or desk room.

207 West Oold.
FOR RENT Oflca rooms. Central avenue, above Matson's Book Store. Korber anu Company,- Auto Department.

n

Nice
furnished brick
house in Highlands, $50. A nico
ground floor office on Gold avenue, $40 per month.
R. McClughan
In at a real
double brick B04 W. Gold,
l'lione 4

FOK

West

sidewalk,

trees, lawn timi Kuod
This place Is going to
Jlake us an offer.

our office who we should get
located here for their good
and the good of tho town.
Wo are entirely out of rentals. Write us what you have
for rent or sale.

.

coafheatcr, large

flvn-wil-

Hi t'Otighout,

WANTED
rent and for sale.
Many peoplo are coming to

Miscellaneous

J'hone

yriNCUH.

we have a
lt
niaplo floor

In,

room liiiok

ITouses" for

220 W. Cold Ave.

l'llfn reasonable.

Realtor

210 !i W. Gold.

FOR

WARD

40lt West CopiH'r Avenue.

Realtors

Phone 223

Curiiitlicd,

For

must sell on

THE THIRD
Closo

Real Estate Exchange

A MONEY MAKER
Ono, of tlio best paying room-,1n- s
and boarding houses in the
SUSO.OO
about
a
city; Income

buildings, mostly in alfalfa, on
main ditch, good terms.
"Ask to see em"
SHELLEY'-RRAUCOMPANY

ROOMING HOUSE

In

FOR SALE

count of health, $1500.00
will
don't miss seeing this,
Rentals 'handle,
5 acres best
land in the val-- 1
Subdivisions.
Gold.
l'liono 057. ley. comfortable house, good out

-

Seven.

raiuBg

New
bungulow, two
porches, good corner lot, some
furniture, a good investment
at $1,800; $200 cash and $30
a month; Highlands.
New
white
stucco
adobo house, modern, built-i- n
features, basement, good location, Fourth ward; priced for
tiuick sale, $4,000; terms.
3 rooms and sleeping porch
cottage, just finished, lot 50jc
142, price only $1,700; $200
cash and $30 a month.

J, D. Keleher, Realtor
211 W, Gold.
l'lione 410.

month;

S

HEIGHTS

modern house on exdesirable
tremely
lot,
i;iro
sleeping porch, adobe garage,
owner leaving and will sacrifice; price only $J.000.

FOR SALE
counters.

Stares & Pfeiffer

Nice,

Loans,
221 W.

5 rooms, 2 screoned porches,
modorn except heat, built-i- n
features, desirable location in
central Highlands, $4,250; easy
terms.
G
rooms, glassed sleeping
porch, front and rear porch,
strictly modern, Areola heat,
onk floors, new plastered adobe
in
location
cholco
house,
Fourth" ward, $5,250; easy
terms.
to
$000
Cozy little homes

Lead.
FOU KENT

UNIVERSITY

Realtors
Insurance

house,
porches, for

with two sleeping
only $3,800: good terms.
I have the following amounts
of money to loan, $1,000, $1,500,
and $3,000.
11. McCIXGHAX, Realtor
l'liono 412-J- .
201 V. Gold.

FOR. RENT

Franklin & Company

reasonable.
venrrai.
Foil KENT Housekeeping room with
sleeping porch. Ht West Oold, phone
ivt or 4ij.
FOK KENT Two rooms for light house
1124
keeping, $20. Phone H50-VNorth Second.
FOU KENT Nice room, close In. for
gentleman employed; no sick wanted,
319 North Fifth.
FOU KENT Two rooms with sleeping
porch, furnished for
housekeeping.
11)04 East Central.
FOK KENT Fine large front room, ele.
gant location, for rent to lady; no sick.
inquire at 724 North Fourth.
Foil KENT Rooms, newly furnished,
cool, clean, quiet, modern; one block
rrom car,
81'3 South Fourth.
Foil KENT Rooms with sleeping porch
hot and cold waler In the room. 602
South Arno, phone 1721-- J.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pastlmi
Theater, 21 In West Centrul.
ELGIN
HuTEL Sleeping rooms and
housekeeping apurtmems, by the day.
week or month. 602, West Central,
FOK KENT Light housekeeping room
with sleeping porch. Gas. batlr, phone.
Well people, no children. 416 West Gold.
FOK KENT Front room, well furnished,
adjoining bath, use of phone, close In,
one or two gentlemen. 7o West Sliver.
FOK KENT Nice front bedroom in priNo
vate home.
Suitable for two.
sick. 315 North Elevenlh, phone 1070-.FOR SALE Livestock.
DRESSMAKING
I'OK RENT South roTmTj private
h
i?1V;u.Ta!ojt?Tn
fo
new
close
heated
In;
house,
SEWING by day, $2, or at home. Phone
Arno, phone 3G2X-2L':i
home for nice people.
South Ami.
1430-FOU SALE
Small plga, four and six
WANTED
Work guar- Foil KENT Two furnished looms for
Dressmaking.
weeks old. 705. West Mountflln road.
light IrouBekecpirg; elcclrlo light and
anteed. 8. Satr.inger. 1500 North Fifth.
A
TwiTThoice
"jersey heifers,
1006
South Arno, phone Foil's LK
ctly water.
FIRST-CLASdressmaking, work guar- 2058-K- .
fifteen months old. 217 North Third.
anteed. 218 South Walter,
phone 1667-Flemish
FOK
ting.
SALEfhorTMjBhlired
healFOK
steam
KENT
Front
bedroom,
11 Elf STITCHING
Phone
202
giants, bucks, 8 months old.
ed; lavatory, garasjc; no sick; in pri6S1-room t Meliul building. Myrtle vate
1102-- J,
Call 611 West North Arno.
home.
Phone
Slcvert.
Coal.
FOR SALE One fresh Jersey cow. one
1'lEATINQ, accordion, side and box; FOIt
yearling Jersey heifer. J. P. Wilson,
KENT Two nicely furulslu-mall orders. N. Crane, 215 North
2404-Rphono
rooms
and
sleeping
housekeeping
Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 814 Porch
for adults. No sick, 606 South FOU SALE Jersey cow giving three und
WANTED Dressmaking; prices reasonono-half
Broadway.
gallons of milk. O. C. Shirk,
Miss
guaranteed.
able; satisfaction
furnished room and Phone 2407-R-Paulln Vorbach, phone 487. 420 West FO P.RENT Nicely
1sleeping porch In private family. SuitGold.
and
able fur two. No sick. Phone 1610-Reds, Blacks. Belgians, bucks, tf
HEMSTITCHING done promptly In the after Sunday.
size rabbits. 710 West Lead, phone
frying
1925-best possible manner, prices reasonable. FOU RENT Two 14x14
looms; 8x14
117 Gold avenue, phone 787-Blnger
sleoplng porch, and garage In Univer- FOU SALE Nineteen head young niule
Sewing Michlne Company.
See W. II. Stlllwell, 1103
with harness, $125.00 per tread, harsity
Heights.
NOTICE Ladles. Alterations or remod- North Seventh.
ness Included. Apply New Mexico Coneling done on all kinds of wearing ap- FOK KENT Close In, uewly furnished struction company.
Room 10, Overparel, hats Included.
room. In modern home, with private FOU SALE Thirty head of milk cows;
land hotel, phone 694-entrance to bath, sleeping porch if
Holstelns, Jerseys, Guernseys; for sale
415 South Third.
,
cheap on good terms, 1700 Wost MounRanches.
FOR SALE
tain
road. See owner, 106 West Granite,
FOK RENT Nicely furnished room, near
Full SALE We nave some splendid
bath. For gentleman .mployed. Ais.i photie 1270-1111 suburban
Rob
ranches.
propositions
nicely furnished
parlor bedroom for
PERSONAL
Company.
419 South Seventh.
laily.
SALE OK TKAIE Who baa a SPECIAL OFFER Well furnished room. J. W. liiiASFIELD
roil
wuuh, clock and
bouse and lot 'to trade for a nice twentbath; In brand new mod.lewelry work. 115 South Second, In rear
miles ernadjoining
y- acre ranch: one and ono-haClose In. Employed .person WOULD
home.
share part of expenses with
from Bare.a. brlge. See Broad Bicycle only. ' Reasonable. Phone 194II-Party iroimr to California in car. W.
Coo 220 South Second, phone 736.
FOK RENT Nicely furnished front room C. W., care Journal.
'
with alassed-l- n
Bleeping porch; steam THIS notice exonerates Mr. W. G, Smith
FOR SALE Real Estate heat;
convenient fer three or four peo-pfrom
blame concerning loss of furCO.. 218 West
I1SE KOBERTS-TOKNEother slecpln,; rooms, lis. 503 niture Inany
house' he occupied. H. L. Hog-refWert Oopp
Oold, for real bargains In homes.
Agent.
FOR SALE Lot on Vassar avenue, east DELIGHTFUL selling room, two glassed-i- n WANTED
Information as to the adfront, at a bargain. Phone 1792-sleeping porches; private hath, pridresa
of John M. Bryson, whose advate entrance; for three or four gentleLOT close In, In a good residence diswas
dresa
Socorro county, some years
trict. Half block from Central ave- men. Board In Immediate neighbor ago. Address Edwin W. Spalding. Menue and seven blocka from downtown; hood. Phone 109.
Bank Building, Washington,
tropolitan
sewer, gas and water. See this at 116
Misceiinneoni D. O.
North Elm street, owner nest door, FOR REN I
phone 2.170-TYPEWRITERS
FOR KENT' Large new gar'uge; aulluble
to live In. BI4 Atlantic.
Ail makes overhauled
TypEWKlTERS
ge,
WANTED Real Estate
ET2
FOK KENT Single-gararear of
and repaired.
Ribbons for every ma
West Gold. 5 per. month, i'earce c. chine.
IF YOU have business property (or sale,
Albuquerque
Typewrit' r Ex. 123 South Fourth.
lift It WU&. McMUllun A Wuoa,
Itodey, phone lii, , ......
change, phone

Kt

amount of cash. Phone 1IC6-WANTED
A smull duiry, on commission, with Intention of buying later;
four years' dairy experience.
Address
It. A., care Journal.
FOK SALE Hotel Woodard, of twenty- two rjunis, doing good business; good
reason tor selling. Addresa Mrs. O. ti.
Woodard, Uo 6, Grants, N. M.
FOU SALE
Complete poultry ranch,
rent very reasonable; excellent for mun
Adand wife; Ideal
healthseeker,
dresa Poultry, care Journal.
FOK SALE
One of the finest cafes In
northern Antona, long lease, excellent
trade, good location; two of the partners
aie lu leave for Europe; act Quick. Ad- drcss postofflce box 314, Flagstaff, Aria.
tun SALE Profitable
business, estab
lished live yeara; owner wishes to dis
Several amall seta of books pose account of having other Interests;
Let me Install a bookkeep- price ery low and a bargain. For Infor you and render your in- terview, addresa postofflce box Mlu, Alreturn.
N. Jd.
Salary according to
work and time roquircd. For buquerque,
rents u good building
address Box 65, care Jour- t'J) I'EU MONTH
with tivo hundred loa,f oven; this build-ha- s
plate "glass front, la aultable for
small bread factory; good opening In
man. Address Geo.
Gallup for flrst-clas- a
Mlksch, llallup, N. M.

Ailedulu puppy, age 8 months,
slick black hair, collar with blank
2278-Phone
tag.
for reward, or 116
Stanford.
LOST Will the person who found
ketbook on seat In depot please return to Mrs. Chllders, 1713 North
Fourth,
as watch la keepsake. Reward.
LOS r A
leather, pouch containing
30.00. four
bills and change,
aleo driver'! license.
Liberal reward
for return.
M. R. Henderson, phone
gad !8S-w- ,'

READY TO MOVE INTO.
You may (select your bath
and electric fixtures if you act
quick.
Five largo rooms,
adobe,
oak floors, fireplace,
Areola
heat, lovely porches, will build
garage to match; this is a
bargain.
Any real estate man
or see me,
v

RealtoVs

Co,,

223 TV. Gold.

REALTOR
he man of worth is he who
does his best,
II is very best lives ho in cast
or west
L; aer to be of use in his own
stale.
II cmcmbcring the true alone
uro great,
K nduriiiB disappointments when
t hey come
A nil, 'spite of loss, preserving
his aplomb,
Ij ife holds for him no pleasure
mote worth while
Than giving honest service
with a smile.
O n his sood worlts the country's weal deoends,
It egaril him, then, as 0110 of
your best friends.
1'

-

A,

BEAUTIFUL

FOR

room frame, furnished,
$1,500
for only
- room modern
house, sleepfront
largo
porch,
ing
porch, lot C2VsiXl42, for
$3,150
only
modern stucco, near- 2
porches,
ly new,
large
Fourth ward, easy terms,
r
for only
,....$3,850
modern brick, glassed
hardwood
In sleeping porch,
hot water heat.
floors,
$4,300
Highlands, for only
New adobe stucco finish, oak
floors throughout, sleeping
porch, fireplace, hot water
heat, garage, for only . . $ J.500
3-

lire,

REAL SNAP IN A HIGHLY
home on
modern four-rooCornell, with front and screened sleeping porch, fireplace,
Areola heat, garage and shade
trees, east front, only $4,250;
$50
per
$750 cash, balance
month, including interest.
A REAL HOME IN A FOUR-roomodern brick with glassedfront
-in
porch,
sleeping
etc..
lawn,
garago,
porch,
$3,700,
Fourth ward,
only
terms.
IF IT'S A HOME, LET US
show you.
Belling homes is
our business.

Elf HSEliif

D

IKtki

Tel

f KINGSBURY'S

rase

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAC

October 9, 1922

FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
This seven-roohouse, with fireplace, hot air heat,
basement, garage; sidewalk, lawn, and trees.
This house was built less than two years ago and is
in good condition.
Is well located in the University
Heights, and is, offered at $5,600 for a quick sale,

WILLIAM J. LEVERETT, Realtor
Phone 110.
City Office University

313

Heights Development

West Oold.
Co.

hH!ii;w.Wt.iw

October 9, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1

Page Bight.

10L1BU5"

Fresh Sausage and Frankfurters
The first Brookfield fresh sausage, premium
Frankfurters ami boiled pork loin, of the season
are due today.

TO

You can have Ihem

at

re-

New extra large fat mackerel are on the way.

WARD'S

STORE,,
Order

508 West Central.

ED

Delivered for 10c

site's:';;

i

;;

t(

,i

PAST

Worth
While

LAST TIME TODAY
WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS

William Russell
IN

"The Men of Zanzibar"
(By Richard Harding

j

'JV' Theater Repeating today
for the last time Richard Kipling's
cast
'.'Outlawed," with an
but featuring Bill Pulton and Curn
as
the
stars;
leading
ly Wagner
also showing an episode of "The,
Blue Fox" and repeating "Patlio
Review" pictures.
all-st-

HAROLD LLOYD IN COMEDY
Regular Admission

I

Davis)

Topics of the Day.

Also "FOX NEWS"

Theaters Today

Lyric Theater Mabel Normand.
las the star in "Head Over Heels,"
is being repeated for the last time
today: also repeating "Thetwo-re-Game
Iady," a rattling good

Prices.

Thursday, Friday, Saturday

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

This
Believe
Americans
Would be a Remedy for
the Countries Whose Currency Has Depreciated

RICHARD KIPLING PRESENTS

"OUTLAWED"

(by the AssociatPress.) Placing of tho export
business of Germany on a gold
standard basis is advocated by the
Illinois Manufacturers' association
in a letter sent to Duvid Bloyd
Ens-lanGeorge, prime minister of
Chicago, Oct.

;

8

WITH

ed

-'-

Always

LAST TIME TODAY

,

"In our Judgment the demorali-ii,of the Industry and com- uiorce of Germany and of tho oth
er countries cast or me jtnine
whose currency has depreciated,
can bo checked only by putting the
export business of these countries
let-- I
on a gold standard basis," the
tor states.
The letter was signed by George
forit, Meyercord, chairman of the said
eign relations committee, who
members
he represented 2,300
whoso estimated annual outputdol--is
I
between five and six billion
lars and whose plants furnish

-,

Finest
Theater

1R THEATRE

FOR

FOREIGN THAUt

ii--

Albuquerque's

i

i

Several special exercises have
ron tihuincd bv tho Knights of
ion of CoColumbus in
Alumbus day, October
lthough Columbus day is a legal
holldav. it has not. been generally
.observed in Now Mexico ami me
observance this year vill mark
the annual recognition of the
The morning exorcises pill nelude (i special high mass at tho
immaculate Conception church nt
!'
o'clock, honoring tho patron
saint of tho Knights of Columbus.
At 10:30 o'clock exercraos will be
held In the school grounds of the
Felipe parish school.
to
A flat? has been presented
the school by the local fourth de- -groo assembly and the initial flag- a
tnisihg on Thursday will be.
Sever..'!
feature of tho program.
short addresses have A been boo.!-- 1
band will
ed for the event.
furnish music.
The evening celebration ""1" cn
held nt the high school nudito-riui- r,
Rev. Father
at S o'clock.
D. .1. Fonlkcs of the Immaculate
will
deliver
Conception ehurcli,
i he
The musical
main address.
boon
hns
which
arranged
program
includes a number of solos by
Miss Maude Riordnn and Louis
W. ,T. McDonald will
Uesselden.
In
lend the audience
singing
"America" and "The Star Span-- ;
sled Banner."

Phone 28

GOLD STANDARD

ADVOCATED

Knights of Columbus Plan
Special Programs Honoring the, Day; Celebration
to be Annual Affair

placement cost, dozen $1.17.

CASH

BE OBSE

IN ALBUOUEHOUE;

Half Gallon Fruit Jars
Just a few dozen left.

30YAL "LOVE - AT - FIRST - SIGHT" AFFAIR '
SHATTERED WHEN KING LOSES CROWN

U,

1

It

i

j

for about

Ja

Princess Olga of Greece and Crown Prince Frederick of Denmark.
When is royal true love true? Only while the crowns are safely
ensconced on the noble brows of the families of the lovers? Princess
Olga of Greece probably thinks so now. Her engagement tc Crown
hours after her uncle,
Prince Frederick was broken within twenty-fou- r
,
xKing Constantine, lost his crown.

800,000

BILL PATTOH and
CARLYH IYAGF4ER
ADDED ATTRACTIONS

Pathe Review

The Blue Fox
t

fmmnw
Ifl
imiMiii

iim.iih.:
mi

n

!!
mm

Regular Prices.
m. i
,..'M'J
yy
milir"'-'-"
i.

m

mill

in
rmmM

per-ison- s.

"The governments of those coun- tries themselves appear either tin- -,
willing or unable to accomplish
'tliis."
he said. "In tha case of
Germany, however, it can be done
through the Intervention of theIt al-is
lied reparations commission.
here that the British government
has at once the responsibility and
the power to act.
"Inasmuch as the German mark
has 'been depreciating continually,
the German seller has usuully been
the loser, often to such an extent
that tho German manufacturer
who had to buy his raw materials
in tho world's markets could not
replace them at the price for which
he has contracted to sell the finished article. That process spells
bankruntcv. ruin and death. No

I

TRIG
CONTINCOCS

1

TO 11 P. M.

LAST TIME TODAY

Papa Bambinetti and Tina

PAPA BAMBINETTI AND TINA
"Agnation's prospei ity is founded A funny little Italian acrobat who, with the aid of a
entirely on the prosperity of its beauty doctor and a press agent, turns into a radiant
individual citizens. No nation can American
beauty that's Mabel Normand's latest part."
long escape national bankruptcy
Come and see Mabel and her latest bag of tricks!
industrial and
whose individual
111

BRYAN TO START
--

DA! TOUR

DF

FIRE DRILL AT
SCHOOL ROUSES

comedy.

units court a general
"Germany's loss through the
failure of her exporters to sell on
a gold standard basis has reached
commercial
insolvency.

stupendous

figures

not

GOLDWYN PRESENTS

Mabel Normand

unlikely

billions of dollars.
PLEASES CHIEF reaching into
NEBRASKA T OD
Pastime Theater "Tho 1 Men of
Probably the loss to Germany
larding
from this source alone aggregates
Zanzibar," by iilehard
a sum large enough to account for
Davis, featuring William Kussol!,!
IN
is being repeated today: also reIjg! her failure to Hay her reparation
Will Speak in Be- Fire Prevention Day
Commoner
News'
"Fox
the
pictures
neating
and the Harold Iloyd comedy.
Observed in All Schools due.half of Candidacy of His
Tne estnuiiBumnnt or a gom
HKFI-SWITH
G.
Brother and Senator
IIK.I OVKIt
Today; Entire City is In- standard would remove tho great
HUBBELL DENIES
LOCAL ITEMS
MAKKIi N OHM AN l AS ST AH.
factor of demoralization which now
M. Hitchcock
'JXJMOHT
1 iKAX KS
1AIUC
spected
proceeds from tho speculation in
tho German mark. Mr. Meyercord
obdifa
be
will
had
to
AA'llliam
The Ooldwyn company
Hurley,
Fire prevention day
C. A. Beagle has gone
stated, and H would make the GerOmaha, Neb.. Oct. 8.
By EDGAR ALLAN WOOLF
EXISTENCE OF A ficult
task on its hands when it set Jennings Bryan's voice will begin served in tho city schools today in man Industrial machine competent
N. M. His wife will accompany him
out to dramatize the artistic, tem- to thunder again in Nebraska poli- several ways, among them the re- to pay the reparations which Gerback to Albuquerque and they will
make their homo here.
perament, even though that tem- tics tomorrow when he starts on turn of 3,000 fire Inspection blanks many has undertaken to pay.
Added Attraction:
y
,T.
and wife, left
"whirlwind" tour in tho
Q. Hamilton
perament was located in the heart his
of a lady acrobat. But with Mabel interests of tho candidacy of Sena- which tho school children hav
Public
Kstancia Sunday for umii, Ariz.,
LIST
CANDIDATE
Stenographer.
they
Normand to impersonate the
tor Gilbert M. Hitchcock to suc- had all week during which
Mr. Hamilton having accepted the
Mclinl Bldg. Ph. 303. Adv.
inspections of the firo Rm, 8,
GAME LADY
lady, all worry as t ceed himself in tho United States were making
position of county agent of Yuma
in
their
conditions
hazard
neigh
received
tvie
the success of
photoplay disap- senate and of Charles M. Bryan
county, according to word
"
borhoods
ri'
is
of
was
the
story
The
seeks
title
who
Hamilton
formerly Bernalillo
the commoner's brother?
here. Mr.
peared.
A Two-Pa- rt
, Comedy.
COAL-CO- AL
County Republ- "Head
Over Heels,'' and is being re- election to the governorship of the neen leiiiurru in uoj ipuunt; nwiuio
county agent of Bernalillo county.
the week, including fire
throughout
theater
the
at
Mr.
ticket.
on
I.yrio
Conthe
state
democratic
to
For tho past couple of years he has
today
peated
Convention
to
Is prepared
fill
ican
the
Transfer
of
officials
REGULAR
talks
PRICES
Guy's
drills
and
new
by
In
picthis
for the last time.
been county ngent of Torrance
Bryan will speak in five of tho six fire
your bin with either Gallup lump
department.
vene This Morning at the ture, Miss Normand performs some congressional districts.
county.
orhazLeave
firo
coal.
or
were
your
The children
given
Ilagan
of her most unique and ridiculous
Mr. Bryan arrived in Nebraska
ard inspection blatiks and were ders now and avoid tne rush.
Dr. D. R. Murray, Osteopathic and
Crystal Theater s
feats, such as entering an office by this morning and tomorrow will asked
con::23 South Second.
of
the
a
to
make
survey
741.
her
and
Violet-ra- y
treatments. Phono
forcing
see the beginning of the eastern
way of a transom
N. Phone 2122-in their neighborhoods nnd Phone 371
Interviewed last nlRht regarding entrance into the sanctum of a piyt of the state of a tour that in- ditions
blanks.
on
the
a
to
make
report
load,
truck
full
forcibly
by
six
a
a
names
theatrical
cludes
manager
of
wood,
yesterday
list
engagements
published
speaking
Factory
blanks will not bo used by the
five dollars, llahn Coal company. and purporting to be a tentative ejecting nn army of stenographers day. He. will travel by automobile. Tho
SUGARITE
plan being to
From Nebraska he will go into firo department, tho
list of republican
county candi- who guard the ante-rooPhone
i. Adv.
train tho children in observing conHeels" tells the Minnesota and Illinois.
"Head Over
dates. Frank Hubbell, chairman of
RENT
FOR
to
fires.
lend
ditions
which
might
NebraskanH arc watching with
th county republican central com- - story of an ugly duckling who is a
SWASTIKA
ANNOUNCEMENTS
children
school
"Albuquerque
comNicely furnished room for
mittee, denied any previous knowl- trained acrobat but scarcely a interest tho
kodnro
t.niec
well
i'lre
"
lattrained,
one
also
as
or
COM
sleepthe
in
two;
glassed
fftl
view of tho fact that
of the publication and stated "star" actress. Engaged
bination,
Henderson slated last night.
GALLUP
There will be a regular meeting ledge
a 1M mm llavo been ter, the tnanager are in a quan- less than two monthi ago the feud ert.
tllat
porch; "board if desired;
held faro ing
acro
of the tshrine at 8 o'clock this even- - baMr(1 ontj,.0v upon speculation,
the
make
to
to
a. decade was still at. "Tho department has
use
of
how
as
and
more
of
than
bath,
telephone
dary
school
tho
houses
each
of
drills
at
Adv.
CEDAR
WOOD
PINION
Masonic
temple
523 West TljoruM.
ing at
Senator
Hitchcock's
bat a success. A Beamy pa nor is its height)
T)lo ,,(.0(.i ion f ,)ie republican
"
the children showed that they
. eountv
candidates rests entirely visited with results unexpected to declaration that he was opposed to and
Split Wood. Kindling, Fireplace I,"cs
their
had
drills
mastered,
their
The meeting of the Business and .,h
and
the
convention."
il
both
the
Aolstend
law
a
waiting
the
managers
republican
change
bemovement
of
out
the
NEW
STATE COAL COMPANY
buildings
omens clul) wnicn
Professional
Hubbell declared, "and it is public.
brought the democrats of Nebraska ing neither too fast nor
too slow,
. a.
was to be neia at ine j.
which was directed together.
to make the selecwas
The
for
this
that
It
body
up
picture,
patching
I
was well pleased with the demd
phoxj: sr..
evening has been
Monday
tion, not for some individual or un- by Victor Schertzingor and Paul of relations that won for Charles
PRIVATE SALE
City Office. 108 South Second.
on account of the death of authorized group of individuals." Bern, contains an excellent cast in- Bryan the democratic nomination onstrations."
Special fire inspections have
of household furnituro
Mrs. E. J. Strong's mother. Adv.
Tho republican county conven- cluding Hugh
Thompson, Kuss for governor by a sweeping-majoritbeen carried on in all sections of
tion will convene this morning nt Powell. Raymond Hatton. Adolphe
nnd the strength of the guber- tho
MRS, DAVID WEIIiLEK
nnd
the
week
past
city
during
Tashmun
nt
and
the Crystal theater. .lean Menjou, I.ilyan
10 o'clock
natorial randidate is now admitted it Is the belief of the firo depart1120 AVost Tijeras
Oil. FRANK Ei. MucClt ACKli.N,
Inst
night Lionel Belmore.
to be such that speculation Is rife
It was understood
Dlt. DAISY U. Mact KACKi:,J.
that many firo Iiazards have
SCOUT NOTES
Let Us Send a Man
as to whether Hitchcock will carry ment
that Stephen B. Davis, Jr.,
been removed and that safety conOsteopathic Physicians.
DAVIS TAI.F.
Bryan into office or Bryan will be ditions in the city have been
republican candidate for Unit lHAIUlIG OX
To replace that broken window
K. P. Building. Phone Office 8IMV
greatSMIKF.X
prooa-SCOltl'.S
will
Tin:
j
ed States senator,
swept in with Hitchcock, if. indeed, ly improved.
80-- J
.
Adv.
Residence
glass.
Albuquerque Lumber Co.
MKX
candidate
state
3.
bo
"TIIK
Ol
or
men
the
are
sue
look
over
to,
of
only
"'Ui ui either both the
bly
STOP in nd
Troop
Phono 421. 423 North I Irst.
Mr. Davis-cessful.
Troop 3 meets every Friday attend the convention.
our stock of used PhonTesterday at the Pastime, thea-n- t
evening at 7:30 at the English is expected to deliver nn address
421 W. Central
Phono
and Pianos.
the opening session this morn- - tor. began a run of a few days of CHAULMOOGRA OIL IS
Lutheran church. Both George
ographs
LOST
who had; "Tho Men of Zanzibar." based on
Alcson and Bill Collins presided ing. Mrs. f
suit
CAR
A
to
Prices
purchaser.
On main highway
Richard Harding Davis' story of
between
REMEDY FOR LEPROSY
at tho meeting last Friday.
planned to be here for the county
to-Fords
New
Yourself
is
a Fox
Drive It
It
FOGG, The Jeweler
! the same name.
The scoutmaster received the caucus, will be out of the city
and
APOLLO MUSIC SHOP
Domingo
Albuquerque
Sedans
.
and
we
William
and
the
duetlo.i
liusselt
and
Coupes
conDodgo),
black
spent
starring
cards of rank
Watches. Jewelry.
large
Diamonds,
bag
Porpois
8.
B.
The
Oct.
Central.
West
405
Vancouver,
C,
ALIll QI'KKQl IK
This is a film far above the ordi-- ; success
first half hour filling them out.
taining clothing and toilet arHighest Quality, Lowest Prices.
oil
chaulmoogra
DRI EHLKSS CAK CO.
nary In entertainment value, and treatmentoffortheleprosy
J. C. MacGregor has passed his
same
to
ticles.
Return
Farrs
Opposite Postoffice.
has been prov
should play to a largo patronage.
Cars Delivered.
last "tenderfoot" test and is now FORMER PREMIER
118 South Furth.
to doctors in the gen
Market, Albuquerque.
ed
according
also
He
Scout.
a full fledged
cral hospitat here.Seven months ago
NEW
IN
'tion
FIGURES
second
Wh
a
of
whol
enlber
the
Scout
Pace,
the
passed
Cars for Rent and
I'liifis test.
GREEK UPHEAVAL c?? ce
Howard AVegs passed "judging
Touring Cars
Speedsters,
the orient. She was
MILK
of the African East roast where 'sh,P from
Coupes.
distance, size and weight," a secln the
"eral hospital nnd
?inzlbnri,nted
the action takes place
Them Yourond class test.
Drive
or
m.'i.jtww"w'W"""""M
cream, qunlitj New Cars
WM. R. WALTON, President and . Manager
the chaulmoogra oil treatment was Wholo milk
chief seaport or Last Africa, poo- - commenced.
Brand Hening was admitted to
self.
health requirethan
better
city
was
it
Recently
pled by men of every color ar.n claimed that the patient was so far ments.
tho troop.
Delivered dully in any
The Pioneer People of the
for a'
iiace, is the background
State.
city.
that she was in condition quantity lo any part of the
t 'VI
jiff
dramatic film creation that car- recovered
Phono 580
COAL AND WOOD
Phono 2405-H121 North Third
Butler's Dairy.
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
to be to bo released.
ries with it a mystery
a
strong!
solved, and ends with
Gifford PInchot, candidate for
GUY
Joseph H. Guy died at his
climax to a romance of distinct
We Specialize in Fuel for Domestic Use.
of Pennsylvania,
governor
.:ays
home here yesterday. He had lived
appeal.
REPAIRING
SHOE
OF
wonun
will
SCHOOL
he
is
elected
if
WOLF
that
the
for
year,
past
in Albuquerque
Those who have
read Davis'!
seats in his cabinet.
EXPRESSION
coming here from San Diego, Calif.
FIRST OTjASS MATERIAL AND
story will not be disappointed; for! be given
dramatic art. Special
and
His wife was here with him and
those who have not read the tale
WORKMANSHIP
Colo.
to
Denver,
will take the body
course in deep breathing and
it would be unfair to detract from!
of
in
are
Brothers
charge
voice defects.
their surprise and entertainment
Strong
4 Phones 5.
Let our up to the minute trucks bring comfort
City Electric Shoe
t
512 W. Marquette.
Gents
Watch
arrangements.
Phono 55-This week on
by setting forth its details
to your home.
these people may be certain Chains. AVTe will have a complete
Shop
BIRKENHA USER
Funeral
of rousing action and an unex lino of jewelry this Christmas.
Birken-hause"3c
Llsetto
Mrs.
Ladies
naif Soles.;
services for
pected, although very satisfactory,
$1.15
who flieo Saturday night
Soles and Heels....:
jending.
Wiseman
WANTED
:nt the home of her daughter. Mrs.
Men and Women Rubber
The scenes are of Africa, and
Gold.
40c
Corner Second una
Heels .'
H. J. 6trong, will be held tomorrow
"Tho Men of Zanzibar" was made
woman to do
Experienced
c
the
Sewed Soles.
with more regard for realism than
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock from
general housework; must stay Men's
for its producing cost. That is
Lutheran church, Rev. A. M. Knud-e- n
DELIVERY
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pay.
CALL
good
FREE
nights;
the secret of good pictures care
officiating. Burial will be in
Quick Service.
in giving correct detulls.
Apply at 213 South First.
the family lot in Fairview cemein
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is
T.
French
C.
Phone 507-charge.
tery.
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I take this means to announce myself as a candirooms
TWO
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ARRESTED
foot
each,
lots,
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years oid. died yesterday morning
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Mrs. Roach came here about, two
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terms.
is
institutional T. B.
years ago from Oklahoma. She
arrested last night, charged with
survived by her husband. It. L.
MRS. A A. WOODWORTH.
Permanent
(Heaters, Grates,
position.
work.
is
The
arrest
said
to
speeding.
her
parents
Roach, a daughter,
Address Nurse, care Journal.
have followed an exciting chase in
Furnaces)
,
'and several brothers and sisters.
' which
(Adv.)
the motorcycle officer was
Funeral service will be held at
the winner. The men were released
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